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ABSTRACT
The objectives of this thesis are to enhance the understanding of the particle 
behaviour at fluid interfaces using novel and stimuli responsive particles, and how 
their adsorption at these interfaces affect the emulsions, foams or other materials that 
they are stabilising. Materials stabilised solely by particles are of great interest due to 
long-term stability, generally low emulsifier content and also in order to replace 
surfactant molecules, which are often potentially harmful with relatively inert solid 
materials. The adsorption/desorption of a particle from an interface depends on the 
particle wettability, which can be affected by the temperature, the pH or the liquid 
type used, to cite only a few examples. This is investigated through six different 
sections encompassing particle-stabilised emulsions, particle-stabilised foams and 
dry liquids.
The synthesis of stimuli-responsive particles and their use for production of 
stimuli-responsive materials is a recent area of interest particularly for bio-medical 
applications. It is shown in this thesis that temperature has a strong effect on the 
stability of water-in-oil emulsions stabilised by microwax particles. Separation of 
wax-stabilised emulsions can be controlled by changing the storing temperature of 
these emulsions: increasing the temperature results in melting of the wax, 
destabilising the emulsions. Conversely, the same wax particles give really stable 
emulsions at elevated temperature, due to potential release from the particles of 
surface-active molecules. Although it is observed more as a time than as a 
temperature effect, emulsions stabilised with biodegradable polymer particles 
undergo analogous separation. The initially high stability oil-in-water emulsions 
destabilise over time, most likely because of degradation of the polymer particles. It 
is observed that modification of the polymer particle surface, by grafting pH- 
sensitive groups on their surface, hinders emulsion separation. It is also shown that 
sporopollenin particles, originated from natural Lycopodium clavatum spores, show a 
change in charge and wettability with pH. This leads to emulsion inversion from oil- 
in-water at their high natural pH to water-in-oil at low pH. Interestingly, the 
sporopollenin particles also exhibit preferred orientation around water droplets: the
111
anisotropic sporopollenins orientate with their hemispherical side toward the oil 
either for a better packing geometry or due to a wettability difference.
The production of new particle-stabilised materials is another concern for this 
study. The production of novel emulsion drop architectures by using emulsion 
heteroaggregation has been attempted. Although aggregation of opposite-charge 
emulsion drops has been found difficult to obtain, the importance of pH, method 
used for mixing and excess of free particle in the continuous phase is discussed. It is 
also shown that the number ratio of small to large drops affects the drop aggregation. 
Another new material produced in this study is particle-stabilised non-aqueous foam. 
Fluoroethylene microparticles are observed to disperse in low surface tension oil, to 
stabilise air bubbles when aerated with intermediate surface tension oil, and to form a 
powder like material with high surface tension liquids. The effect of particle type, oil 
type and particle concentration on these foams are described, and freeze fracture 
electron microscopy is used in order to observe the close-packed arrangement of 
particles at the air-oil surface. Finally, production of a powdered emulsion is 
attempted in order to encapsulate low volume fraction of oils in a dry material. For 
this purpose, particle-stabilised oil-in-water emulsions were produced, before being 
blended with hydrophobic particles, resulting in an encapsulation of emulsion drops 
into particles. It is shown that the particle type, both for the initial emulsions and 
production of the powdered emulsions, the particle concentration, the blending time 
and the oil volume fraction affect the nature of the material obtained.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Colloidal dispersions
A colloidal dispersion is defined as a two-phase system, where one phase (the 
dispersed phase) is dispersed in the second phase (the continuous phase). 1 The 
dispersed phase, usually in the size range 1 nm to 10 um, may consist of spherical 
solid particles, liquid droplets or gas bubbles, as well as cube, plate or rod-like solid 
particles. The phases may be combinations of gases, liquids and solids, forming 
complex systems like aerosols, smoke, foams or emulsions.
Most colloidal dispersions are not thermodynamically stable, but as a 
consequence of the small size and large surface area of colloid, as well as the 
presence of a stabilising interfacial film on droplets, bubbles or particles, dispersions 
of these species can exhibit reasonable kinetic stability.2 The large area-to-volume 
ratio of the dispersed phase characterising colloidal dispersions plays an important 
part in determining interactions within the system: the large interfacial area is 
associated with a large interfacial energy, which will often cause the dispersed phase 
to consolidate. Hence, the stability of colloidal systems is characterised by tendency 
to sediment (or cream) due to density difference, or their tendency to aggregate and 
coalesce/fuse. Encounters between species in a dispersion occur frequently (due to 
Brownian motion, sedimentation or stirring), and so dispersion stability depends 
upon how the species interact when this happens. In order to prevent aggregation, the 
repulsive energies between the colloids must be greater than the attractive ones. This 
interaction is quantitatively described by Derjaguin and Landau, and Verwey and 
Overbeek, known as DLVO theory. 3 ' 4
7.7.7 DLVO forces
The DLVO theory takes into account the attractive van der Waals and the 
repulsive electrostatic energy between charged particles as they approach each other. 
3 ' 4 The theory includes estimations of the London-van der Waals energy as a 
function of interparticle distance and the energy due to the overlap of electric double 
layers, and their summation to give the total interaction energy.
The van der Waals attractive force is instigated by an uneven electron 
distribution around the atoms creating a dipole, and by extension an asymmetrical 
charge distribution on a particle surface. The total van der Waals interaction results 
from the sum of a dipole-dipole force (Keesom force), dipole-induced dipole force 
(Debye force) and dispersion forces (London force), with dispersion forces the main 
sources of attraction between colloidal particles. 5 The early calculations, made by 
Hamaker and de Boer, involve summing the interaction of one atom in a particle 
with each atom in the adjacent particle and then summing that interaction over all the 
atoms in the first particle.6 The long-range interaction resulting from this calculation 
is directly proportional to the particle radius (r) and the composite Hamaker constant 
(An), and is inversely proportional to the particle separation (d). When the particle 
separation is small (d « 2r), the attractive potential energy is reduced to a simple 
form as in equation 1.1:
The Hamaker constant is a function of both the electronic polarisability and 
the density of the material: particles immersed in a medium experience a weakened 
attraction, due to their attraction with the medium. The composite Hamaker constant 
(AH) used in equation 1.1 is estimated in equation 1.2 as the geometric mean of that 
of the particle (Ap) and that of the medium (Am) with respect to their values in 
vacuum:
A H V^-V^ (I-2)
When the particles and the medium exhibit similar Hamaker constants, the 
composite Hamaker constant is small, leading to reduced attractive potential energy 
(VA) and a more stable particle dispersion.
Electrical repulsion, due to the overlap of electric double layers of particles, is 
a key stabilising mechanism for particle dispersions in aqueous solutions or in liquids 
of moderate dielectric constant. The electrostatic repulsion can be explained with 
electrical double layer theory, which has been described by the Debye-Huckel 
approximation, and later by the Gouy-Chapman theory modified by Stern. 1 In a 
liquid, a surface can be charged either by surface group dissociation (e.g. SiOH for
silica) or by adsorption of charged molecules from the solution. As a result, the 
surface attracts oppositely charged ions (or counterions) forming the electrical 
double layer.
Figure 1.1. Schematic of the Electrical Double Layer of a positively charged surface. 
<j>o is the potential at the surface, <j)s is the potential at the Stern layer and t, is the 
potential at the slip plane.
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the electrical double layer for a positively charged 
surface: in solution the colloidal surface charge is balanced by an equal amount of 
oppositely charged ions gathered in a region of excess charge. Two regions 
constitute the electrical double layer: the Stern layer with ions strongly bound to the 
surface which has an electric potential decreasing with the distance from the particle 
surface, and the diffuse (or Gouy) layer which contains counterions distributed freely 
in the solution. The slip plane defines the region where the fluid moves together with 
the particles when an electrical field is applied in the solution; the potential at this 
plane is called the zeta potential (Q. The electrical double layer with its counterion 
layer causes a screening of the particle charges; hence the zeta potential measured is 
always lower than the surface potential.
When two particles approach each other, their electrical double layers overlap 
and force the particles apart. The repulsive interaction energy between non-identical 
spheres under constant charge decreases exponentially with distance from the 
particle surface, and can be integrated with respect to distance: 7
VD 1 exp - (1.3)
where e is the permittivity of free space, ^o is the particle surface potential and K the 
reciprocal of the Debye length.
By combining the van der Waals interaction energy and the electrical double 
layer interactive energy, the total interaction between two particles or two surfaces in 
a liquid can be expressed by:
V = VR+VA (1.4)
where the total interaction energy (V) results from the summation of the repulsive 
(VR) and attractive (VA) energies.
Figure 1.2. Total colloidal interaction energies, V(l) and V(2), obtained by the 
summation of an attractive energy, VA , with different repulsive energies, VR(!) and 
VR(2) as a function of particle separation. Redrawn from reference 1.
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Figure 1.2 shows two general types of potential energy curve: the total 
interaction energy V(l) exhibits a predominantly repulsive energy maximum, 
whereas that of V(2) curve is attractive at almost all interparticle separations. For low 
electrolyte concentrations, electrical double-layer repulsion dominates (VR(!)), so the 
particle dispersion is kinetically stable. As the electrolyte concentration is increased,
the electrical double layer repulsion is reduced (VR(2)) and the inter-particle van der 
Waals attraction becomes more dominant causing an increase of the coagulation rate 
of the particles.
If the pH is brought close to the particle isoelectric point pH, the electrical 
double layer repulsion is also affected through a decrease in surface potential and the 
particle coagulation rate increases.
7.7.2 Non-DL VO forces
The DLVO theory neglects some interaction between particles because it 
treats the liquid in which particles are dispersed as a structureless continuum. At 
short separation, the medium has to be considered as a discrete structure, where the 
liquid molecules can order themselves and affect particle interaction. These short 
distance interactions have been called structural forces by Derjaguin, and are also 
known as solvation or hydration forces for aqueous dispersions. 3 Hydration forces 
are short-range forces, which arise whenever water molecules strongly bind to a 
surface containing hydrophilic groups. 8 For example, Binks and Lumsdon stated that 
silica is subjected to a repulsive force due to the polar surface inducing an ordering 
of the solvent.9 Consequently, they proposed a model based on the DLVO theory 
including a hydration-repulsion term (Vh) proportional to the solution electrolyte 
concentration, which better describes the behaviour of their silica particles in 
solution. On the other hand, attractive hydrophobic forces are longer range than 
hydration forces (up to 100 nm). They are mediated by structural changes in the thin 
water layer between hydrophobic surfaces.8
Two other major interparticle forces to consider are the steric force, which 
generally results from a surface layer of long chain organic molecules (like 
surfactants or polymers) overcoming the van der Waals attractive forces through 
unfavourable overlap of inter-particle surface layers, and the depletion force caused 
by a concentration gradient (of molecules or smaller particles) in the solution 
between the particles. 10 The latter effect is attractive or repulsive depending on small 
particle volume fraction and interparticle separation producing either flocculation or 
stabilisation of the large particles."
1.2 Particles at fluid interfaces
7.2.7 Energy of particle detachment
Solid particles of colloidal dimension can adsorb at a fluid interface, air- 
liquid or liquid-liquid, which classifies them as surface-active. Their adsorption 
decreases the area of the fluid interface, with characteristic energy often higher than 
the thermal energy kT; hence it is thermodynamically favourable. 12 Ramsden and 
Picketing were the first to realise that particles are surface-active while investigating 
the field of particles at liquid interfaces. 13 ' l4 In 1903, Ramsden studied the 
spontaneous formation of solid layers on free surfaces (i.e. air-water) of protein 
solutions. 14 Pickering, in 1907, published a paper which aimed at understanding the 
nature of emulsification and finding a new emulsifier for insecticidal purposes. 13 
This led to the discovery of a solid particulate emulsifier from copper sulphate that 
gave paraffin oil-in-water emulsions stable to creaming and coalescence. Their 
studies led to numerous works on emulsification with solid particles, especially on 
the effect of particle flocculation and on the wettability of solid surfaces. 15 ' 16
Figure 1.3. Schematic diagram of a spherical solid particle at a fluid-fluid interface 
showing the various interfacial energies and the three-phase contact angle measured 
into the fluid 2 phase. 17
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The particle wettability is a key parameter to understand particle behaviour at 
liquid interfaces. Therefore the three-phase contact angle 9 needs to be measured. 
The contact angle is the angle at which a fluid-fluid interface meets the solid surface. 
Measured through the most polar of the two fluids, 6 exists at each point of the three-
phase contact line where the solid and the two fluids meet. In a fluid 1 -fluid 2 
system, as shown in Figure 1 .3, 6 is measured through the fluid 2 phase, and depends 
on the surface free energies (or interfacial tensions) at the solid-fluid 2 (yS2), solid- 
fluid 1 (ys i) and fluid 1-fluid 2 (712) interface according to Young's equation, 18
cosfl y" " 7 '2 (1.5)
7,2
In an aqueous system, particles are either "hydrophilic" or "hydrophobic" 
depending on whether their contact angle through water is respectively smaller or 
larger than 90°. Particle wettability is also influenced by parameters such as surface 
roughness or particle shape. The equilibrium position of a solid particle at a 
horizontal fluid interface can be easily calculated for particles with simple shapes 
and smooth surfaces or sharp edges; this problem becomes difficult to solve in the 
case of complex shaped particles and inhomogeneous surfaces. 19 " 21 For a spherical 
particle of radius r adsorbed at an oil-water interface at contact angle 6, the depth of 
immersion into water is r (I + cos 0). The energy needed to remove a particle from 
the oil-water interface is related not only to the wettability but also to the interfacial 
tension (yow)- 17 The area of oil-water interface removed by the particle when it 
adsorbs is equal to Tn^sin2 d (or 7tr2( 1 - cos2 6) ). Hence the energy required to remove 
the particle into the oil phase is
m-2 v HW (\ cos0) 2 (1.6)
For removing the same particle into the water phase, the sign before cos 6 in 
equation 1.6 becomes negative. Figure 1.4 and equation 1.6 make clear that the 
energy needed for removing a particle from the oil-water interface will be maximal 
when 6 equals 90°. This energy also increases proportionally with the oil-water 
interfacial tension and with the square of the particle radius.
Figure 1.4. Variation in minimum energy of particle detachment versus contact 
angle in the case of a spherical particle of radius r = 10 nm at the planar dodecane- 
water interface of interfacial tension y0w = 50 mN m" 1 at 298 K. 17
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7.2.2 Forces between particles at fluid interfaces
At fluid interfaces, particles are affected by the same forces as those described 
in section 1.1 for bulk dispersions. However, some additional forces which have no 
analogy in bulk appear due to the presence of the second fluid creating an interface: 
capillary and long range repulsion interactions between the particles are introduced 
in addition to DLVO theory, the structural, steric and depletion forces. The DLVO 
expressions for the van der Waals and the electrical double layer energy have to be 
corrected:22 the presence of the interface reduces the degrees of freedom for particle 
movement, and in fluid-water systems particles are only partially in contact with the 
water phase, the main medium for carrying electrostatic repulsion. The van der
Waals energy, as seen in equation 1.1, varies with the Hamaker constant, which itself 
depends on the bulk phase. These forces will be different for the emergent parts and 
the immersed parts of the particles. When modelling these interactions Fernandez- 
Toledano et al. only considered the interaction between their emergent parts and 
between their immersed parts and neglected that between the emergent part of one 
particle and the immersed part of another.22
Capillary interaction arises from the contact of particles with the fluid-fluid 
interface:23 particle interactions differ with both phases, causing perturbation of the 
interface (depression or elevation) and forming the so-called meniscus around the 
particle. The overlap of the menisci of two approaching interfacial particles generates 
an interaction that can be either attractive or repulsive, enhancing or preventing 
particle surface fiocculation. Two categories of capillary interaction exist: flotation 
and immersion capillary forces. Flotation capillary forces are due to gravitational 
effects: interfacial deformation depends on the particle weight and the buoyancy 
force. As shown in Figure 1.5, particles less dense than the lower fluid and those 
denser than it will create respectively positive and negative menisci. The overlap of 
same curvature menisci generates an attractive force between the particles, driven by 
a decrease in interfacial deformation. However, the overlap of opposite curvature 
menisci results in an increase in the interfacial deformation, causing the particles to 
experience a repulsive capillary force. These long-range interactions are negligible 
for particles of small size (radius below 5 um), as they are unable to significantly 
deform the interface and the resulting interaction is negligible compared to that of 
the thermal energy. On the other hand, immersion capillary forces are caused by the 
wetting properties of the particle surface, i.e. to the position of the contact line and 
the magnitude of the contact angle, rather than to gravity. These interactions, which 
are also long-range, affect small colloidal particles trapped at liquid interfaces over a 
substrate or in a thin liquid film, causing their aggregation and ordering as observed 
in many experiments.24 Recent studies have shown that immersion forces can also be 
caused by particle surface roughness, producing an irregular meniscus, or by 
electrodipping, for which an external electric field pushes the particle into the more 
polar fluid.25 '30
Figure 1.5. Capillary flotation interaction forces between two particles at a fluid- 
fluid interface: the resulting interaction force is attractive if the two particles are (a) 
less dense or (c) more dense than fluid 2, respectively. However the force is (b) 
repulsive between more and less dense particles. Redrawn from reference 5.
(a) fluid 1
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Aveyard et al. with polystyrene latex particles and Horozov et al. with silica 
particles have demonstrated the presence of a long-range repulsion by studying the 
structure and stability of particle monolayers at horizontal interfaces.31 ' 32 They have 
shown that the repulsion between hydrophilic particles (0 = 65°) at horizontal liquid 
interfaces is weak and mediated mainly through the water phase, resulting in disorder 
and loose flocculation of the particles. In contrast, monodispersed hydrophobic 
particles (0 = 152°) gave well-ordered monolayers of particles separated by several 
times the particle diameter, suggesting a very long-range repulsion mediated through 
the oil phase. It is believed that entrapment of traces of hydration water of the 
particle surface in the oil phase is responsible for the repulsion through oil, as 
addition of salt in the water phase led to further aggregation of the hydrophilic 
particles but did not change the state of the hydrophobic ones.
1.3 Emulsions
An emulsion is a type of colloidal dispersion, as seen in section 1.1, which is 
formed by two immiscible liquid phases, one dispersed as droplets within a 
continuous phase of the other. In practice, emulsions may contain droplets that 
exceed the classical size range limits of a colloid, sometimes ranging upwards to tens 
or hundreds of micrometres. 33 Emulsions can be either oil-in-water, when oil 
droplets are formed in an aqueous phase, or water-in-oil, when the dispersed phase is 
water. Complex emulsion types can also be formed when droplets themselves 
contain an emulsion; they are called multiple emulsions.
Pure liquids cannot form a stable emulsion. Specifically, the interfacial area 
between two liquids when one is dispersed as droplets in the other is larger than a 
single interface between the two bulk phases. Hence, the two liquids will separate to 
recover their minimum energy state. A third component called an emulsifier is 
needed to make the emulsion easier to form or to form a protective film, which will 
hinder the breaking of the emulsion: this is often a surfactant or solid particles. 34
Surfactants are amphiphilic compounds with one side that has an affinity for 
the nonpolar phase (the nonpolar hydrocarbon chain) and an other part that has an 
affinity for the polar phase, usually water (the polar group). At a fluid interface, it is
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energetically more favourable for the surfactant molecules to orientate in such a way 
that each part of the molecule resides in the phase for which it has the greatest 
affinity. The nature of the surfactant will determine the dispersed and the continuous 
phase of an emulsion: Bancroft's rule, the oriented wedge theory, the hydrophile- 
lipophile balance (HLB) and the volume balance value were developed in order to 
predict the type of emulsion to be formed with a specific surfactant. 35 ' 36 The HLB, 
which has been the most commonly used theory, relies on the hydrophilicity or 
lipophilicity of the surfactants: low HLB surfactants (lipophilic) usually stabilise 
water-in-oil emulsions, while high HLB surfactants (hydrophilic) would rather make 
an oil-in-water one. 37
Adsorption of surfactants at fluid interfaces is driven by the decrease of 
interfacial free energy (y), which represents the amount of work required to expand 
the interface per unit area. 38 In the case of microemulsions, this decrease is sufficient 
to render the emulsification process spontaneous.39 Macroemulsions however are 
generally considered thermodynamically unstable, due to the positive value of free 
energy of emulsion formation given by: 38
AG = yA/i - TAS (1.7)
where AG is the change in free energy of the system, y the interfacial tension, AA the 
change in interfacial area, T the temperature and AS the change in entropy.
In macroemulsions, the energy required to expand the interface (yAA, with 
AA increase in interfacial area and y is the interfacial tension) is large and positive 
and cannot be compensated by the small entropy of dispersion TAS, which is also 
positive. This leads to a positive total free energy of formation of an emulsion, AG, 
meaning that the emulsion formation is non-spontaneous and that energy is required 
to produce the droplets.40 Large droplets, requiring a low increase of interface, are 
fairly easy to form by breaking the two bulk phases with high-speed stirrers for 
example. In contrast, producing nanoemulsions necessitates a high energy or low 
interfacial tension. 37
As most emulsions are thermodynamically unstable, the kinetics of 
destabilisation determines whether emulsions have lives long enough to be useful.33
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1.3.1 Emulsion stability
The stability of an emulsion is defined as a resistance to physical changes 
over time. Flocculation, coalescence, sedimentation and creaming of the emulsion 
drops can affect this stability by occurring simultaneously or consecutively in the 
emulsion. Figure 1.6 illustrates these effects for a water-in-oil emulsion.40
Figure 1.6. Processes affecting (a) water-in-oil emulsion stability: (b) creaming, (c) 
sedimentation, (d) flocculation, (e) Ostwald ripening and (f) coalescence, (g) 
resulting in complete phase separation.40
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Creaming and sedimentation are results of gravitation separations often 
indicated by the emergence of a distinct clearer phase less concentrated in droplets at 
the top or the bottom of the system. The term creaming comes from the familiar 
separation of cream from raw milk. The density difference between the dispersed and 
continuous phases causes a vertical concentration gradient in the system. Although 
the two separate layers produced have different dispersed phase concentrations, 
gravitation separation is not necessarily destabilisation of the emulsion as a gentle 
agitation of the system totally reverses the separation. However high levels of 
sedimentation or creaming can promote flocculation and coalescence.
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Mathematical models applying Stokes' Law can be used to predict the rate at 
which an isolated drop (described as a rigid spherical particle) creams in an ideal 
liquid: 33
v ,_ (L8) 
9rj
where vs is the creaming velocity, r is the radius of the particle, g is the acceleration 
due to gravity, px is the density of fluid x, /// is the shear viscosity of fluid 1, and 1 
and 2 refer to the continuous and dispersed fluid, respectively.
The sign of vs establishes the movement of the drop in the surrounding fluid: 
the drop creams for positive values and sediments for negative values. Equation 1.8 
highlights that gravitational separation can be retarded in an emulsion by reducing 
the density difference between the oil and water phases, decreasing the size of the 
droplets or increasing the viscosity of the continuous phase. A more accurate model 
would include other factors, like droplet fluidity, concentration, polydispersity, 
charge and interactions.41
Drop flocculation can be defined by the gathering of emulsion drops, which 
form aggregates with virtually no change in total surface area. 33 The tendency for 
droplets to flocculate depends mainly on the balance of attractive and repulsive 
forces between the drops: if attractive forces dominate (van der Waals, depletion and 
hydrophobic forces), the droplets will tend to aggregate, whereas they will be stable 
to aggregation if the repulsive forces dominate (electrostatic and steric forces), as 
described in section 1.1. The rate at which droplet flocculation occurs can be 
characterized in terms of the droplet-droplet collision frequency and collision 
efficiency defined by McClements.41 The collision frequency is the number of droplet 
collisions per unit volume of emulsion per unit time, which depends on Brownian 
motion, applied mechanical forces or gravity. The collision efficiency represents the 
fraction of droplet-droplet encounters that actually lead to flocculation, determined 
by the droplet interaction potential. Hence, flocculation in dilute emulsions causes an 
increase of creaming, resulting from the increase in mean particle size, whereas the 
creaming is retarded or prevented by formation of 3D networks of droplets in 
concentrated emulsions.
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In contrast, drop coalescence affects the drop size: it occurs when two or 
more droplets fuse together to form a single larger unit, reducing the total surface 
area. It happens through a nucleation hole or bridge in the thin liquid film separating 
two droplets in close proximity: when the hole reaches a critical size, it grows and 
droplets coalesce in order to relax their shape under an interfacial tension effect, 
creating a new drop with reduced interfacial area. 2 If coalescence continues, the two 
phases separate totally, recovering the state of minimum energy. Coalescence causes 
an increase of the creaming or sedimentation rate of the droplets in the emulsion 
because of the increase in drop size. A change in the emulsion appearance often 
results from coalescence: large droplets scatter less light than small ones, so 
emulsions can appear less turbid and more intensely colored.43 Coalescence proceeds 
either through a homogeneous or heterogeneous process:44 for the homogeneous 
process, all the droplets grow at the same rate, so that a monomodal drop size 
distribution is formed, while the heterogeneous process cause the large droplet to 
increase quicker, in a similar way to Ostwald ripening.
Ostwald ripening is another way in which emulsions destabilise: large 
droplets grow at the expense of small ones because of mass transport of dispersed 
phase from one droplet to another through the continuous phase.45"47 This is due to 
the solubility differences of molecular species between dissimilar size drops, the 
solubility increasing as the size of the droplet decreases: 45 ' 48
S(r) 5(oo)exp(—) (1.9) 
r
where S(m) is the solubility of the solute in the continuous phase for a droplet with 
infinite curvature, S(r) is the solubility of the solute when contained in a spherical 
droplet of radius r, a. (= 2y VIRT) is a characteristic length scale, with V the molar 
volume of the solute and y the interfacial tension.
From the point of view of emulsion stability this process is almost always 
undesirable because the larger species will have greater rates of sedimentation or 
creaming. The rate of Ostwald ripening can be reduced by adsorbing surfactants 
and/or polymers at the interfaces, as they can hinder the rate of incorporation of new 
molecules into dispersed species, or by adding components that reduce the rate of 
diffusion of molecules within the continuous phase. 49
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1.3.2 Emulsions stabilised by solid particles
Solid particles are present in many types of emulsions, but their use as sole 
emulsion stabiliser, or in addition to surfactants has been brought to attention only 
recently. 12 Solid-stabilised emulsions were named "Pickering emulsions" after 
Pickering, who conducted the first systematic study in 1907 on this subject and 
recognised the role of finely divided insoluble emulsifiers: 13 he noted that particles 
more wetted by water than oil stabilised oil-in-water emulsions by residing at the 
interface. However, Ramsden was the first to actually report emulsions stabilised by 
fine solid particles four years earlier than Pickering in 1903.' 4 ' 50 Later, Finkle et al. 
considered that particles would preferentially reside in one of the liquids of the 
emulsion, which would become the continuous phase, similarly to Brancroft's rule in 
surfactant-stabilised emulsions. 35 This was better understood from the study by 
Schulman and Leja, which investigated the effect of particle wettability and interface 
contact angle in systems containing barium sulphate crystals and surfactant. 16 
Particles with contact angles slightly below 90° were found to produce oil-in-water 
emulsions, while those with contact angles slightly above 90° stabilised water-in-oil 
emulsions. However no stable emulsions were formed for extreme values of contact 
angles (close to 0 and 180°).
As described in section 1.2, particles can adsorb to fluid interfaces, and as 
such they stabilise droplets in emulsions (or bubbles in foams) by creating single or 
multiple particle layers. However, the wetting behaviour of solid particles is crucial 
in determining emulsion behaviour. Particles have to be wettable by both water and 
oil phases for emulsion stabilisation to be efficient. 16 Like surfactants, the particle 
layer will curve such that the larger fraction of particles resides in the liquid which 
preferentially wets them. 17 ' 51 Hence, hydrophilic particles with contact angle below 
90° give oil-in-water emulsions, whereas hydrophobic ones with contact angle above 
90° give water-in-oil. For particles with a contact angle of 90°, which means that 
they are equally wetted by both phases, emulsion type depends on the particle and 
solution properties.
It is believed that the main stabilisation mechanism for particle-stabilised 
emulsions happens through formation of a steric barrier, created by organisation of 
the particles in a close packed network at the interface.52"54 The particle layers
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physically prevent coalescence of two colliding droplets. The formation of inter- 
droplet networks can also slow down or hinder the destabilisation of the emulsion by 
changing its rheological properties. 55 Another mechanism for emulsion stabilisation 
has been discussed by Horozov and Binks: 56 slightly hydrophobic particles were 
observed to "bridge" emulsion droplets, with an increase of particle density within 
the bridging film due to immersion capillary attraction (discussed in section 1.2.2). 
Vignati et al. witnessed stabilisation of droplets sparsely covered by domains of 
particles with formation of a single or double layer bridge at inter-droplet contact 
areas.57 The stabilisation of drops sparsely coated with particles could also result 
from the formation of a 2-D network of particles on the drop surface.40 Formation of 
a 3-D network of particles within the continuous phase has also been observed to 
increase emulsion stability.58 Although particle layers are still present on the drop 
surface, the particle network extending through the continuous phase improves 
stability by preventing droplet-droplet contact and arresting drop movement.
A wide variety of particle types have been used as emulsion stabilisers to 
date: silica, latexes, metal oxides and sulphates, clays and carbon, waxes and 
microgels. 9 ' 34 ' 59"65 Their effectiveness as emulsion stabiliser depends on their shape 
and size, their wettability and inter-particle interactions, as well as the emulsion 
medium. 17 Some particles (like microgels) are able to invert the type of emulsion 
they are stabilising with change of pH or temperature. 66 ' 67 Others, like paramagnetic 
particles, can also prevent as well as induce the destabilisation of an emulsion 
through application of external magnetic fields. 68
1.3.3 Effect of particle concentration on emulsions
Particle concentration in a system will significantly affect the characteristics 
and stability of emulsions they stabilise.69' 70 Apart from a few recent studies, which 
showed stable emulsions with low surface coverage of the droplets by particles, 
increasing the particle concentration will enhance the volume of most particle- 
stabilised emulsions and/or reduce the size of the drops.57 ' 60> 7I Emulsion drops with 
adsorbed particles usually coalesce until they reduce their interfacial area such that it 
is sufficiently covered with particles: this process is known as limited coalescence. 69' 
72 A linear relation between the inverse average droplet diameter and the
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concentration of particles is generally established and assumes a constant adsorbed 
particle layer density.69 This phenomenon has a limit however: Tambe and Sharma 
showed that above a limiting concentration corresponding to a full drop coverage by 
particles, any increase in concentration of particles would not result in smaller 
droplets or increased emulsion stability. 73 Excess particles have however been shown 
to increase emulsion stability by providing a 3-D network of particles surrounding 
droplets covered with particles.58 ' 74 To achieve high particle coverage of droplets a 
sufficient high particle concentration is needed in all systems. However high particle 
concentrations do not necessarily produce a densely packed monolayer, and many 
stable emulsions have been observed without this dense coverage. 57 ' 60 Yan and 
Masliyah and Levine and Sanford observed the presence of particles in bulk 
emulsion phases when complete monolayer coverage of the emulsion droplets would 
require more particles than present in the system. 75 ' 76 The diverse mechanisms for 
the stability of particle-stabilised emulsions, including steric hindrance or network 
formation, with both partial and complete particle coverage were reported in section 
1.3.2.
1.3.4 Transitional phase inversion
Because it determines its wettability, the right particle surface chemical 
nature is essential in order to obtain emulsions with optimum stability. With a change 
in nature, pH or salt concentration some particles are able to invert the type of 
emulsions which they stabilise from oil-in-water to water-in-oil at fixed water-oil 
volume ratio; this is known as transitional phase inversion. 77 ' 78
In a traditional surfactant system, an emulsion inversion at fixed oil-water 
ratio requires affecting the surfactant HLB number, by changing the electrolyte 
concentration or the ratio of surfactants in a mixture. 79 For particulate emulsifiers, 
the equivalent of the HLB number is 0, the contact angle of the particle at the oil- 
water interface, which corresponds to the particle wettability. This can be varied by 
modifying the particle surface chemistry by adding a surfactant or chemically 
grafting different groups. ' 8 Tambe and Sharma showed how to control the 
wettability of several types of particles: 81 by changing the concentration of stearic 
acid in the oil phase, they were able to induce phase inversion because the normally
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water-wet particles became oil-wet. The stearic acid molecules were believed to 
contribute to the particle behaviour at the interface. Another way to control the 
particle wettability was found by Binks and Lumsdon, who varied the silanol content 
of silica particles, changing the particle surface with a covalently bound 
hydrophobising agent. 51 The non-modified silica particles were hydrophilic due to 
the silanol groups on their surface, and so increasing levels of modification gave 
increasingly more hydrophobic particles of reduced silanol content. Toluene-water 
emulsions stabilised with the modified particles were shown to invert with the extent 
of particle modification: so that 79%SiOH particles stabilised oil-in-water emulsions 
and 50%SiOH particles stabilised water-in-oil. Binks and Lumsdon also 
demonstrated that transitional phase inversion can be achieved using silica particles 
hydrophobised to different extent and mixtures of different wettability particles. 78 ' 82 
It was observed that the stability to creaming and sedimentation of the emulsions was 
greatest around conditions of inversion, and that the average drop size displayed a 
distinct minimum. Several subsequent emulsion inversions have also be achieved for 
systems containing a nanoparticle-surfactant mixture of opposite charge. 83 The 
adsorption of surfactants on the particle surface increases particle hydrophobicity, 
causing oil-in-water to water-in-oil inversion, which subsequently turns back to oil- 
in-water upon deposition of a second surfactant layer, rendering the particles 
hydrophilic once more.
Another simple way of changing the particle wettability consists of varying 
the pH of the system.67 ' 84"89 This will affect the degree of charge on the particles if 
they have ionisable groups on their surface: increasing the charge will make them 
more hydrophilic, while removing it will increase their hydrophobicity. This 
approach has been investigated by Binks and Rodrigues, who varied the pH of 
polystyrene particles dispersed in water, and witnessed a water-in-oil to oil-in-water 
inversion. Read et al. also observed transitional inversion on adjusting the solution 
pH of emulsions stabilised with polystyrene latex particles when oils of intermediate 
polarity (methyl myristate or cineole) were used. 91 ' 92 On the contrary, non-polar oils 
(n-dodecane) and polar oils (1-undecanol) underwent demulsification on adjusting 
the solution pH. Likewise, Gautier et al. and Li and Stover did not observe any
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emulsion inversion but an effect of pH on the emulsion stability, and on final drop 
diameter, which disappeared when salt was added. 87 ' 93
Another type of emulsion inversion consists in varying the oil-water volume 
ratio in the system. The resulting inversion is called "catastrophic". 94 For particles of 
intermediate hydrophobicity, catastrophic inversion of emulsions occurs upon 
increasing the volume fraction of water, and emulsion stability to sedimentation or 
creaming increases approaching inversion. This inversion seems to occur through 
multiple emulsion formation, where some of the continuous phase is enclosed in the 
dispersed one. Ultimately the continuous phase becomes entirely enveloped within 
the disperse droplets and hence phase inversion occurs.80 Emulsion inversion can 
also be affected by changing the initial location of particles or increasing the 
homogenisation time. 72
1.3.5 Effect of oil type on emulsions
Although the particle wettability determines the type of emulsion to be 
formed, the oil type affects the stability of this emulsion. 34 ' 70> 72 This can be 
understood from equations 1.5 and 1.6, which show that the particle contact angle (6) 
and the energy of particle detachment both depend on the tension between the oil and 
water or the particle surface.
Binks and Clint have developed a theoretical treatment for the wetting of a 
solid particle at oil-water interfaces. Particle oil-water contact angles, calculated in 
terms of the components of the surface energies of the three phases (equation 1.5), 
agree with experimental data for a range of oils of different polarity. Systems with 
non-polar oils tend to produce oil-in-water emulsions whereas water-in-oil emulsions 
are preferred for systems with polar oils. Binks et al. reported the measured and 
calculated oil-ionic liquid, water-ionic liquid and oil-water contact angles on silica 
surfaces hydrophobised to different extents.95 Binks et al also correlated the contact 
angle data with the phase inversion points and stabilities of the corresponding 
particle-stabilised emulsions for a large variety of oils. 96
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1.3.6 Mixture of particles and surfactant in emulsions
Mixtures of particles and surfactant have been investigated in several studies 
in order to understand how they interact. Yan and Masliyah showed that addition of 
anionic palmitic acid and cationic dodecyl amine to emulsions stabilised by 
negatively-charged kaolinite clay particles caused a drop in interfacial tension, 
thought to be due to attraction between particles and oppositely charged surfactant. 76 
A similar observation was made by Tambe and Sharma, who found that stearic acid 
addition to particle mixtures led to emulsion stability or inversion, as the surfactant 
had the ability to increase the particle contact angle. 73 A clear synergy was also 
observed in the case of silica and both poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and 
hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC) surfactants: 60 ' 97 stabilisation initially increasing and 
then decreasing, at surfactant concentration high enough to compete for the oil-water 
interface. Increase in flocculation of silica with surfactant addition and increase in 
particle contact angle were monitored. Similar synergistic mechanisms between 
particles and surfactant were evidenced by Binks et al n For stable systems of 
nanosilica and non-ionic PEO type surfactants, small aggregate formation and 
increased viscosity were observed. Addition of particles caused an increase in 
surface tension, which was balanced by a change of particle contact angle, and led to 
a net increase in the theoretical detachment energy. In summary, surfactant-particle 
mixtures may increase interfacial elasticity, affect the interfacial viscosities, decrease 
the interfacial tension, change particle contact angle and promote partial particle 
flocculation.
1.4 Heteroaggregation in emulsions
The mechanism of aggregation of emulsion drops can be understood through 
studying that of solid particles, in which the emulsion drops have to be considered 
rigid. In colloidal particle dispersions, aggregation can take place between the same 
type of particles (homoaggregation) or unlike particles (heteroaggregation). 99 ' 10° 
Particles can be different in size, charge, shape, charge density or composition. 
Aggregation is usually caused by an attraction resulting from oppositely charged 
electrical double layers, causing bridging and charge neutralisation mechanisms. The
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relative amount and size of the particles will determine the morphology of the 
aggregates: 101 if there is a significant difference in size, more numerous small 
particles will adsorb on the big, if they are of similar size, they will organise 
themselves into fractal clusters.
The maximum number of particles able to adsorb onto another particle 
surface assuming hexagonal packing was derived by Jones and Pilpel: 102
where Nhe\ is the maximum number of particles on the surface, D the large particle 
diameter and d the small particle diameter.
Furusawa and Anzai found that this maximum theoretical coverage was not reached 
for size ratio greater than 0.15 with latex and silica particles. 101 They also observed 
that the aggregate architecture varied with size ratio: when d/D=0.33, aggregates are 
discrete heterocoagulates, above this value they form large irregular structures. 
Onoda and Liniger and later Johnson and Lenhoff reckoned that hexagonal close 
packing is unlikely to occur in reality: 103 ' 104 the random adsorption of colloidal 
particles onto a flat surface produces areas of unoccupied space, most likely due to 
charge repulsion. Luckham et al. noticed that varying the salt concentration could 
improve the maximum surface coverage by screening the repulsion between like 
charged particles. 105
Rasa et al., studying mixtures of positively and negatively charged Ludox 
particles, monitored a non-linear decrease in conductivity (and mobility) with the 
concentration of negative particles in the dispersion. 106 Heteroaggregation was 
observed for mixtures with a low content of positive particles only, and for these 
aggregates an average of zero mobility was measured. It was concluded that the outer 
shell of the aggregates consisted of both positive and negative particles, leading to a 
neutral surface. Later on, Yates et al. added silica particles to alumina dispersions, 
and found that they did adsorb onto the alumina surface due to their opposite 
charges. 100 They noted that when the particle size ratio increases, the number of 
particles required for forming optimum aggregates with alumina decreases although 
the total amount of silica increases.
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Weakly flocculated dispersions of particles are reported to be more efficient 
for stabilising emulsions than discrete particles or highly aggregated ones. 83 ' 107 For 
mixtures of silica nanoparticles and pure cationic surfactants, the more stable 
emulsions are formed when particles are flocculated. Both emulsifiers alone stabilise 
oil-in-water emulsions, but at high pH particles alone are ineffective. A synergistic 
effect is observed when surfactants are added to particle dispersions: particle 
flocculation occurs, due to formation of surfactant monolayers around the particles 
increasing their hydrophobicity, and the aggregates adsorb at the oil-water interface 
leading to a stable emulsion. However, it is interesting to note that further addition of 
surfactants is followed by a re-dispersion of particles, with a concomitant decrease in 
emulsion stability. A similar study was made with positively charged alumina-coated 
silica particles and negatively charged surfactant, which also witnessed the 
maximum emulsion stability for the least stable dispersions. 108
Binks et al. also investigated systems containing only particles, positively and 
negatively charged. 109 Alone these particles did not stabilise any emulsion, because 
they were too hydrophilic to adsorb at the oil-water interface. Mixing the negatively 
charged particles with the positively charged ones reduced the net charge of the 
aqueous dispersion, and so increased the particle wettability. The optimum particle 
ratio was found to be 2:1 negative/positive particles, due to the asymmetry of the pH 
dependence of the zeta potentials of the two particles. This gave a maximum particle 
sediment height in the dispersion, indicating the greatest particle flocculation and 
hence the best stability for the corresponding emulsion.
Aggregation of emulsion drops has been observed in several systems: water 
in a continuous oil phase depends on the droplet size, the surfactant concentration, 
the oil type and the temperature. 110 In particle-stabilised emulsions, aggregation 
between the emulsion drops can occur due to the formation of 3-D network of 
particles, due to particle bridging (as seen in section 1.3.2) or weak electrostatic 
repulsion. 58
A rare study exists investigating the heteroaggregation of drops within 
emulsion systems. Gu et al. described the formation of colloidosomes from large 
anionic droplets with small cationic droplets adsorbed on their surface. 111 The 
charged droplets were obtained by stabilising oil-in-water emulsions with positively
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charged proteins, before coating half with pectin to reverse the charge on those 
drops. Mixed at a specific ratio, the small droplets coat the surface of the large 
droplet, causing a zeta potential inversion of the drop. The emulsion mixture 
aggregation observed at intermediate and high concentrations of small droplets was 
attributed to either bridging or depletion flocculation of the drops.
1.5 Foams
Like emulsions, foams are commonly found in consumer and industrial 
products like foods, pharmaceutical and personal care products, fire-fighting foam, 
and detergents. 112 " 117 The properties of foams are greatly affected by the surfactants 
or other stabilisers used as they can reduce the interfacial tension and the viscosity of 
the liquids: 37 soluble proteins, for example can stabilise foam by forming a rigid 
layer at the liquid-gas interface. 118 Foams can also be found in the form of froths in 
mineral-separation processes and in the petroleum industry.2 Micro-foams are a 
subtype of foams, where a dispersion of aggregates of very small foam bubbles is 
created by injection of gas into surfactant solution with very high shear. While the 
bubble diameters in foams are typically in the range 50-300 mm, they are a up to 
100 times smaller in micro-foam, conferring to them a higher stability." 9
Foams other than in flotation froth processes are generally unwanted in 
industrial processes, as they can increase wear and block throughout. 2 Hence some 
agents, like high molecular mass alcohols, were developed to reduce the foam 
stability or to prevent foam formation by changing the nature of the gas-liquid 
interface (increase of surface tension, decrease of surface elasticity, decrease of 
surface viscosity or decrease of surface potential)." 9' 12°
1.5.1 Foam formation and stability
A foam is defined as a colloidal dispersion of a gas in a continuous liquid 
phase. 2 Like for emulsions, pure liquids do not foam, foam formation requires 
adsorption of a foam stabiliser. Two structural situations exist: wet foams (also 
called transient, dilute or Kugelschaum), made from slightly surface-active 
stabilisers, consist of spherical bubbles separated by thick liquid films, while dry
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foams (persistent or concentrated) are large polyhedral gas cells separated by thin 
liquid films stabilised with components of strong surface-activity. The gas bubble 
geometry depends on the gas volume fractions (())ai) within the system:2 in wet foams, 
<|>a i can have a value of up to 0.74, which represents the maximum volume fraction 
possible for an internal phase made up of uniform and incompressible spheres, but 
with an increase of (j>a i in drier foams the foam bubbles start to distort, taking on a 
variety of polyhedral shapes. The most stable polyhedra model shape is the Kelvin 
tetrakaidecahedron, which minimises surface free energy with eight non-planar 
hexagon faces and six planar quadrilateral faces. 121
In a persistent foam, the polyhedral bubbles are separated by almost flat 
liquid films, which come together in 2-D at equal angles of 120° (Steiner angle). 
These angles result from the equalisation in the Plateau border of the surface tension 
vectors along the liquid films (Figure 1.7). Such foams are referred to as dry foams, 
or Polyederschaum. In 3-D, four liquid films meet with a tetrahedral angle (-109°), 
however whenever more than 4 foam films meet an immediate rearrangement 
happens restoring the three films junction.
Foam stability involves two different processes: film thinning and bubble 
coalescence. Although there might be an optimum size for a foam type, foam 
stability does not necessarily depend on bubble size. However the bubble size 
distribution causes pressure gradients between bubbles of different size, which 
promotes gas diffusion between them. Like Ostwald ripening in emulsions (section 
1.3.1), disproportionation in foams defines the process of larger bubbles growing at 
the expense of smaller bubbles. Foam drainage as represented in Figure 1.7, which 
is driven by capillary pressure, will determine the film thinning: a typical foam has a 
half-life drainage of the order of tens of minutes, but some surfactant-stabilised 
foams can be stable for years. 122 Film thinning does not cause foam degeneration, as 
no change in total surface area occurs, but it can enhance the coalescence 
mechanism. The rupture of the thin liquid film between bubbles causes coalescence 
of the bubbles, which fuse together forming a single larger bubble.
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Figure 1.7. Schematic presentation of (a) a foam column (wet at the bottom and dry 
at the top) and (b) the Plateau border where 3 bubbles meet in 2D creating a capillary 
pressure, which causes drainage.
(a) (b)
Foaming capability or foamability relates to both foam formation and foam 
persistence. Enhancement of foamability can be done through surface tension 
lowering, surface elasticity increase and surface viscosity increase. 123 It is the 
surface-active compounds used to stabilise the foam which determine stability and 
foamability: mildly surface-active compounds will weakly stabilise transient foams, 
whereas more strongly surface-active compounds can stabilise quite strong,
metastable foams. 124
7.5.2 Foams stabilised with solid particles
Although the interest of particles as aqueous foams stabiliser has increased 
lately, solid particles are mainly known for their role in foam destruction. 125 
However hydrophilic particles with the right wettability can actually enhance the 
stability of surfactant-stabilised aqueous foams, by collecting in the Plateau borders 
of the foam and retarding film drainage. 126 Hydrophobic particles do not benefit 
surfactant-stabilised foams, as foams will break from the strong opposite bending 
energies between the particles and the liquid films (bridging drainage) resulting in 
their use as foam breakers. 1 ' 7 ' '" The deformability and the 'delicate 1 nature of 
foams render them susceptible to destruction by particle piercing.
Although the interest in particles as the sole stabiliser of foams is recent, it
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has long been known that finely dispersed particles play an important role in the 
stabilisation of many different types of foams: foaming in rivers, waste treatment, the 
oil industry, paper industry, production of metal foams and the preparation of 
foods. 129' 131 Hoffmann was the first to suggest that finely divided particles played a 
role in stabilisation of foams or froth, in his study of mineral frothers and ore 
flotation. 132 Later, other studies shows that partially hydrophobic particles could 
enhance or completely stabilise froths, whereas entirely wetted particles had no 
effect on the stability. 133 " 135 More recently, Tang et al. showed that the addition of 
fine silica particles enhanced the stability of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-stabilised 
foam, and that like in emulsion systems, stability was proportional to particle 
concentration and inversely proportional to particle size. 136
The stability provided by the particles to the foam is likely to be mainly due 
to creation of a steric barrier to coalescence and as with emulsions, smaller particles 
in high concentrations give the most effective barrier. 137 However the use of particles 
is more complicated in foams than in emulsions: particles can cause retardation of 
drainage and increase maximum capillary pressure, but also bridge bubbles which 
can have a positive or a negative effect on the foam stability depending on the 
particle. Hydrophobic particles are recognised for their antifoam action caused by a 
heightened capillary de-wetting action: 138 particles bridge between bubble films, with 
the receding particle contact angle causing film drainage, which is also caused by a 
positive Laplace pressure in the film adjacent to the particle. 139 The de-wetting will 
accelerate until the inter-film is completely drained. On the contrary for hydrophilic 
particles, drainage stops as the Laplace pressure difference reduces to zero and the 
film becomes essentially planar. A further drainage of the film would even cause the 
Laplace pressure to draw liquid back into the particle film, creating a stable bridging 
mechanism. Pugh and Johansson observed this phenomenon with hydrophilic quartz 
particles of small contact angle, which did not affect froth stability, whereas particles 
with contact angle around 65° gave optimum froth stability, and more hydrophobic 
particles led to collapse of the froth. 140 Similar contact angle values giving optimum 
foam stability were found by other groups. 14M43The work of Aveyard et al. 
concluded that particles can stabilise foams within a small range of contact angles, 
and outside this range they behave as efficient de-stabilisers. 144Although the wetting
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mechanisms imply that all hydrophilic particles should act as foam stabilisers, it is 
known now that the effects of meniscus formation and surface roughness can cause 
hydrophilic particles to be efficient de-foamers.29
Studying the general forces governing stability in particle-stabilised foams, 
Kaptay found that particles could stabilise foams under different conditions: 145 they 
could form a network and loose monolayers or packed multilayers on bubble 
surfaces. His observations showed that particle size affects strongly foam more than 
emulsion systems: large particles will tend to pierce and break the foam film, 
whereas they will stabilise larger drops in emulsions. The unpublished work of 
Wilson with latex particles confirmed that most stable froths were produced from 
conditions close to bulk particle coagulation (produced by change of pH, addition of 
salt or surfactant). 146 Similarly, Dickinson, Binks and co-workers observed that 
nano-particle of silica should be partially coagulated to stabilise bubbles and 
foams. 147" 149 Armes et al. continuing Wilson's study found that in foam solely 
stabilised by latex particles, the foam stability increased with a decrease in particle 
size only to a point, as particles smaller than 260 nm were not able to stabilise a 
foam. 150 However they noted that the decrease in stability was due to the incapacity 
of the small particles to form homogenous intrinsically strong networks, as they were 
highly polydisperse. 151 Another important factor is the shape of particles: Dippenaar 
established that flat type particles generally result in more stable froths, while 
rounded or spherical particles enhance thinning of liquid films, and sharp-edged 
particles ruptured the liquid film really quickly. 128
7.5.3 Non-aqueous foams
Like seen previously, foam formation requires a thermodynamically 
favourable adsorption of a stabiliser, which will lower the gas-liquid interfacial 
tension. 152 As the water-air surface tension is relatively high (72 mN m" 1 ), strong 
adsorption at the air-aqueous solution surface is favourable for many species, and 
renders aqueous foams more common than non-aqueous. The pure oil-air surface 
tension is typically around 25-30 mN m" 1 , too low to drive adsorption of most solute 
species. However, fluorocarbons have surface energies lower than hydrocarbons, 
hence fluorosurfactants adsorb relatively strongly at hydrocarbon liquid-air surfaces,
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producing stable foams of hydrocarbon liquids. 153 Ross et al. showed that specific 
conditions of solute concentration and temperature have to be fulfilled for the foam 
to be stable: 154" 156 the system should be close to a phase separation boundary, as the 
tendency of solute to adsorb is enhanced when solvent and solute have a low affinity. 
Binks et al., investigating the foaming properties of a hydrocarbon oil solvent with 
additives, noted a similar behaviour. 157 An analogous observation has been made by 
Friberg et al. and Shrestha et al. that surfactant solutions in hydrocarbon solvents 
show foaming for compositions close to phase separation of a lyotropic liquid 
crystalline phase, where foam bubbles are coated with a film of highly viscous liquid 
crystal. 158' 160
1.5.4 Dry water
In emulsion systems, the change of particle contact angle can cause inversion 
of the type of emulsion, as seen in section I.3.4. 161 " 163 In a similar manner, it has 
been shown by Binks and Murakami that aqueous foams stabilised solely by particles 
can phase invert into a free flowing powdered material, that they called 'dry water'. 
162 In a similar way to that was used on emulsions systems, the wettability of the 
silica nanoparticles was varied by coating the particles to different extent with a 
silane reagent, resulting in production of a range of particle wettabilities. 51 The 
relatively hydrophilic particles stabilised bubbles producing air-in-water foams, 
whereas the very hydrophobic particles made a water-in-air powder. The change of 
particle wettability caused inversion of the curvature of the fluid interface, which can 
be compared to transitional emulsion inversion.51 Catastrophic phase inversion, 
which is caused by varying the fluid:fluid ratio, was also observed for the foam-dry 
water systems: keeping a fixed particle wettability and increasing the air: water ratio, 
inversion from foam to dry powder occurred. 162 Investigation of the charge 
properties of the silica particles by affecting pH and salt concentration was also 
made: 164 low pH or high salt concentration favoured the formation of 'dry water', by 
rendering the particle hydrophobic, while a high pH or low salt concentration 
promoted formation of foam, as the particles were charged and partially hydrophilic. 
In a later study, Binks et al. demonstrated that hydrophobic silica particles can be
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rendered hydrophilic via surfactant adsorption, providing an alternative way of 
converting the 'dry water' material to aqueous foam. 165
1.6 Presentation of thesis
The general aim of this thesis was to produce new materials using novel 
particles, possessing interesting stimuli responsive properties. For that purpose, 
stimuli responsive emulsions were made, stabilised with different solid particles 
(Chapters 3 to 6 and 8), as well as oil foams stabilised with tetrafluoroethylene 
particles (Chapter 7) and an emulsion encapsulated within a solid powder (Chapter 
8). It is believed that these new materials can find applications and enhance 
understanding in the food, pharmaceutical, cosmetic or automobile industries.
Emulsions stabilised solely with micro-wax particles were produced in 
Chapter 3, and it was shown that the effect of particle concentration on the emulsion 
stability depended on the type of particles and whether they formed a network or not. 
The main investigation was on the effect of temperature on these wax-stabilised 
emulsions. It was highlighted that the emulsions broke with an increase of 
temperature when produced at room temperature, as the particles could not provide 
steric hindrance to coalescence when they melted. However, when produced at 
elevated temperature, emulsions displayed a higher stability.
Similarly, emulsions stabilised by biodegradable poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid 
(PLGA) particles were observed to break with time, as the degrading particles could 
not stabilise the oil-water interface. Chapter 4 presents the study of emulsions 
stabilised with modified and unmodified PLGA particles, and demonstrates that the 
pH affects emulsions stabilised with unmodified particles, whereas modified ones 
seemed to delay or stop the destabilisation of the emulsions at all pH values.
In Chapter 5, the possibility of designing emulsion heteroaggregates with 
controlled architecture was examined. Emulsions stabilised with oppositely charged 
colloidal particles were formed separately and mixed in order to organise positively 
charged droplets around negative ones, or vice versa. The effects of oil type used as 
the dispersed phase, pH of the water phase and initial oil fraction were studied to 
form the parent-emulsions. Then the mixing protocol, the excess particle
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concentration, drop size and drop size ratio were varied to find the optimum 
parameters in order to observe drop heteroaggregation.
Like the wax, PLGA and silica particles, natural sporopollenin particles were 
found to stabilise emulsions in Chapter 6. A decrease of pH was observed to enable 
emulsion inversion from oil-in-water to water-in-oil, demonstrating that the 
sporopollenin particles are efficient emulsifiers for both types of emulsions due to 
the change of charge on the particle surface. Interestingly, specific orientation of the 
non-spherical particles at the fluid interface was observed exclusively in water-in-oil 
emulsions. Sporopollenin particles were also able to strongly stabilise liquid marbles, 
whose formation was not affected by the pH or salt concentration of the encapsulated 
water, due to contact angle hysteresis.
Chapter 7 shows that PTFE particles can stabilise liquid marbles, with the 
internal phase being either water or oil. However, the main interest of this chapter 
was to reveal that TFE particles efficiently stabilise non-aqueous foams for a wide 
range of liquid surface tensions. Different methods were used to produce these 
foams, and the liquid and particle types were shown to affect the stability and 
foaming capability of the systems. Dry powders were produced with liquids of 
higher surface tension, like water and glycerol.
Following the liquid marble production in Chapter 6 and the dry powder in 
Chapter 7, Chapter 8 aimed at developing a protocol for dry encapsulation of oil in 
the form of emulsions. The principle of dry water formation is exploited here: silica- 
stabilised oil-in-water emulsions were produced then diluted to different extents 
before being blended with hydrophobic silica particles, as in the production of dry 
water. The system was observed to be sensitive to particle hydrophobiciry and oil 
volume fraction of the emulsion to encapsulate, and it was demonstrated that the 
blending time was a key parameter to achieve formation of powdered emulsions.
Finally, a summary of conclusions, future work suggestions and an Appendix 
with experimental values are described at the end of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Water
Water was purified through an Elgastat Prima reverse osmosis unit followed 
by a Millipore Milli-Q reagent water system. Measurements of the resulting surface 
tension using the plate method were typically 73.0 mN m' 1 at 25°C, in good 
agreement with the accepted literature value. 1 The resistivity of the Milli-Q water 
was consistently around 18 MQ cm.
2.7.2 Oils and other liquids
Table 2.1 summarises the oils used in this work with their suppliers and
purities.
Table 2.1. Supplier and purity of the oils used.
Liquid
Pentane
Hexane
Heptane
Dodecane
Tetradecane
Hexadecane
Squalane
Cyclohexane
Toluene
Limonene
Supplier
Fisher
Fisher
Fisher
Fisher
Fisher
Fisher
Aldrich
Fisher
Fisher
Aldrich
Purity/ %
>99
95
99
99
99
98
99
>99
99
97
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Liquid
Benzene
Isopropyl myristate
Tricaprylin
Perfluorohexane
Miglyol 812N
Glycerol
Linalool
Geraniol
Eugenol
a-hexylcinnamaldehyde
Benzyl Acetate
cis-3-hexenol
PDMS0.65cS
PDMS 10 cS
PDMS 100 cS
PDMS 500 cS
Sunflower oil
Rapeseed oil
Peanut oil
Tricresyl Phosphate
a-bromonaphthalene
Ethylene glycol
Diiodomethane
Formamide
Supplier
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Sasol
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Dow Corning
Dow Corning
Dow Coming
Dow Corning
Co-op
Tesco
EULIP
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Aldrich
Purity
/%
>99
>98
>99
99
-
99
>97
>97
>98
>95
>99
>98
100
-
-
-
-
-
-
>99
97
>99
99
>99
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Prior to their use, all of the oils were purified by column chromatography by 
passing them 3 times through activated neutral alumina oxide in order to remove the 
more polar surface-active impurities. The structures of the oils as well as their 
densities are given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Structure and density of the liquids used in this study.
Name Structure Density / g cm"3 at 20°C
Pentane 0.63
Hexane 0.66
Heptane 0.68
Dodecane 0.75
Tetradecane 0.76
Hexadecane 0.77
Squalane 0.81
Cyclohexane 0.78
Toluene 0.87
Benzene 0.88
Limonene 0.84
Isopropyl myristate 0.85
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Name Structure
.-3Density/ g cm" at 
20°C
Perfluorohexane
F F
1.71
Tricaprylin 0.95
G/ycero/ 1.26
Linalool 0.87
Geram'o/ 0.88
Eugenol 1.07
cinnamaldehyde 0.95
Benzyl Acetate 1.05
0.85
70 C.S" 
FDM5 700 c5 
PDMS 500 cS
0.76
0.93
0.96
0.97
Sunflower oil 
(>50% linoleic acid)
0.92
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Name
Rapeseed oil 
(>60% oleic acid)
Peanut oil 
(>50% oleic acid)
Tricresyl Phosphate
a-bromonaphthalene
Ethylene gfycol
Diiodomethane
Formamide
Structure
J ________
c>
rr" ° nUU^Vd-
f^Y^f*
^•""\ ,OH 
HO ^^'^
I ^1
oI
H NH2
Density/ g cm"3 at 
20°C
0.92
0.91
1.16
1.48
1.11
3.33
1.13
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2.7.3 Particles
A wide range of particles, either kindly provided by the suppliers 
(Florabeads, Floraspheres, Aquawax 114, Microklear 418, Ultraflon MP-8T, 
Ultraflon UF-8TA and OTFE) or bought, was used in this study.
Table 2.3. Names, supplier and size of particles used in this study.
Particle
Florabeads
Floraspheres
Glyceryl tripalmitate
Aquawax 114
Microklear 41 8
PLGA (50:50)
PLGA-COOH
PLGA-NH2
PLGA (65:35)
PLGA (75:25)
Ludox HS-30
Ludox CL
Sporopollenin
PTFEZonylMPllOO
PTFE Zonyl MP1400
PTFE Ultraflon MP-8T
PTFE Ultraflon UF-8TA
OTFE
Fumed silica (80, 71,20 
and 14% SiOH content)
Supplier
Chesham Specialty 
Ingredients
Fluka (> 99 %)
Micro Powder
micromod
Aldrich
Tibrewala Int., Nepal
E&E Ltd, UK
Laurel Products, UK
Central Glass Co. Ltd, 
Japan
Wacker
Diameter /\im
200 ± 50 urn
500 ± 200 urn
150 ±50 urn
8 ±2 urn
1 1 ± 2 u.m
250 ± 60 nm
250 ± 60 nm
250 ± 60 nm
250 ± 60 nm
250 ± 60 nm
15 ±2nm
15 ±2 nm
30 ± 5 urn
0.3 um
10 urn
2.5 um
0.3 um
1.3 um
20 ± 2 nm
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2.1.3.1 Waxes and fat
The two different Flora particles are shown in Figure 2.1. Florabeads are 
smooth spherical particles of 200 ± 50 |im average diameter with a melting point of 
68 ± 2°C. Floraspheres are also spherical particles, but with a larger average diameter 
(500 ± 200 jam) and a lower melting point of 52 ± 7°C. Both particles are composed 
of jojoba ester extracted from the Simmondsia chinensis oil and are insoluble in 
water; the structure of an ester of jojoba wax is shown in Figure 2.2 and composed 
mainly of C^ to C^alkyl chains. 2 ' 3
Figure 2.1. Optical microscopy of dry (a) Florabeads and (b) Florapheres. Scale bars 
represent 400
'(a) •
The triglyceride glyceryl tripalmitate is a solid crystallisable fat, found 
abundantly in animal and vegetal (particularly palm oil). Glyceryl tripalmitate 
powder was purchased from Fluka as long crystals (150 ± 50 |im) in a powder form 
with a low melting point of 67 ± 1°C. The molecule, represented in Figure 2.2, has 
the structure of a triester made with three palmitic acids (Cie). Glyceryl tripalmitate 
crystals were re-crystallised in acetone by heating them to 70°C in an oil bath and 
cooling them rapidly by handshaking for 5 minutes in an ice bath, before evaporating 
the acetone with a Heidolph Laborota 4000 eco rotary-evaporator. The crystals, 
before and after recrystallisation, are shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.2. Structure of (a) jojoba wax ester and (b) glyceryl tripalmitate.
(a)
(b)
o
12
Figure 2.3. Optical micrographs of dry glyceryl tripalmitate crystal before (a) and 
after (b) re-crystallisation. Scale bars represent 100 urn.
(a)
Aquawax 114 and Microklear 418 waxes were provided by Micro Powder. 
Both of them are irregularly shaped particles, as displayed in Figure 2.4, and have a 
density close to that of water being 0.94 g cm"3 for Aquawax 114 and 0.99 g cm"3 for 
Microklear 418 at 25 °C. Their melting points, measured with a capillary melting 
point apparatus, were of 108 ± 1 °C for Aquawax 114 and 83 ± 1 °C for Microklear 
418. The Aquawax 114 is a synthetic wax, which, according to the manufacturer, is 
composed of saturated straight chain hydrocarbon molecules. Microklear 418 comes 
from the natural yellow carnauba wax, peeled off Copernicia prunifera leaves, and is 
composed of a mixture of cinnamic ester, fatty acid (Figure 2.5) and fatty alcohol. 4 ' 5
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Figure 2.4. SEM microscopy of dry (a) Aquawax 114 and (b) Microklear 418. Scale 
bars represent 10 urn.
Figure 2.5. Structure of (a) cinnamic ester and (b) saturated fatty acid.
(a) (b)
O
HO
2.1.3.2 Poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid
The biodegradable poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) nanoparticles were 
purchased from micromod (Germany). The unmodified PLGA particles are 
composed of a 50:50 lactic:glycolic (L:G) acid monomer ratio, as represented in 
Figure 2.6. PLGA particles degrade at room temperature, hence they were stored at 
5°C prior to use. 6 They were functionalised with COOH and NH2 groups especially 
for this study in order to obtain negatively and positively charged particles for a 
specific range of pH. Two more PLGA particle types were manufactured for this 
study: the L:G ratio was changed to 65:35 and 75:25. PLGA (all ratio), PLGA- 
COOH and PLGA-NH2 particles were observed by TEM microscopy in Figure 2.7, 
which revealed that they are spherical and around 250 nm in diameter.
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Figure 2.6. Structure of poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid.
O
HO
O
O
Figure 2.7. TEM image of 0.001 wt.% aqueous dispersion of (a) PLGA (50:50), (b) 
PLGA-COOH and (c) PLGA-NH2 particles. Scale bars represent 200 nm.
2.1.3.3 Ludox HS-30 and Ludox CL
Ludox HS-30 and Ludox CL bought from Aldrich were received as a 30 wt.% 
aqueous dispersion at pH 9.8 and 3.5, respectively. These particles are spherical and 
relatively monodisperse, as can be seen in Figure 2.8, with an average diameter of 15 
± 2 nm. 7 They were chosen for their opposite charge within a range of pH: Ludox 
HS-30 are negatively charged silica particles above pH 2, and Ludox CL are 
positively charged alumina-coated silica particles below pH 8.
Figure 2.8. TEM image of 0.1 wt.% aqueous dispersion of Ludox HS-30 particles at 
pH 9.5, taken from ref. 7. Scale bar represents 50 nm.
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2.1.3.4 Sporopollenin 
Lycopodium clavatum spores were obtained from Tibrewala International
o
(Nepal). The sporopollenin particles were extracted from Lycopodium clavatum 
spores with the following organic solvent washings, plus alkaline and acidic 
treatments. 100 g of Lycopodium clavatum spores were boiled in 500 mL of acetone 
under reflux for 4 hours. The suspension was dried with phosphorus pentoxide for 2 
days before being refluxed with 500 mL of 6% potassium hydroxide for 6 hours. The 
particles were then filtered and washed with 1.5 L of water and the KOH treatment 
was repeated a second time before drying them for several hours. They were then 
refluxed with 300 mL of 85% ortho-phosphoric acid for 5 days, washed 
consecutively with hot water, 2 M NaOH solution, and ethanol several times. These 
processes enable the elimination of the outside lipid layer of the spores, as well as the 
degradation and removal of the internal genetic material. The sporopollenins 
resulting from this are composed of the strongest part of the spore, although they 
originally contributed to only 25% of the spore total weight. They are edible and 
non-allergenic, so can be used for a variety of applications in the cosmetic or food 
industries.
The resulting particles are approximately 30 ^m in diameter and seem 
reasonably monodisperse. They have a rough surface, and present a spherical cap 
with a 3-fold marking (Y-shape). A comparison of the spores and the sporopollenins 
of Lycopodium clavatum is displayed in Figure 2.9. The sporopollenins appear 
collapsed on themselves demonstrating the success of the inline removal process.
Figure 2.9. SEM microscopy of (a) spores taken from ref. 8 and (b) sporopollenins 
of Lycopodium clavatum. Scale bars represent 25 um.
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2.1.3.5 Tetrafluoroethylene
Four types of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and an oligomeric 
tetrafluoroethylene (OTFE) particles were used in this study. The structure of TFE 
and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the particles are given in Figure 
2.10 and 2.11, respectively. These particles range from 0.3 to 10 um (mean 
diameter). Zonyl MPI 100 and MPI400 particles were made by DuPont and supplied 
by E&E Ltd, UK. Ultraflon MP-8T and UF-8TA were obtained from Laurel 
Products, UK. OTFE particles were supplied by Central Glass Co. Ltd, Japan. A 
distinction can be made between the PTFE particles, as can be seen in Figures 2.11 
(a) to (d): Zonyl MPI 100 and Ultraflon UF-8TA particles, measuring approximately 
0.3 urn in diameter, have smooth surfaces and rounded shape and are fairly 
monodisperse, whereas Zonyl MPI400 and Ultraflon MP-8TA, of respectively 10 
and 2.5 (im in diameter, are rough-surfaced and irregularly shaped polydispersed 
particles. OTFE particles are similar to Zonyl MPI 100, but their diameter is larger (- 
1.3 um) and their shape almost spherical.
Figure 2.10. Structure of tetrafluoroethylene (TFE).
F
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Figure 2.11. SEM images of dry (a) Zonyl MP1100, (b) Zonyl MP1400, (c) 
Ultraflon MP-8T, (d) Ultraflon UF-8TA and (e) OTFE particles. Scale bars represent 
1 (am.
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2.1.3.6 Fumed silica
Amorphous fumed silica particles were a gift from Wacker-Chemie 
(Munich). They are approximately spherical with an average primary diameter 
between 5 and 30 nm, as can be seen in Figure 2.12. The primary particles can 
aggregate into larger units of about 100 nm in diameter. Hydrophilic silica particles 
were silanated to various extents by reaction with dimethyldichlorosilane in the 
presence of water followed by drying at 300°C for 2 h, leaving the particle surfaces 
containing silanol (SiOH) and dimethylsilane (SiOSiCCHah) groups. 9
The resulting particles ranged from completely hydrophilic, N20, with a 
relative surface silanol (SiOH) content of 100%, to partially hydrophobic, H30 (50% 
SiOH), to completely hydrophobic, HIS (20% SiOH). 10
Figure 2.12. (a) SEM image of powdered hydrophobic fumed silica HIS and (b) 
TEM image of a dried ethanolic dispersion of the same, taken from ref. 11. Scale 
bars represent 50 nm.
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2.1.4 Other chemicals
Within the specific sections of this work, materials other than those already 
detailed have been used. These materials along with their supplier and purity are 
listed in Table 2.4. All these chemicals were used as received.
Table 2.4 Supplier and purity of the other chemicals used in this study.
Chemical
Sodium hydroxide
Potassium hydroxide
Aqueous hydrochloric acid
Sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) 
sulfosuccinate (AOT)
Stearic acid
Nile red dye
Ethanol
Acetone
Isopropyl alcohol
PDMS Sylgard 184 elastomer
Supplier
VWR International
VWR International
Fluka
Fluka
Fisher Chemicals
Aldrich
University of Hull
University of Hull
Aldrich
Dow Corning
Purity / %
>99
>99
37 wt, 
analytical grade
>99
>99
Technical grade
Analytical grade
Analytical grade
99.9
unkown
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2.2 Methods
2.2.7 Surface tension of oils
A Kriiss K12 digital tensiometer using the Wilhelmy plate method was used 
at 25°C to determine the surface tension of a few liquids used in Chapter 7. The 
balance was checked before use, as was the plate by measurement of the dodecane 
surface tension. The cleaning procedure consisted in rinsing the glass vessel in 
alcoholic KOH solution and Milli-Q water before letting it dry an hour in an oven at 
60°C. The plate was rinsed with ethanol and then heated to glowing in a blue Bunsen 
flame.
2.2.2 Characterisation of particles
2.2.2.1 Microscopy: optical, SEM and TEM
Optical microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (TEM) were used to visualise some of the particles.
The large Floraspheres, Florabeads, glyceryl tripalmitate crystals and 
sporopollenin particles were observed with a Nikon Labophot Optical Transmission 
microscope with 4, 10, 40 and 100 x plan objectives and fitted with a QICAM Fast 
1394 camera from Qlmaging. Images were recorded using Image-Pro Plus software 
(Media Cybernetics, Silver Springs, MD). The dry particles were spread on a glass 
slide for microscopy.
Aquawax 114, Microklear 418, sporopollenin, Zonyl MP1100, Zonyl 
MP1400, Ultraflon MP-8T, Ultraflon UF-8TA and OTFE particles were observed by 
SEM with a Zeiss EVO 60 SEM instrument with a voltage of 22 kV, a resolution of 
3 nm and a probe current of 20 pA. Samples of dry particles were coated with an 
Au/Pd (mass ratio 82:18) film of 1.5 nm thickness with the Polaron SC7640 Sputter 
Coater fitted with a FT7690 Thickness Monitor.
Sporopollenin particles were also observed using the Gel Trapping Technique 
(GTT) in order to study their orientation at the air-water and oil-water interfaces. 12 
This method aims at locking the particles in their original position at a fluid interface 
so that they may be observed by SEM. Agarose was dissolved in water (pH 6.5) at
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70°C, and then centrifuged to remove the bubbles, before being poured onto a plastic 
Petri dish. For the air-water interface, dry sporopollenin particles were spread on the 
agarose solution by blowing them from a glass slide onto the agarose (Figure 2.13 
(a)). For the oil-water interface, the 70°C oil was poured on top of the agarose, and a 
0.01 wt.% dispersion of sporopollenin particles in isopropyl alcohol was injected at 
the agarose-oil interface. The agarose was left an hour to settle, and in the oil-water 
case, the oil was removed (Figure 2.13 (b)). PDMS Sylgard 184 elastomer was 
poured on top of the gelled agarose (Figure 2.13 (c)). After 48h of curing, the 
polymer was peeled off, and then washed in boiling water (Figure 2.13 (d)). The 
sample was checked by optical microscopy, before being submitted for SEM 
imaging. Samples for SEM were coated with an Au/Pd (mass ratio 82:18) film of 1.5 
nm thickness.
Figure 2.13 Schematic representation of the Gel Trapping Technique performed at 
the oil-water interface.
(a)
oil
agarose in water 
70°C
(b)
oil
1 aqueou
25°C
(c) (d)
PDMS 
aqueous gel
PLGA particles (plain, Nth and COOH coated) were observed by TEM with 
a JEOL JEM 2011 TEM operated at an accelering voltage of 120 kV. The 0.001 
wt.% aqueous dispersions were dropped onto a carbon-coated copper grid then 
stained with uranyl acetate (1 wt.%) prior to characterisation.
2.2.2.2 Light scattering
A Malvern Zetasizer HS 3000 instrument was used to determine both the size 
and/or zeta potential distributions of particles at 20°C. For zeta potential 
measurements, the dispersions were contained within an electrophoretic cell and a 
known electrical field was applied across the electrodes. The velocity of the particles
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was measured by light scattering from crossed focused lasers, and then converted to 
zeta potential using the computational software via the Smoluchowski 
approximation.
PLGA particle dispersions, of modified and unmodified particles, were 
diluted in Milli-Q water to 0.002 wt.%, before being placed within a quartz cell in 
the apparatus for size measurements.
Dispersions of 0.02 wt.% of PLGA, Ludox and sporopollenin particles were 
subject to zeta potential measurements: the solutions were poured in the quartz cell 
and the palladium electrodes were placed into the cell. Zeta potentials were measured 
as a function of solution pH, varying the pH by addition of small volumes (< 20 uL) 
of NaOH or HC1 (1M) to the natural dispersion in Milli-Q water.
A Malvern Mastersizer 2000 was used for measuring the size distribution of 
the four types of PTFE particles and the OTFE particles. TFE particles were 
dispersed in methanol at 0.2 wt.% using the ultrasonic processor Vibra-cell (Sonics 
& Materials). The processor was operated with a probe tip of diameter 3 mm at 20 
kHz, and up to 10 W for 1 minutes. The vessel was kept cool in an ice bath during 
the process. A drop of the dispersion was then diluted 100 times in methanol with the 
dispersion unit before being measured by inputting the refractive indices of the TFE 
(1.345) and the methanol (1.329).
2.2.2.3 Differential scanning calorimetry
The determination of the melting point of wax particles by standard capillary 
rube measurements only partially describes the wax thermal properties, so 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was used for the two micro-waxes. 13 DSC 
measurements enable precise determination of the melting temperature range of a 
material, as well as the amount of energy associated with the melting transition. A 
Mettler Toledo DSC-822e instrument was used for the wax thermal analyses; it was 
calibrated with an indium standard, and used dry nitrogen as the purge gas. Sealed 
aluminium pans containing the powdered wax samples (~ 5 mg) were run alongside 
an empty pan. First, the samples were held for 10 min at 25 °C, then heated at a 
particular rate (2 or 10 °C/min) to a temperature of either 100 or 120 °C, and finally 
cooled at the same rate. A second heating-cooling cycle was performed
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subsequently. The plotted results (heat flow as a function of temperature) were used 
to obtain the onset, major peak and end of the melting/solidification transitions, 
while the software determined the associated heats by standard methods.
2.2.2.4 Attenuated Total Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectroscopy
Attenuated Total Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR- 
FTIR) was used to analyse the Aquawax 114 and Microkear 418 composition. 
Infrared spectra (400-4000 cm" 1 ) of a small amount of dry wax powder (-1 mg) were 
recorded with a Nicolet 380 FTIR equipped with a Smart Orbit diamond ATR 
crystal.
2.2.2.5 Contact angles
A thermostated Kriiss DSA10 instrument was used for the contact angle 
measurements on wax and PLGA coated layers and on PTFE compressed powder as 
described herein.
Contact angles of sessile water drops on Aquawax 114 and Microklear 418 
layers under squalane were measured at different temperatures. Hydrophilic 
microscope glass slides were cleaned with aqueous KOH solution and Milli-Q water, 
before being oven dried. The wax coating was made by pouring powdered wax onto 
the heated slides, melting the powder on further heating, and flattening the wax layer 
with a second slide to obtain a coating of uniform thickness on cooling. Advancing 
contact angles of sessile water drops (20 uL, pH = 5.8) under squalane, where oil 
contacted the solid first, were measured in a 20 mm cubical glass cell. The average 
value of three drops was taken and the temperature of the cell was increased 
progressively with a water drop in place.
Contact angles of sessile water drops on a PLGA layer, with L:G ratios of 
50:50 and 65:35, were measured in air and under dodecane. Hydrophilic microscope 
glass slides were cleaned with aqueous KOH solution and purified water, before 
being oven dried. PLGA 50:50 and 65:35 polymers were spin coated onto the slides 
using solutions of PLGA in chloroform (50 wt.%), forming a thin uniform coating.
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Advancing contact angles of sessile water drops (20 [iL, pH = 5.8) in air and under 
dodecane were measured both with water contacting the substrate first and dodecane 
contacting the substrate first. The average value of three drops was taken at room 
temperature (20 ± 1°C).
Contact angles of sessile drops of different liquids were measured in air onto 
a solid pellet of Zonyl MP1100 particles. The pellet was made by compressing 0.2 g 
of dry particles into a 1.2 cm diameter die with a hydraulic press under 10 Tons 
pressure. Advancing and receding contact angles of a 50 uL drop of different liquids 
were measured. The average value of four drops was taken at room temperature (20 
± 1°C).
2.2.2.6 Powder wetting
Static and dynamic wettability tests were carried out on the different TFE 
particles. Static wettability was estimated by placing 50 mg of each particle powder 
on the surface of 1 cm3 of a given liquid contained in a tube of diameter 8 mm at 
room temperature, and monitoring if particles immersed or not over 24h. The 
dynamic wettability test consisted in handshaking the vessel gently 10 times after the 
static wettability test was performed, and recording if the powder entered the liquid. 
The static stability results were recorded in terms of "wetted" when the particle layer 
entered the liquid completely, "partially wetted" when some particles only entered or 
"non-wetted" when the particles remained completely on top of the liquid. The 
dynamic wettabilities were classified as "dispersed", "few bubbles", "bubbles" and 
"dry material", depending on the observation made after handshaking the mixtures.
2.2.2.7 pH titration
Sporopollenin particle dispersions were titrated with NaOH to investigate the 
charging of their surface groups. An initial 0.5 wt.% dispersion of dry sporopollenin 
particles at pH 3.7 was titrated with addition of a 0.01 M solution of NaOH. The pH 
of the particle dispersion was measured using a FisherBrand Hydrus 400 meter fitted 
with a glass electrode. The titration enabled the determination of the pKa of the 
particles.
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2.2.3 Preparation of particle dispersions
2.2.3.1 Wax particle dispersions
Dispersions of Flora particles (section 3.3.1.1) were prepared in squalane oil 
or Milli-Q water by two different methods: with magnetic bar agitation using a 
MP3001 Hot Plate Stirrer (Heidolph) or with a High Intensity Ultrasonic Processor 
Vibra-cell VC100 with a 20 kV CV18 Ultrasonic probe of 3 mm diameter (Sonic & 
Materials). A known amount of particles was dispersed in the oil either by operating 
the stirrer for 1 minute at 1000 rpm or by operating the ultrasonic apparatus at 10 W 
during 2 minutes while immersing the vessel in an ice bath. The dispersion was 
processed at room temperature (21 ± 1 °C).
A known amount of glyceryl tripalmitate crystals (section 3.3.2.1) was 
dispersed in squalane for 10 minutes using a FS3006 Decon Ultrasonic bath at room 
temperature (21 ± 1 °C).
Dispersions of Aquawax 114 and Microklear 418 particles (section 3.3.3.1) in 
squalane oil were prepared with a VXR Vibrax basic shaker (IKA) at 500 rpm during 
1 minute at room temperature.
Other particle dispersions were prepared by handshaking strongly a known 
amount of particles for 10 seconds at room temperature.
2.2.3.2 Fumed silica particle dispersions
Dispersions of fumed silica particles (section 8.2) were prepared using the 
High Intensity Ultrasonic Processor Vibra-cell VC100 with a 20 kV CV18 
Ultrasonic probe of 3 mm diameter (Sonic &• Materials). A known amount of 
particles was dispersed in water by operating the processor up to 10 W for 2 minutes, 
while keeping the vessel immersed in an ice bath.
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2.2.3.3 Other particle dispersions
A known amount of Zonyl MP1400 particles (section 7.3.1.4) were dispersed 
in oil for 10 minutes using a FS3006 Decon Ultrasonic bath at room temperature (21 
± 1 °C). Sporopollenin particles (section 6.2.2) were dispersed in water by 
homogenisation with an IKA Ultra Turrax model T25 operated at 11000 rpm for 1 
minute in Milli-Q water. Other particle dispersions were prepared by 10 seconds 
strong handshaking. A known amount of PLGA (section 4.2.1), Ludox (section 5.2) 
or sporopollenin (section 6.2.2) particles were dispersed in Milli-Q water or oil at 
room temperature (21 ± 1 °C).
2.2.4 Preparation of emulsions
A 10 mL mixture of oil, water and particles was emulsified for all emulsion 
systems. In some cases, Nile red dye was dissolved in the oil phase at 0.005 wt.%. 
Emulsification was achieved either with an Ultra Turrax apparatus, by handshaking 
or by magnetic stirring, depending on the system.
2.2.4.1 Ultra Turrax homogenisation
An Ultra Turrax T25 basic homogeniser (IKA) was used to prepare 
emulsions with wax, PLGA and silica particles (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 8) at 11 000 or 
13 000 rpm up to 2 minutes. The rotor-stator mixing head was immersed in the 
mixture to create shearing, which breaks down the separated liquid phases into drops.
2.2.4.2 Handshaking
The handshaking homogenisation, used for the wax and sporopollenin- 
stabilised emulsions (Chapters 3 and 6), consisted of a vigorous handshaking of the 
sealed vessel containing the oil-water-particle mixtures up to 2 minutes. The strong 
and rapid displacement of the two liquid phases against the walls of the vessel 
creates a large turbulence within the bulk of the fluid and eventually disperses one 
phase as drops in the other.
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2.2.4.3 Magnetic stirring
A Heidolph MP3001 Hot Plate Stirrer was used for the magnetic stirring 
emulsification with a magnetic bar (101.6 x 15.9 mm), which was added to the 
mixture. The stirring was for 2 minutes at 2000 rpm at room temperature (21± 1°C). 
The stirring creates a vortex in the mixture and breaks the bulk phases into emulsion 
drops.
2.2.4.4 Temperature studies
Temperature studies were carried out with wax-stabilised emulsions (section 
3.4), where the emulsification was either performed a room temperature or at 
elevated temperatures.
2.2.4.-f.l Emulsions made at room temperature
10 wt.% Aquawax 114 and Microklear 418-stabilised emulsions were made 
at room temperature (21 ± 1°C) either with the Ultra Turrax or by handshaking, as 
described in sections 2.2.4.1 and 2.2.4.2. Emulsions were then placed in a water bath, 
with the temperature controlled with a GD120K Grant thermostat. The bath 
temperature was increased to 30°C and the emulsions were gently shaken to re- 
disperse any cream in their continuous phase. The process was repeated by 
increasing the temperature further to 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90°C. Emulsion stability 
was recorded for each temperature change. Finally, the emulsion was removed from 
the bath and stored at room temperature (21± 1 °C).
2.2.4.J.2 Emulsions made at different temperatures
10 wt.% Aquawax 114 and Microklear 418, and 3 wt.% glyceryl tripalmitate- 
stabilised emulsions were made at room temperature (21 ± 1°C) with the Ultra 
Turrax or by handshaking at elevated temperatures. The particles dispersed in oil and 
the water were heated up to each of these temperatures, then mixed together and 
homogenised. Emulsification took place in a water jacket filled with water with the 
temperature controlled with a GD120K Grant thermostat. It consisted in either Ultra 
Turrax homogenisation or in handshaking in the water enabled by attaching the
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sealed vessel to a wooden tong. Emulsions were left in the water bath for 5 minutes 
after emulsification, then they were removed and stored at room temperature (21± 1 
°C), before recording their stability.
2.2.5 Characterisation of emulsions
2.2.5.1 Drop test
The type of emulsion was determined by observing the behaviour of an 
emulsion drop added to Milli-Q water or pure oil. The emulsion drop will disperse in 
the phase which is its continuous phase, whereas it will remain as a drop in its 
dispersed phase. 14 Therefore, a water-in-oil emulsion will disperse in an oil phase but 
stay as a drop on the surface of a water phase. However an oil-in-water emulsion will 
disperse in water and sediment as a drop in an oil phase.
2.2.5.2 Conductivity
Emulsion conductivities were measured immediately after emulsification 
with a Jenway 4510 Conductivity/TDS Meter fitted with Pt/Pt black electrodes. Low 
conductivity values were attributed to oil continuous emulsions, whereas relatively 
high values were related to water continuous emulsions. 15 The conductivities of the 
pure liquids are: KMHIJ-O water = 2.30 uS cm" 1 , Ksqua iane = 0.01 uS cm" 1 , Kdodecane = 0.06
US Cm" and K, SOpropyl mynstate = 0.03 uS Cm" .
2.2.5.3 Stability
As described in section 1.3.1, the stability of an emulsion is a kinetic concept: 
an emulsion is stable if it is resistant over time to physical changes such as creaming 
and sedimentation. 16 Emulsions were stored at room temperature in the glass vessels 
used during homogenisation. These were stoppered with foil-lined screw caps. The 
glass vessels were of inner diameter 15 mm and height 90 mm.
Emulsion stability was recorded in terms of the fraction of water (faq) or oil 
(/on) resolved compared to the amount of water and oil introduced in the system 
initially (Figure 2.14).
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fac( andf0i\ were calculated from the height of water resolved (haq), the height 
of oil resolved (h0ii) and the total height of the liquid (ht), knowing that the initial 
fraction of water was always <j>w = 0.5:
J tiq
h
0.5/j,
hoil 
0.5 h,
Thereby, for a water-in-oil emulsion,^q will indicate the stability to coalescence, f0\\ 
the stability to sedimentation, and vice-versa for an oil-in-water emulsion. For stable 
emulsions,Taq or fol \ values would be equal to 0; when the phases are totally separated 
these values would be equal to 1.
Figure 2.14. Representation of the determination of water and oil fraction resolved 
in an emulsion.
hoil
haq water
2.2.5.4 Optical microscopy
Optical micrographs were recorded using a Nikon Labophot Optical 
Transmission microscope with 4, 10, 40 and 100 x plan objectives and fitted with a 
QICAM Fast 1394 camera from Qlmaging. The emulsions were observed pure or 
diluted in their continuous phase, on a single cavity glass slide. Depending on the 
drop size, samples were covered or not with a coverslip, as the larger drops (>1 mm 
diameter) coalesced due to the pressure applied by the coverslip. Digital micrographs 
of each emulsion were recorded using Image-Pro Plus software within 5 minutes 
after emulsification, and the average diameter of the drops was calculated by
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measuring the diameter of every drop on these micrographs. Digital micrographs 
were edited with Adobe Photoshop Elements 2.0 and scale bars were added to them.
Optical and fluorescence microscopy was employed when observing 
emulsion mixtures (Chapter 5) and powdered emulsions (Chapter 8), using an 
Olympus BX-51 fluorescence microscope. Excitation of the dissolved Nile red dye 
occurred with light from an Hg-arc lamp housed in an Olympus U-RFL-T power 
supply, which was filtered through an Olympus model UMF2 filter set, providing 
excitation at wavelengths between 451 and 490 nm light while transmitting 
fluorescence light to the camera between 491 and 540 nm. Digital micrographs were 
taken with an Olympus DP70 camera and analysed with Image-Pro Plus software.
2.2.5.5 Zeta potential
The zeta potential of isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions stabilised by 
Ludox HS-30 or CL particles was measured with a ZetaSizer HS3000 instrument 
(Malvern) at 20°C. The emulsions were washed with Milli-Q water at pH 7.5 three 
times, to remove excess particles in the continuous phase, before being sampled and 
diluted. The Ludox CL emulsion was diluted 10 times, while the Ludox HS-30 was 
diluted 100 times in Milli-Q water, before proceeding to measurement described in 
section 2.2.2.2.
2.2.6 Preparation of emulsion mixtures
Mixtures of Ludox HS-30-stabilised emulsion and Ludox CL-stabilised 
emulsion were mixed by adding one emulsion dropwise to the other. The volume 
ratio of emulsions was either 1:1 or calculated in order to increase the ratio of 
large:small drops. The mixing proceeded either by gentle handshaking of the mixture 
between each addition or by mechanical stirring at low speed (100 rpm) during the 
addition process.
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2.2.7 Characterisation of emulsion mixtures
Emulsion mixtures were left to rest 5 minutes before sampling from the 
middle of the mixture, and observing them by optical and fluorescence microscopy. 
The stability of the mixture was recorded in terms of the fraction of water and oil 
resolved, and compared to the stability of a sample from the parent emulsions.
2.2. 8 Preparation of liquid marbles
Liquid marbles are obtained by making a small amount of liquid (typically 20 
|aL) roll on top of a bed of particles contained on a watch glass. 17 Sporopollenin, 
PTFE and fumed silica particles were used for this purpose. The particles 
spontaneously coat the drop, which can eventually be transferred onto other 
substrates.
2.2.9 Characterisation of liquid marbles
2.2.9.1 Static and dynamic stability
The liquid marble stability was judged from the ability to form the liquid 
marble, i.e. without the marble collapsing. Static stability refers to the stability of the 
liquid marble when left to stand on the glass substrate after formation. The ability of 
the marbles to stay stable when rolled onto a glass substrate without breaking was 
termed "dynamic stability". Both types of stability were estimated in terms of 
"stable" or "not stable".
2.2.9.2 Evaporation and buckling
Liquid marbles were left to evaporate in the open atmosphere on the watch 
glass. Their development was followed either by taking photographs with a Lumix 
DMC-L10 camera (Panasonic), or by capturing their profile images with a Kriiss 
DSA10 instrument every 5 minutes while recording the temperature and humidity 
with a thermometer and humidity meter DT-615 (CEM). For replicate experiments, 
the temperature and humidity were kept constant by keeping the liquid marbles in a 
thermostated cell.
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2.2.10 Preparation of foams
Foams made from a mixture of oil and 5 wt.% of PTFE or OTFE particles 
were prepared in foil-lined screw capped glass vessels either by homogenisation in a 
glass jug blender, or using an Ultra Turrax, or by handshaking or by aeration with a 
diffuser.
The protocol to form dry water from the paper by Binks and Murakami was 
followed. 18 Water was replaced with 95g of non-aqueous liquid and 5g of Zonyl 
MP1400 particles were added. The powder was placed on top of the oil in the 
blender jug (Braun, Glass Jug Power-Blend MX2050, 1.7 L with lid), before 
operating the blender at its maximum speed (25 000 rpm) for 30 seconds.
The material quantities were reduced for the production of foam with the 
Ultra Turrax. 5 wt.% of particle was placed on top of 10 mL of liquid in a glass 
sample tube, before operating the mixing head immersed in the liquid at 13000 rpm 
for 1 minute.
The handshaking method used the same quantity of material as the Ultra 
Turrax one. 5 wt.% of particle powder was placed on top of 10 mL of liquid in the 
sample tube, before handshaking for 30 seconds.
The diffuser aeration method employed larger quantities of materials and 
followed the method described by Binks et al. 19 A range of particle concentrations 
from 0.1 to 5 wt.% were dispersed in 100 mL of oil. Compressed air was passed 
though a purification column filled with activated charcoal, a drying tube filled with 
silica gel and a flow meter (Platon) at a flow rate of 94 cm3 min" 1 into a Mott 
diffuser. A Stanhope Seta Mott diffuser with a mean pore diameter of 22 urn and a 
permeability of 5100 mL air min" 1 at a pressure drop of 2.45 kPa was situated at the 
bottom of the liquid sample contained within a 1 L graduated measuring cylinder. 
Aeration via the Mott diffuser was carried out for 5 min.
2.2.11 Characterisation of foams
Immediately after homogenisation with the blender, Ultra Turrax or by 
handshaking, the volumes of foam (vf), liquid (vi) and total volume (vt) were recorded 
to provide a measure of the foamability and foam stability as a function of time.
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Photographs of the vessels containing samples were taken with a Lumix DMC-L10 
camera (Panasonic). Small samples of the foam were placed in a single cavity cell 
(Fisher) and observed with an Olympus BX-51 microscope fitted with a DP50 CCD 
camera, using Image-Pro Plus 5.1 software (Media Cybernetics). Freeze-fracture 
SEM measurements were also carried out at Unilever Colworth on selected foam 
samples. A small volume of fresh sample was mounted onto a 0.1 cm diameter Al 
stub and plunged into nitrogen slush at -196°C. The frozen sample was transferred to 
a Gatan Alto 2500 cryo-preparation chamber and fractured with a scalpel blade at - 
175°C under high vacuum. It was then etched at -98°C and coated at -110°C with an 
Au/Pd sputter at low vacuum after which it was transferred to the chamber of a JEOL 
JSM-6301F SEM at -150°C. Image acquisition was obtained using the software 
Scandium (Soft Imaging System).
For the foam production by diffuser aeration, the foam and liquid volumes 
were recorded to provide a measure of the foamability and initial bubble volume 
fraction in the foam following cessation of the airflow. After the airflow was halted, 
the evolution of the foam and liquid volumes were recorded as a function of time to 
determine the foam stability.
2.2.12 Preparation and characterisation of powdered emulsions
Powdered emulsions, which can also be called oil-in-water-in-air systems, 
were prepared in two steps. An oil-in-water emulsion stabilised with hydrophilic 
silica particles was produced. This emulsion was encapsulated within hydrophobic 
silica particles into a powdered emulsion form.
Emulsions with a range of initial oil volume fractions were produced following 
the protocol described in section 2.2.4.1. Then they were diluted in Milli-Q water to 
different extents before being blended. The protocol to form dry water from the 
Binks and Murakami paper was followed with 95g of water (Milli-Q at pH 5.8) and 
5g of Zonyl (PTFE) particles supplied by E&E (UK). 18 The powder was placed on 
top of the diluted emulsion in the blender jug (Braun, Glass Jug Power-Blend 
MX2050, 1.7 L with lid), then the blender was operated at its maximum speed 
(25000 rpm) up to 30 seconds.
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The initial emulsion was characterised as described in section 2.2.5, and the 
powdered emulsions were observed by optical and fluorescence microscopy as 
described previously for the emulsions. The continuous phase of the material formed 
was determined using a drop test into water: dry powders remained on the surface of 
water, while the other materials dispersed slightly. Immediately after preparation, the 
samples were transferred into plastic vessels to prevent destabilisation of the dry 
powders on contact with glass and observations about their appearance were noted 
over time. Photographs of vessels were taken using a Lumix DMC-L10 camera 
(Panasonic).
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CHAPTER 3 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON EMULSIONS 
STABILISED SOLELY BY WAX PARTICLES
3.1 Introduction
The stability of Picketing emulsions mainly depends on the particle position 
at the oil-water interface. The wettability of the particle determines both its position 
and strength of adsorption at the interface, and consequently the type of emulsion 
formed and its stability. Hydrophilic particles with contact angle smaller than 90° 
stabilise oil-in-water emulsions, while hydrophobic ones with contact angle larger 
than 90° are more likely to stabilise water-in-oil. 1
By modifying the contact angle of the particle at the fluid interface, it is 
possible to induce emulsion inversion, drop coalescence or phase separation.2 
Several methods for varying the wettability of particles used for emulsion 
stabilisation have been applied previously, e.g. altering the pH or the salt 
concentration of the aqueous phase, adding surfactants or modifying the surface of 
the particles themselves.2"5 Changing the temperature has also been observed by 
Binks and Lumsdon to affect high viscosity water-in-undecanol emulsions stabilised 
with nano-particles, which broke down completely into the separate phases over 
time.6 The stability of the emulsion to sedimentation was also witnessed to pass 
through a maximum as a function of temperature. In a further study, they concluded 
that the undecanol formed a solid-like layer at the undecanol-water interface at 
temperatures up to 10°C above the melting point of the alcohol. 7 Crystals of the 
alcohol enhanced coalescence by bridging the thin films formed between drops at 
close separations, but addition of solid particles could prevent the close approach of 
the drops, and reduced the extent of coalescence. Inversion of emulsions has been 
achieved by Binks et al, by modulating the temperature of sterically stabilized 
polystyrene latex particles used as sole emulsifiers. 8 The particle, a diblock 
copolymer with one thermo-responsive block, exhibits inverse temperature solubility 
behavior: it becomes less water-soluble at higher temperature. This caused inversion 
from o/w to w/o to occur in batch emulsions with increasing temperature; the
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emulsions were temperature-dependent but not temperature-responsive. Tsuji and 
Kawaguchi also showed that Poly(AMsopropylacrylamide)-carrymg particles, which 
are thermosensitive, formed oil-in-water emulsions stable for months at room 
temperature, but exhibited phase separation at 40°C when the particles partitioned 
more in the water phase.9
Wax is used in a wide variety of industries as a coating and polishing 
ingredient for paper, fabric, paint, cosmetics and food. Waxes can be from animal, 
vegetal or mineral natural origin, like bees-wax, carnauba wax and parrafin 
respectively. But they can also be synthetised such as the polyethylene-based ones. 
Natural waxes contain a wide variety of long chain alkanes, esters, polyesters and 
hydroxyl esters of long chain alcohols and fatty acids. This composition makes them 
insoluble in water and very hydrophobic, rendering them able to waterproof fabrics. 
Paraffin waxes also present a major problem in the oil industry, as they deposit in the 
production reservoir of the crude oil due to their low temperatures of precipitation. 10 
" Wax particles can adsorb to the crude oil-water interface, and provide a steric 
barrier to emulsion drop coalescence, rendering water-in-crude oil emulsions formed 
in the pipelines highly stable to coalescence."" 13 However, the presence of other 
surface-active materials (surfactants, resins and asphaltenes) makes it difficult to 
determine their precise role in the stabilisation process. 10 ''
Several studies on the influence of wax particles on the properties of 
surfactant-stabilised emulsions have been done. 14" 16 Rousseau and Hodge observed 
that paraffin wax crystals can aid in the stabilisation of water-in-oil emulsions 
stabilised primarily by an oil-soluble surfactant. They found that the water drop 
flocculation and coalescence were dependent on wax crystals: these latter were either 
present in the continuous oil phase prior to emulsification at room temperature, or 
they were formed in situ by emulsification at high temperature followed by quench- 
cooling. 16 When emulsions were made with post-crystallised waxes, they showed a 
higher stability and the wax crystals formed were smaller than when emulsions were 
made with the pre-crystallised waxes. In both cases, the wax crystals prevented 
sedimentation by associating with the drop interfaces and forming networks in the 
continuous phase, which immobilised the drops.
To date, no studies have been found on the use of wax particles as the sole
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emulsifier of an oil-water system, but a recent paper has shown that Shellac wax 
particles are good stabilisers of aqueous foams. 17 On the other hand, emulsions partly 
stabilised by triglyceride or fat particles have been studied, and one can consider it 
interesting to compare these systems to wax systems as those particles are also 
classified as lipids.' 8"20
Wax particles have also been examined for their antifoam properties at liquid 
surfaces in surfactant-stabilised aqueous foams. Aronson's study demonstrates that 
wax particles' effectiveness as antifoams was determined by their physical state, e.g. 
paraffin wax antifoaming properties were high below the melting point of the 
particles but decreased substantially at and above it.21 It was believed to be caused by 
the larger roughness of solid particles compared with liquid drops: the asperities on 
solid particles are capable of puncturing the aqueous foam films, while liquid drops 
are deformable.
In our study, the results of the investigation of the ability of wax particles to 
act as the sole emulsifier of oil-water mixtures is presented. The influence of 
temperature on these systems in relation to the melting of the particles is described in 
detail, in order to provide a means to control the coalescence tendency of such 
emulsions.
3.2 Wax particle characterisation
3.2.1 DSC measurements
The DSC traces for Microklear 418 and Aquawax 114 particles (-10 u.m) are 
given in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, and show the heat flow plotted against temperature, 
with two heating and cooling cycles for each. The DSC cycles were determined at a 
high (10°C/ min) and low (2°C/min) rate of temperature change, and little difference 
between the two rates is observed. Only the low rate is plotted since it corresponds to 
the rate of temperature rise set in the following emulsion studies.
In Figure 3.1, Microklear 418, which melts visually at 83°C (capillary 
measurements), shows reproducible heating and cooling curves with a small degree 
of hysteresis in the heating/cooling cycles. It can be seen that the melting is occurring 
gradually from 72 to 85°C, with only two peaks appearing at 77 and 82°C. On
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cooling, the wax solidifies from 81 until 65°C. The average enthalpy change on 
melting is +173 ± 7 J g" 1 , while that on solidification is -146 ± 5 J g" 1 . These values 
are comparable with that of the aliphatic hydrocarbon hexacosane (€26) of 
±143Jg'. 22
By contrast, Figure 3.2 for Aquawax 114, which was previously found to 
melt visually at 108°C, shows the non-reproducibility of the heating/cooling curves. 
The melting happens over a very large range of temperature (60°C), from 55 to 
115°C. The wax solidifies between 102 and 50°C and exhibits a number of peaks. 
The corresponding enthalpy changes are +170 ± 10 J g" 1 on melting and -178 ± 8 J 
g" 1 on solidification.
The temperature range over which the melting occurs is due to the large 
variety of compounds in each wax, each of them having a different melting 
temperature.
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Figure 3.1. DSC trace for the melting and solidification of Microklear 418 (~ 4.82 
mg). The two heating/cooling cycles were performed from 25 to 100°C at a rate of 
2°C mm' 1 .
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Figure 3.2. DSC trace for the melting and solidification of Aquawax 114 (~ 5.3 mg). 
The two heating/cooling cycles were performed from 25 to 120°C at a rate of 2°C 
min" 1 .
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3.2.2 Contact angle measurements
The wettability of particles at the oil-water interface is critical to determine 
which emulsion type will be preferentially formed, and if the emulsion will be 
stable.2 Temperature changes, by either affecting the fluid phase or the particles, can 
induce a modification of the particle position at the interface.
It is interesting to note that the same particles exhibit a different contact angle 
at the oil-water interface depending on whether they are initially dispersed in the oil 
or in the water; this phenomenon is known as "contact angle hysteresis".23 If the 
particles are originally in water, they will move into the oil to position themselves at 
the interface. This corresponds to the measurement of the receding contact angle of 
water on a particle surface, because the water recedes over the particle surface. By 
contrast, if the particles are in the oil originally, the corresponding contact angle is 
the advancing one. Microklear and Aquawax will be initially dispersed in the oil 
phase prior to emulsification, so the advancing contact angle is more relevant here.
For glass slides coated with Microklear 418, the advancing contact angle 
through water under squalane was 171 ±2° between 20 and 50°C (Figure 3.3). For 
Aquawax 114 it was equal to 165 ± 2° over the same temperature range. The 
measurements were unreliable above 50°C, because the water drop began to enter the 
softer, partially melted substrate, and the wax layer started to peel from the glass 
slide. However, our findings agree with literature measurements of the contact angle 
of a water drop on wax-coated surfaces under non-polar oils, which have been found 
in the range of 135 to 145°, depending on the wax type. 24 From these measurements, 
it is expected that wax particles will stabilise water-in-oil emulsions up to 50°C. 25
Figure 3.3. DSA micrographs of water drops on Microklear 418 (a, b) or Aquawax 
114 (c, d) -modified glass slide under squalane at 20 (a, c) and 50°C (b, d).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
———aJfc..,-..
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3.2.3 ATR-FTIR measurements
ATR-FTIR spectra of a small sample of Aquawax 114, displayed in Figure 3.4, 
reveals a band of significant peak intensity corresponding to a -C=O stretch (at 1722 
cm" ). This band can be attributed either to an ester or to a carboxylic acid group. An 
identical band has been detected in the Microklear 418 ATR-FTIR spectrum. Hence, 
contrary to the manufacturer description, Aquawax 114 contains not only long chain 
hydrocarbons but also polar molecules, which should be capable of adsorbing to the 
oil-water interface when released in the system by the melting of the particles.
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Figure 3.4. ATR-FTIR profile of Aquawax 114 powder. 
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3.3 Effect of particle type
Three main types of particles were studied in this work: large spherical wax 
particles (Florabeads and Floraspheres), triglyceride crystals and non-spherical wax 
particles (Microklear 418 and Aquawax 114). These particles are all hydrophobic, 
but their composition and shape are different. Several studies have investigated the 
influence of particle size and shape on emulsion stability. Tambe and Sharma 
observed that a decrease in particle size is associated with an increase in emulsion 
stability and a decrease in drop average diameter, until the particles reach a critical 
size.26 It has also been noticed by Binks and Lumsdon that larger particles produced 
less stable emulsions.27 Yan et al. showed that non-spherical particles, like fine clay 
and fumed silica, could stabilise emulsions. 28 However, the roughness of the particles 
determined the emulsion stability. Vignati et al. demonstrated that small particles 
with rough surfaces gave emulsions of lower stability than larger smooth spherical 
particles.29 They also observed a differential surface coverage of the drops by the 
particles: the rough particles were randomly distributed on a sparsely covered 
surface, while the spherical ones formed a high-density even coverage. The 
roughness might be responsible for lowering the particle-interface contact, 
decreasing the particle energy of adsorption.
In this part, the effects of dispersion and emulsification methods on emulsion 
stability were compared, in order to determine the system most suitable to 
temperature study.
3.3.1 Large spherical wax
The effect of the particle size can be investigated with the Florabeads and 
Floraspheres, which are spherical particles of Jojoba wax of different sizes: the 
Florabead particles measure around 200 um, whereas the Floraspheres measure 500 
fim.
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3.3.1.1 Dispersion
The state of a particle dispersion before emulsification can influence the type 
of emulsion formed and its stability. Previous investigations of particle-stabilised 
emulsions observed differences in emulsion type and stability, due to a change of 
dispersing phase or the state of aggregation/dispersion of the particles. Four different 
methods of dispersing in oil and water were compared to evaluate which gave the 
best particle dispersion: sonication, stirring, handshaking or Ultra Turrax 
homogenisation. Dispersion by ultrasound or sonication is a consequence of micro- 
turbulences caused by fluctuation of pressure and cavitation. It has previously been 
found efficient for nano-size silica particles prior to emulsification. 6 Magnetic 
stirring and handshaking use low mechanical energy to disperse particles relative to 
the Ultra Turrax, which applies a strong shear to the system.
The high hydrophobicity of the Floraparticles was found to prevent their 
dispersion in water. No particles were dispersed into the water phase, and some 
spread onto the glass wall of the vessel carried by the water, reducing water contact 
to avoid particle immersion energetically unfavourable. A similar observation has 
been previously described by Binks et a/. 30
In the oil phase, sonication was witnessed to induce melting of the particles 
with a low melting point of 68 ± 2°C. The agitation created by the ultrasound 
disperses few particles, but localises heat near the probe, which melts some wax 
particles. Ultra Turrax shearing for 1 min. at 13000 rpm on particles in oil produces 
broken pieces of particles of the Florabeads, or 20 um long fibers of the 
Floraspheres. Magnetic stirring and handshaking were able to disperse the particles, 
but they were observed to sediment to the bottom of the sample in less than a minute. 
Handshaking dispersion in oil was chosen as the simplest method to disperse the 
Flora particles without modifying their characteristics.
3.3.1.2 Emulsification
Three different methods of emulsification were investigated on oil dispersions 
containing 2 wt.% of Flora particles and the same volume of water: handshaking, 
magnetic stirring and homogenisation with the Ultra Turrax. When strong
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handshaking or 2000 rpm magnetic stirring was applied for 2 minutes, oil and water 
separated in less than 10 seconds after mixing, the particles remaining in oil at the 
planar oil-water interface. When Ultra Turrax homogenisation of 1 minute at 11 000 
rpm of the Florasphere oil dispersion was done, a water-in-oil emulsion is stabilised 
for a short period of time by the wax fibres (Figure 3.5). Although the oil and the 
water phases are totally separated after 2 minutes, a mean diameter of 40 ± 10 urn 
was measured initially for the water drops. We can conclude from this observation 
that these wax particles would prefer to stabilise w/o emulsions but, due to their large 
size (- 500 (am), cannot remain at the interface around drops.
Figure 3.5. Micrograph of (a) a water-in-squalane emulsion stabilised by 2 wt.% 
Floraspheres after 1 minute at 11000 rpm Ultra-Turrax homogenisation. Scale bar 
represents 100 urn. (b) Same emulsion 1 minute after emulsification; the white phase 
is the emulsion, the upper phase is the squalane oil resolved and the bottom phase is 
the water resolved.
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A complete analysis of the forces acting on particles held at liquid interfaces 
is very complex, due partly to the deformation of the surface caused by the presence 
of the particle. 13 As the equilibrium of a particle at a fluid interface depends on its 
weight, the vertical capillary force and the vertical resultant of the hydrostatic 
pressure, a rough approximation for a spherical particle can be done. It shows that 
the buoyancy force counteracts the interfacial tension force; the former is 
proportional to the cube of the particle radius and the latter with the radius to the 
power unity. For large particles with densities between 1000 and several thousand kg
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m" at alkane-water interfaces, the buoyancy term exceeds the tension term. This 
means that millimeter size particles are pushed away from the interface, hence will 
not be able to stabilise it. However, when fragmented into smaller rod-like particles, 
the driving energy of attachment increases due both to the change of shape and size 
of the particles.
3.3.1.3 Addition of surfactant
Mixtures of surfactant and particles have been extensively studied these past 
few years, and it is known that the addition of surfactant to a particle-stabilised 
system can change the resulting emulsions. Binks et al. have shown that, for 
mixtures of negatively charged silica nanoparticles and cationic surfactant, oil-in- 
water emulsions are most stable to creaming and coalescence at conditions of 
maximum flocculation of particles by surfactant in aqueous dispersions alone.31 The 
study was extended to the use of positively charged silica particles in mixtures with 
anionic surfactant.32 Binks and Rodrigues found that very hydrophilic particles, 
which are poor emulsifiers alone, exhibited improvement in stabilising emulsions 
due to the adsorption of surfactant on particle surfaces through their hydrophilic head 
groups. This was believed to be caused by the formation of a surfactant monolayer 
on particle surfaces leaving the chains of the surfactant exposed to water and thus 
increasing the hydrophobicity of the particles. By choosing a di-chain cationic 
surfactant in mixtures with negatively charged silica nanoparticles, Binks and 
Rodrigues demonstrated the possibility of effecting two emulsion inversions induced 
by increasing surfactant concentration alone. 33 The addition of charged surfactant to 
mixtures of air, water and hydrophobic silica nanoparticles has also been observed to 
induce transitional phase inversion from a water-in-air powder to an air-in-water 
foam under high shear.34
The Flora particles alone are not able to stabilise any emulsion because the 
gravitational force is greater than the surface tension, but they might be able to 
stabilise an emulsion in the presence of surfactant molecules. The addition of 
surfactant to the oil particle dispersion could modify the particle wettability, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.6. Theoretically, the surfactants should be able to coat the 
Flora particles, with their hydrophobic tails interacting with the hydrophobic surface
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of the particles. Their negatively charged head, exposed toward the liquid medium, 
will make the Flora particles more hydrophilic, and able to adsorb more strongly at 
the oil-water interface.
Two different surfactants were added to the particle dispersion in oil: sodium 
di(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate (Aerosol-OT or AOT) and stearic acid (SA).
Figure 3.6. Schematic representation of surfactant interaction with hydrophobic 
particles in oil.
Emulsions with 10~6 to 10"4 M in oil of AOT or SA only were made by 
handshaking equal volumes of Milli-Q water and squalane, and were found to always 
give oil-in-water emulsions, with the stability increasing with increasing surfactant 
concentration. When Flora particles were added to the systems at 2 wt.%, they were 
observed to modify the stability of the emulsions. The small Florabeads decreased 
the stability to coalescence, whereas the Floraspheres increased slightly one of the 
squalane-in-water emulsions. As the two particles have the same chemical 
composition, this opposite behaviour is surprising. Their interaction with the 
surfactant differs although it should be similar if they have identical groups on their 
surface.
The decrease in stability induced by the Florabeads might be due to 
antagonistic behaviour with the surfactants. The hydrophobic particles, wetted more
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by the oil phase, would tend to stabilise water-in-oil drops whereas the surfactants 
stabilise oil-in-water. The oil-in-water emulsion observed confirms that the 
surfactant dominates the emulsion stabilisation, however it is possible that particles 
adsorb at the oil-water interface and bridge the oil drops. It is known that for 
particles, which are preferentially wet by the dispersed phase, bridging of two drops 
will facilitate coalescence. 35
Floraspheres, larger than the Florabeads, are expected to stabilise water-in- 
squalane emulsions (cf. § 3.1.4.2). The fact that they enhance the oil-in-water 
emulsion stability is rather surprising. All Florasphere particles are observed to rest 
in the oil phase close to the oil-water interface. It is believed that the increased 
stability is mainly due to small fragments of the Florasphere (nanometre size), whose 
wettability may have been modified enough to stabilise a small volume of squalane- 
in-water emulsion.
Due to the poor stability of the emulsions made with the Floraparticles, the 
large spherical wax particles were no longer investigated.
3.3.2 Triglyceride crystals 
3.3.2.1 Dispersion
Recrystallised glyceryl tripalmitate particles, of 10 ± 1 urn length, were 
dispersed in oil either by 10 s handshaking or by 10 min low power sonication to 
break the particle aggregates. Both methods were observed to give equivalent 
dispersions, where no sedimentation was witnessed up to 1 day after preparation.
After handshaking 3 wt.% of the glyceryl tripalmitate particles in oil, a 
crystal network was observed by optical microscopy as displayed in Figure 3.7. This 
observation agrees with the study by Lucassen-Reynders and van den Temple, which 
states that the triglyceride crystals form a 3-D network in the oil phase with strong 
interparticle bonds.
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Figure 3.7. Optical micrograph of 3 wt.% glyceryl tripalmitate crystals dispersed in 
squalane by handshaking. Scale bar represents 50 urn
3.3.2.2 Emulsification
Only handshaking emulsification was used in the case of the triglyceride 
crystals, as it was found to give an emulsion with little coalescence. More details 
about the emulsions obtained with the triglyceride crystals are given in the following 
sections 3.4 and 3.5. The use of Ultra Turrax was rejected, due to the high shear 
involved which could have broken or melted the crystals.
3.3.3 Non-spherical wax particles
3.3.3.1 Dispersion
As the wax particles are hydrophobic (cf§ 3.1.1), they were always dispersed 
in the oil phase. Two methods of dispersion were investigated with Aquawax 114 
and Microklear 418: 10s. handshaking and 1 min shaking with a VXR Vibrax basic 
shaker (IKA) at 500 rpm. The two methods gave good dispersion; breaking the initial 
aggregates occurred in the case of Microklear 418. Particle sedimentation was 
however still observed 2 hours after shaking.
The Aquawax 114 and Microklear 418 oil dispersions, displayed in Figure 
3.8, present a different appearance: the Aquawax dispersion is white, whereas the 
Microklear 418 one appears yellow in squalane.
Figure 3.8. Photographs of 2 wt.% (a) Microklear 418 or (b) Aquawax 114 
dispersions in squalane 30 sec. after handshaking.
3.3.3.2 Emulsification
Two emulsification methods were employed and compared with systems 
containing 2 wt.% of Aquawax 114 and Microklear 418 particles in squalane: 2 
minutes strong handshaking and 1 minute Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 11000 
rpm. All emulsions formed were determined as water-in-squalane, with varying 
stability observed. Emulsions made with the Ultra Turrax displayed little resolved 
water (which indicates coalescence) compared to those made by handshaking. The 
Ultra Turrax homogenisation may emulsify the system more efficiently by 
introducing more energy than handshaking. It is also possible that the high shear of 
the Ultra Turrax generates breaking or melting of the wax particles. An increasing 
number of particles would be able to stabilise more oil-water interfacial area, so lead 
to better stability. The heat localised close to the mixing head of the Ultra Turrax 
could melt the wax particles, which would release their polar component increasing 
the emulsion stability (cf. § 3.1.3). However, a system solely stabilised by such 
surfactant-like molecules is refuted by the microscopic observation of the water-in- 
squalane emulsions. Figure 3.9 shows the water drops coated by wax particles, 
giving them a rough appearance on their surface.
Both emulsification methods were used in the following study in order to 
compare the relatively inert handshaking to the efficient Ultra Turrax 
homogenisation.
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Figure 3.9. Micrographs of water-in-squalane emulsions stabilised by 2 wt.% (a) 
Microklear 418 or (b) Aquawax 114 particles homogenised with an Ultra Turrax for 
1 minute at 11000 rpm. Scale bars represent 100 jam.
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3.4 Effect of particle concentration
In Picketing emulsions, it is a common observation to see increasing 
emulsion stability when particle concentration is increased. 13 The more particles 
there are available to adsorb at the oil-water interface, the bigger the area they can 
stabilise, i.e. the smaller emulsion drops.
This part of the study is aimed at determining the stability plateau of the 
emulsions: the emulsion stability increases with particle concentration, until it 
reaches a maximum, where further increase in particle quantity in the system does 
not change the stability to coalescence anymore. This will enable choosing the most 
stable emulsion containing the lowest particle concentration.
3.4.1 Triglyceride crystals
For the triglyceride particles, the effect of concentration was studied in 
parallel with the effect of particle dispersion. Two series of emulsions were 
produced, enabling comparison between the handshaking and the sonication 
dispersion methods used previously.
When the glyceryl tripalmitate particles dispersed by sonication are 
emulsified, the water-in-squalane emulsions formed show an increasing stability to
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sedimentation and coalescence with increasing particle concentration from 1 to 4 
wt.% (Figure 3.10). Increasing stability with particle concentration, apart for the 
surprising decrease between 0.5 and 1 wt.%, is expected; similar observations have 
been commonly made in the literature. 13 Still in agreement with the literature, the 
average drop diameter, estimated by eye, decreases from around 2 to 0.5 mm.
However, when the particles dispersed by handshaking are emulsified, a 
maximum in stability for the squalane-in-water emulsion series is observed at 3 
wt.%, followed by a sharp drop in stability to coalescence from 3.5 to 5 wt.%. The 
water-in-squalane emulsions formed with the handshaking dispersion appear more 
stable than those formed with the sonication dispersion. The average drop diameter is 
estimated by eye in situ, and found to decrease when the stability increases and to 
increase with decreasing stability, as Figure 3.11 displays.
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Figure 3.10. Photographs of water-in-squalane emulsions stabilised with (a,f) 0.5, 
(b,g) 1, (c,h) 2, (d,i) 3, (j) 3.5, (e,k) 4 and (1) 5 wt.% glyceryl tripalmitate particles 
dispersed in squalane either by 10 minutes low power sonication (a-e) or by 10 
seconds handshaking (f-1). Emulsions were made by 2 minutes handshaking, and the 
pictures refer to 2 weeks after emulsification.
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The differences observed for the two dispersion types can be explained by an 
alteration of the aggregation state of the particles. Lucassen-Reynders and van den 
Temple were the first to formulate the idea that the triglyceride crystals formed a 3-D 
network in the oil phase responsible for a completely flocculated system. 19 
Emulsions can be formed with partially flocculated particles, or when moderate 
attraction between particles occur, but no emulsion can be formed in a highly 
flocculated system. In the handshaking particle series, the destabilisation of the 
emulsion above 3 wt.% of particles could be due to the formation of a crystal 
network too strong to be broken by the handshaking emulsification, hence the system 
would be unable to stabilise drops. At low particle concentration, or when particle 
flocculation has been reduced by sonication, the system can form emulsions with 
stability increasing with particle concentration. This argument can also be supported 
by the better stability observed in the case of emulsions stabilised with handshaken 
particles: the low strength particle network helps to stabilise water drops, whereas 
this network has been reduced during the sonication process, resulting in less stable 
emulsions.
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Figure 3.11. Water-in-squalane emulsion mean drop diameter measured with a ruler 
2 minutes after emulsification as a function of the quantity of glyceryl tripalmitate 
particles dispersed by 10 seconds handshaking before emulsification. Emulsions are 
made by 2 minutes handshaking.
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3.4.2 Wax particles
The effect of particle concentration when using non-spherical wax particles 
was investigated by making two series of emulsions stabilised with an increasing 
concentration of either Microklear 418 or Aquawax 114 particles. Wax particles 
were both dispersed by 10 seconds handshaking in oil before adding an equal volume 
of water and handshaking strongly during 2 minutes at room temperature. The 
vessels were stored at this temperature after emulsification, and their appearance 1 
month after is shown in Figure 3.12 for both Microklear 418 (a) and Aquawax 114 
(b) systems.
For both series, emulsions are water-in-squalane as expected from the contact 
angle measurements (cf. § 3.1.2) and the previous emulsifications (cf. § 3.1.2.2). 
Their stability to coalescence was observed to increase initially with particle 
concentration and to reach a limit around 10 wt.% particles.
Figure 3.12. Photographs of the vessels containing water-in-squalane emulsions 
stabilised by (a) Microklear 418 and (b) Aquawax 114 wax particles as a function of 
initial particle concentration in oil (given in wt.%) 1 month after emulsification. 
Emulsions were prepared and stored at room temperature by hand shaking.
0.5 1 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 (wt.%)
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Emulsion stability is quantified in terms offaq orf0-,\ (defined in § 2), which 
are plotted as a function of particle concentration in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. For both 
the Microklear 418 and Aquawax 114 series, complete phase separation occurs 
rapidly at and below 1 wt.% of particles, and stability to sedimentation and 
coalescence increases progressively above this. By 10 wt.% of particles, water-in-oil 
emulsions exhibiting a small amount of coalescence can be formed both with 
Microklear 418 and Aquawax 114.
For both series, f0\\ is always observed to be larger than faq, and to continue 
decreasing when^q reaches a plateau. This might be due either to the added particles 
rendering the oil more viscous so reducing the water drop sedimentation, or the free 
particles form a sedimented layer difficult to distinguish from the emulsion.
For the same particle concentration, the Microklear 418 series displays more 
coalescence than the Aquawax 114 one. For example, at 2 wt.% particles, the 
emulsion made with Microklear particles shows about 0.9 fraction of water resolved, 
while the Aquawax shows only about 0.3. This difference can be rationalised by 
studying the drop diameter of these emulsions.
The variation of the average water drop sizes and size distributions with 
particle concentration is shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16. Below 1 wt.% of particles, 
only small drops exist initially, which coalesce rapidly yielding bulk oil. At 2 wt.% 
the Microklear 418 emulsion contains only really small drops, whereas the Aquawax 
emulsion is also composed of large water drops, which contribute to the decrease in 
water resolved observed when Figures 3.13 and 3.14 are compared.
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Figure 3.13. Water-in-squalane emulsion stability for the systems in Figure 3.12(a) 
for Microklear 418 particles. Filled points refer tofol \ (sedimentation), open points to 
fan (coalescence) after 1 day.
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Figure 3.14. Water-in-squalane emulsion stability for the systems in Figure 3.12(b) 
for Aquawax 114 particles. Filled points refer to /Oji (sedimentation), open points to 
./aq (coalescence) after 1 day.
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At intermediate concentrations, emulsion drops display a bimodal distribution 
in size: a population of small drops tens of urn measured microscopically, and one of 
much larger drops, which are measured with a ruler because of their millimeter-size, 
are both present. It has been observed previously for latex particle-stabilised drops 
that the smaller drops are stabilised by the smaller size fraction of the particles and 
the opposite for the larger drops. 27 The polydispersity in the size of the wax particles 
may lead to the same consequences, and could offer a new mean for separation of 
different sizes of the same type of particles. This could be done by preparing particle- 
stabilised emulsions and separating the different drop populations by centrifugation.
At higher concentrations, a single small drop population exists again. All the 
drops are spherical and a coating of wax particles on their surfaces can be observed 
by optical microscopy in Figure 3.17. Excess wax particles are also visible in the 
continuous oil phase at higher concentrations.
Above a particular concentration, the average drop size and width of the 
distribution decrease with concentration. The microscopy images also show that the 
Microklear 418 water drops are more polydisperse and smaller in size than the 
Aquawax 114 drops. At about 10 wt.% of particles, the emulsion drop diameters 
reach a plateau value of around 100 urn for Microklear 418 and 500 um for 
Aquawax 114 systems. These observations are in line with the changes in emulsion 
stability: Microklear 418 particles appear to give more stable emulsions than the 
equivalent concentration of Aquawax 114 particles at room temperature.
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Figure 3.15. Variation of the mean water drop diameter and size distribution at 5 
min. after emulsification with particle concentration for w/o emulsions stabilised by 
Microklear 418 particles prepared and stored as in Figure 3.12(a). The very small 
drops at the lowest concentrations rapidly grow by coalescence.
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Figure 3.16. Variation of the mean water drop diameter and size distribution at 5 
min. after emulsification with particle concentration for w/o emulsions stabilised by 
Aquawax 114 particles prepared and stored as in Figure 3.12(b). The very small 
drops at the lowest concentrations rapidly grow by coalescence.
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Figure 3.17. Optical microscopy images of w/o emulsions (as in Figure 3.12) 
stabilised by Microklear 418 particles at (a) 2, (b) 7 and (c) 15 wt.% and by 
Aquawax 114 particles at (d) 1, (e) 5 and (f) 13 wt.%. Scale bars represent 100 urn.
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3.5 Effect of temperature
The effect of temperature on particle-stabilised emulsions has previously 
been investigated, and an emulsion type and stability dependence were observed.6"9 
In our study, the way the temperature is changed, whether increasing the temperature 
of a preformed emulsion or emulsifying at different temperatures, was found decisive 
for the results obtained. Particles already adsorbed at the oil-water interface at room 
temperature will be modified by the temperature change. Particles dispersed in the 
pre-heated oil phase are already modified (composition, shape or state of matter) and 
will then adsorb at the oil-water interface.
3.5.1 Effect of temperature increase after emulsification
3.5.1.1 Handshaking
Based on the results obtained by studying the particle concentration effect, a 
particle concentration, which yields stable emulsions at room temperature was 
chosen. The stability of these emulsions to coalescence upon gradually increasing the 
temperature was investigated, in order to determine if it was sensitive to the physical 
state of the adsorbed particles below and above the melting point range.
In the same way as in section 3.2.2, two emulsions were prepared from a 10 
wt.% dispersion of Microklear 418 or Aquawax 114 particles in squalane and an 
equal volume of water by handshaking for 2 min. at room temperature. These 
emulsions were heated using a water bath, in which the temperature was increased in 
10°C steps to 95°C. Between each temperature, the rate of temperature increase was 
close to 2°C/min, comparable to that in the DSC studies. The vessels were gently 
agitated every 10°C, to re-disperse all the emulsion in its continuous phase and then 
held for 1 h. at each temperature. After 95°C was reached and the samples held at 
this temperature for an hour, the samples were removed from the bath and stored at 
room temperature.
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Figure 3.18. Stability after 1 h of water-in-squalane emulsions prepared at room 
temperature and stabilised by 10 wt.% (*) Microklear 418 or (A) Aquawax 114 
particles as a function of temperature after preparation. Filled points refer to f0\\ 
(sedimentation), open points to^q (coalescence).
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The evolution of the emulsion stabilities is plotted versus temperature in 
Figure 3.18 for both wax-stabilised systems. With increasing temperature, the overall 
trend observed in both systems is that the sedimentation (f0\\) and coalescence (faq) 
extents increase. Particles, transformed from solid to liquid, desorb from the oil- 
water interface and dissolve in the oil phase. This results in the water drops losing 
their protective armour and fusion between them can proceed. Figure 3.18 shows that 
significant coalescence occurs in a narrow temperature range above 80°C for 
Microklear 418 emulsions, whereas it is more gradual between 50 and 95°C for 
Aquawax 114 emulsions. This difference is related to the melting point range 
determined earlier (cf. § 3.1.1): for Microklear 418 the melting occurs over a 
relatively narrow range of temperature, whereas Aquawax 114 was seen to melt over 
a much wider range. This suggests that the dominant influence of temperature in the 
emulsions is governed by the properties of the wax particles themselves. The 
increase in sedimentation may be due in part to the increase in coalescence as drops 
become more concentrated, but also to the decrease in the viscosity of the continuous 
oil phase with temperature. The latter has been observed to fall by over a factor of 
three when the temperature of squalane is increased from 20 and 60°C.36
Photographs of the vessels are displayed in Figure 3.19, and it can be 
observed that neither of the two emulsions are totally separated when 95°C is 
attained. Phase separation is nearly complete for Microklear 418 emulsions, as this 
temperature is well above its melting range. However, as the Aquawax 114 finishes 
melting above 110°C, the emulsion separation is incomplete at 95°C. When the 
samples are cooled to room temperature, some 0.5 to 1 mm diameter water drops 
were observed, trapped in the oil solidified by the dissolved wax.
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Figure 3.19. Vessels of water-in-squalane emulsions initially prepared at room 
temperature and stabilised by 10 wt.% (a) Microklear 418 and (b) Aquawax 114, 
after heating to 95°C.
Figure 3.20. Optical microscopy images of some of the emulsions treated as in 
Figure 3.18. Microklear 418 systems at (a) 20 and (b) 60°C, Aquawax systems at 
(c) 30 and (d) 70°C. Scale bars represent 400 um
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In order to demonstrate the changes in water drop appearance throughout the 
temperature increase, a few selected microscope images of emulsions are given in 
Figure 3.20. On increasing the temperature of the Microklear 418 emulsion from 20 to 
60°C, Figures 3.20 (a) and (b), some of the drops appear to become non-spherical. This 
is a characteristic of particle-stabilised emulsions subjected to coalescence and is linked 
to the irreversible nature of particle adsorption. 37 The Aquawax 114 emulsion, which 
presents larger drops than the Microklear 418 (Figures 3.20 (c) and (d)), does not 
exhibit a prominent shape change between 30 and 70°C. However the particle 
aggregates at the surface of drops are more numerous at the low temperature than at the 
high one. For both systems, the continuous phase seems to contain more particles at 
higher temperature and interfaces devoid of particles were observed at high 
temperatures.
3.5.1.2 Ultra Turrax homogenisation
The experiment detailed in section 3.5.1.1 was repeated with water-in-squalane 
emulsions prepared by 30 seconds homogenisation at 11000 rpm at room temperature. 
The findings reported in Figure 3.21 differ a lot from the handshaken emulsions ones. 
Firstly, it should be noted that for both wax particle systems, the emulsion stability at 
20°C is significantly lower than that of the equivalent emulsions prepared by 
handshaking. This may be caused, as previously stated, by partial melting of the 
particles in the warmer regions close to the rotor-stator homogeniser head. Again, the 
Microklear 418-stabilised emulsion destabilises abruptly above 80°C, nearly reaching 
total phase separation at 95°C. For the Aquawax 114 emulsion, although there is 
virtually no change in the volume of separated water as a function of temperature, the 
average drop diameter observed visually increased with temperature due to coalescence.
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Figure 3.21. Stability to coalescence after 1 h of water-in-squalane emulsions stabilised 
by 10 wt.% (+) Microklear 418 and (A) Aquawax 114 particles prepared by 
homogenisation at room temperature and subsequently heated.
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3.5.2 Effect of temperature during emulsification
3.5.2.1 Wax particles
3.5.2.1.1 Preparation and storage at high temperature
The importance of the wax particle state prior to emulsification was studied by 
preparing emulsions at different temperatures and assessing their stability at the same 
temperatures. 10 wt.% of particles were handshaken into oil to disperse them, and then 
the produced phase was heated to the appropriate temperature (from 20 to 90°C). An 
equal volume of water was brought to the same temperature, before being added to the 
wax dispersion followed by 11000 rpm thermostated homogenisation for 30 seconds. 
All emulsions were incubated at the emulsification temperature for 8 h, before being 
stored on the bench at room temperature.
All emulsions were water-in-squalane, but as Figure 3.22 shows, the fraction of 
aqueous phase resolved after 8 h varies with emulsification temperature. However, the 
fractions of coalescence were observed to stop changing after 4 h. The photograph of 
the vessels 8 h after emulsion formation illustrates the increase followed by a decrease 
in stability for the Microklear 418 system. Whereas the Aquawax 114 system presents 
two maxima separated by a decrease in stability. The subsequent cooling of the 
emulsions to room temperature did not induce any changes in the relative volumes of 
oil, emulsion or water phases.
Figure 3.23 shows that the Microklear 418-stabilised emulsions exhibit an 
increasing stability to coalescence from 20 to 60°C, above which it decreases 
significantly to 95°C. The increase in the extent of coalescence above 70°C is in 
agreement with the previous observation and starts at the onset of melting of a fraction 
of the particles (cf. § 3.3.1.2). However, the increase in stability approaching 60°C is 
surprising. From 20 to 60°C, the oil phase is a slightly turbid dispersion prior to 
emulsification, still showing a high concentration of particles. However at 70°C and 
above, this oil phase becomes clearer and more yellow with residual particles 
sedimenting very quickly. The increased stability could be due to dissolution of a small 
amount of surface-active molecules (ester or acid) from the particle surfaces, which are 
then available for adsorption at freshly created oil-water interfaces. Emulsions should
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then be more stable at higher temperatures. However when all these molecules are 
melted, the opposite observation is made. This could be explained by smaller chain 
length molecules dissolving at lower temperature, that would be more effective 
emulsifiers than longer chain homologues liberated at higher temperature. This 
hypothesis still needs further investigation.
Figure 3.22. Photographs of vessels containing w/o emulsions stabilised by 10 wt.% 
Microklear 418 (upper) and Aquawax 114 (lower) particles homogenised and stored at 
(a) 20, (b) 30, (c) 40, (d) 50, (e) 60, (f) 70, (g) 80, (h) 90 and (i) 95°C, 30 min. after 
preparation.
By contrast, emulsions stabilised by Aquawax 114 particles show a small 
increase in coalescence stability up to 60°C, become very unstable at 70 and 80°C and 
re-stabilise above this (Figure 3.23). The oil phase before emulsion formation was 
observed to be slightly turbid between 20 and 60°C, and to become clearer above. 
Although no significant coalescence after emulsification was observed with temperature 
change in section 3.5.1.2, the alkane composition given by the manufacturer for the 
Aquawax 114 indicates that the emulsion should destabilise with increasing 
temperature. However our ATR-FTIR spectra of the Aquawax 114 revealed a band 
corresponding to either an ester or a carboxylic acid group, similarly present in the 
Microklear 418 spectrum (cf. § 3.1.3). Hence the polar molecules contained in the 
Aquawax 114 could adsorb at the squalane-water interface, resulting in the significant 
increase in instability occurring above 60°C. The following decrease in stability,
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Figure 3.23. Variation of f^ with emulsiflcation temperature for emulsions in Figure 
3.22 for (^) Microklear 418 and (A) Aquawax 114 particles.
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between 60 and 90°C, is probably due to the partial melting of the wax particles along 
with a concomitant change in their solid-like character and wettability. Adding 
surfactants to stable particle-stabilised emulsions has been observed previously to result 
in a decrease in stability. 38 The emulsion stability seems dependent on the concentration 
of surface-active molecules released from the particles in the system. Towards the upper 
end of the melting range, above 90°C, a significant proportion of the particles have 
melted and the hydrophobic molecular species dissolved in oil may act as efficient 
stabilisers of water drops.
The average drop sizes measured immediately after emulsification exhibit a 
minimum in line with the emulsion stability maximum for both series. The sizes in 
Microklear 418-stabilised emulsions pass through a minimum at 60°C: non-spherical 
drops with rough surfaces characteristic of particle-dominated interfaces are present at 
the lower temperatures, whereas at the optimum temperature, the drops become smaller 
and their surfaces are smoother, indicating the change in emulsifier type (Figure 3.24). 
The non-spherical drop shape observed at 60°C might be due to recrystallisation of the 
wax during microscopy. The micrographs of the Aqua wax 114 emulsions at 40 and 
90°C in Figure 3.24 show that the most stable emulsions also comprise the smallest 
drops.
Comparing sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 shows that the temperature history of wax 
particle-stabilised emulsions is very important with regard to their stability. If the 
temperature is changed once particles are adsorbed at the oil-water interface, the 
emulsion stability is quite different to that for which the temperature has been increased 
before emulsification.
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Figure 3.24. Optical micrographs of water-in-squalane emulsions prepared and stored 
as in Figure 3.22 stabilised by Microklear 418 particles at (a) 40 and (b) 60°C and 
Aquawax 114 particles at (c) 40 and (d) 90°C. Scale bars represent 100 urn.
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3.5.2.1.2 Preparation at high temperature and storage at room 
temperature
The basis of the method known as emulsification by the phase inversion 
temperature (PIT) method is investigated in this part by homogenising systems at 
different temperatures as described in section 3.1.1.1.1 but cooling within 5 min to room 
temperature. For non-ionic surfactant systems, the emulsion is made around the PIT 
where the drop size is least and then cooled, to yield very stable emulsions at the lower 
temperatures.39 In our case, any melted material formed at higher temperatures should 
be solidified in oil on cooling, leading to potential enhancement of emulsion stability to 
sedimentation.
Figure 3.25 displays the resulting emulsion series with the two wax types for this 
experiment. Both series are similar to the series incubated at the emulsification 
temperatures. The Microklear 418 particle-stabilised emulsions exhibit an optimum 
stability followed by a decreasing stability with increasing temperature, but emulsions 
are invariably more stable and the most stable emulsions are formed at 60, 70 and 80°C 
as opposed to 60°C only when 8h of incubation at these temperatures is applied. For 
Aquawax 114 particles, the stability trend with increasing temperature is non­ 
monotonic: stability to coalescence initially increases to 50°C, decreases progressively 
to 80 °C and increases again substantially to 95°C. This is also similar to the results 
obtained in section 3.1.1.1.1 but with generally higher stabilities. For both wax series, 
the immediate cooling after formation reduces the extent of drop sedimentation in the 
semi-solid oil phase, resulting in much better emulsions by lowering the probability of 
drop coalescence.
The average drop diameter with emulsification temperature, shown in Figure 
3.26 for both particle types, fluctuates a lot for both series. This figure also underlines 
that the drop size is generally smaller with the Microklear 418 system than with the 
Aquawax 114 one, but this can be due to the smaller size of the Microklear 418 
particles. A marked reduction in drop size at the highest temperature is noticeable which 
could be attributed to a more surfactant-stabilised emulsion system.
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Figure 3.25. Photographs of vessels containing water-in-squalane emulsions stabilised 
by 10 wt.% Microklear 418 (upper) and Aquawax 114 (lower) particles, homogenised at 
(a) 20, (b) 30, (c) 40, (d) 50, (e) 60, (f) 70, (g) 80, (h) 90 and (i) 95°C and stored at room 
temperature. The photos were taken 1 day after emulsification.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (h) (i)
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Figure 3.26. Variation of average drop diameter with emulsification temperature for 
w/o emulsions prepared as in Figure 3.25 and stabilised by either 10 wt.% (^) 
Microklear 418 or (A) Aquawax 114 particles.
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Finally, the same experiment was repeated but the emulsions were made by 
handshaking the vessels in the water bath before cooling them to room temperature. 
The emulsions made by handshaking previously showed better stability than the one 
made with the Ultra Turrax, hence it is expected to give better stability here too. 
Figure 3.27 displays the series of emulsions with increasing temperature. The trends 
for both wax are different to those observed for the Ultra Turrax homogenisation: for 
the Microklear 418 particles, the stability to coalescence increases up to 40°C, 
decreases at 70 and 90°C but exhibits high stability at 80 and 95°C. The Aquawax 
114 emulsions present constant stability until 50°C, then a decrease between 60 and 
80°C, also observed in Figure 3.25, before becoming completely stable at 95°C. The 
emulsions produced in Figure 3.27 have larger water drops than in Figure 3.25 and 
some exhibit less water resolved.
The change in trend compared with the emulsions done with the Ultra Turrax 
can be attributed to the reproducibility of the handshaking emulsification in the water 
bath. Different energies of homogenisation have been introduced in the systems at 
different temperatures (homogenisation with Ultra Turrax, handshaking in air and in 
water), rendering the comparison between the emulsions of the same series difficult.
Figure 3.27. Photographs of vessels containing water-in-squalane emulsions 
stabilised by 10 wt.% Microklear 418 (upper) and Aquawax 114 (lower) particles, 
handshaken at (a) 20, (b) 30, (c) 40, (d) 50, (e) 60, (f) 70, (g) 80, (h) 90 and (i) 95°C 
and stored at room temperature. The photos were taken 1 day after emulsification.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)
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3.5.2.2 Triglyceride crystals
The experiment carried out with the wax particles (cf. § 3.5.2.1) was 
replicated with emulsions stabilised by 3 wt.% glyceryl tripalmitate particles 
prepared by Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 11000 rpm for 30 seconds at 30, 50, 70 
and 90°C. The emulsions were rapidly removed from the bath and cooled down to be 
stored at room temperature.
Photographs of the vessels after emulsification are shown in Figure 3.28. 
With increasing temperature, the stability to coalescence of the water-in-squalane 
emulsions decreases, and oil and water phases are almost totally separated from 70°C 
(Figure 3.29). This is close to the melting point of the glyceryl tripalmitate, which 
was measured with a capillary apparatus to be 66 ± 1 °C. The average drop diameter 
was measured on optical micrographs, and is observed to decrease with increasing 
temperature from about 200 urn at 30°C to 10 at 90°C.
Contrary to the wax particles, the partially or totally melted glyceryl 
tripalmitate crystals are not better emulsifiers for water-in-oil emulsions than the 
solid crystals. Comparing the wax particles with the triglyceride crystals might be 
equivalent to comparing impure to pure particles: the impure particles release a 
variety of surface active molecules when they melt, possibly leading to a better 
stabilisation of the emulsion.
Figure 3.28. Photographs of vessels containing water-in-squalane emulsions 
stabilised by 3 wt.% glyceryl tripalmitate homogenised at (a) 30, (b) 50, (c) 70 and
(d) 90°C and stored at room temperature, 1 day after emulsification.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 3.29. Stability to coalescence of water-in-squalane emulsions stabilised by 3 
wt.% glyceryl tripalmitate particles prepared by homogenisation at room temperature 
and subsequently heated for 5 min.
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3.6 Conclusions
Emulsions can be stabilised by micro-wax particles alone and, since particles 
are hydrophobic at the oil-water interface, such emulsions are water-in-oil. Different 
ways of dispersing the particles in oil and emulsifying the oil dispersion with water 
have been investigated. Sonication was observed to alter the particles either by 
breaking the network formed between them or by melting them, and Ultra Turrax 
homogenisation was seen to break the particles and probably partially melt them too. 
Large spherical wax particles gave water-in-oil emulsion when homogenised by the 
Ultra Turrax into fibers, whereas they are not able to stabilise any emulsion in their 
original shape. Emulsions stabilised by microwax particles (Aquawax 114 and 
Microklear 418) or triglyceride crystals alone were further investigated, and the 
influence of temperature on emulsion stability was described. 25 Upon increasing 
particle concentration, the wax-stabilised emulsions exhibit increasing stability and 
decreasing drop size, whereas the triglyceride-stabilised emulsions display a 
maximum in stability linked to crystal network formation.
The stability of the wax-stabilised emulsions at different temperatures to both 
sedimentation and coalescence depends on whether particles are adsorbed to drop 
interfaces or not prior to the temperature change. If drops are formed at room 
temperature, increasing the temperature of the emulsion subsequently leads to a 
progressive increase in the extent of coalescence as particles melt and cannot provide 
a sufficient barrier to drop fusion. By contrast, emulsions prepared and stored at 
elevated temperatures are particularly stable with respect to coalescence. It is thought 
that surface-active molecules, arising from the melting wax, adsorb to freshly created 
interfaces in these emulsions. It was concluded that the temperature variation might 
provide a means to control the coalescence tendency of wax particle-stabilised 
emulsions.
The temperature change affects the triglyceride-stabilised emulsion in a 
different way. Water-in-oil emulsions were observed to destabilise upon increasing 
the homogenisation temperature: almost total phase separation is reached above the 
melting point of the crystal, as the particles do not release any surface active 
molecules able to stabilise an emulsion.
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CHAPTER 4 EMULSIONS STABILISED BY BIODEGRADABLE 
PARTICLES
4.1 Introduction
The stability of an emulsion is inevitably linked to the emulsifier used. The 
choice of the emulsifier is key in order to manipulate the emulsion: surfactants and 
wax particles (cf. Chapter 3) are often affected by temperature modification for 
example, which in turn affects the emulsion properties. Biodegradable particles, 
which have the property of degrading in many different environments, generate a 
growing interest among a wide variety of industries, and could supply a new solution 
to control emulsion properties.
Interest in biodegradable polymers have been firstly observed in the fields of 
medicine (degradable suture fibres) and agriculture (pesticide release), but today it is 
more focussed on environmental protection. Manufacturing biodegradable product 
packaging is a main target for cosmetics, food or homecare industries, in order to 
reduce the solid waste resulting. 1 ' 2 Medical and pharmaceutical industries use 
biodegradable components for another purpose: polymers can degrade in the body 
without harming it, in the form of medical devices or drugs, the latter releasing their 
active ingredients in a controlled manner.3 ' 4
Poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) polymer as shown in Chapter 2, is 
known for its biodegradable and biocompatible properties and has been used for the 
past 20 years for drug delivery applications. 5" 7 It decomposes in vivo, by simple 
hydrolysis of the ester linkages, into lactic (CBHeOs) and glycolic (^HUOa) acids, 
which are naturally present in the human body, before being eliminated as CO2 and 
tbO. 8 ' 9 Hence PLGA exhibits very minimal toxicity. 10 PLGA is often used as 
microsphere encapsulator, in which diverse drugs are contained, such as in Lupron 
Depot®, Decapeptyl® and Trelstar®. 11
Dunne et al. investigated the link between PLGA particle degradation, their 
size and the temperature: they concluded that particles between 9 and 120 |im 
degrade increasingly with increasing temperature, but the degradation rate is 
proportional to the particle diameter. 12 They described degradation as a two-step
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process, which includes degradation of the polymer into water-soluble monomers 
and diffusion of these monomers to the particle surface and into the surrounding 
solution, causing mass loss. The produced monomers generate autocatalytic 
degradation of the particles: for large particles, it takes them more time to reach the 
surface, but they accelerate degradation. De and Robinson also studied the effect of 
incubation temperature on nano and micro-particles of PLGA: particle aggregation, 
more extensive for the smallest particles, was observed to increase with 
temperature. 13 The pH of the solution was also reported by Yoo et al. to affect PLGA 
polymers.' 4 In their study, they measured the hydrolysis rate as a function of initial 
pH: the amount of monomer increases as the solution pH decreases, confirming a 
faster degradation at lower pH values. The degradation also depends on the 
composition of the PLGA in terms of lactic to glycolic monomer ratio. Shin et al. 
showed that PLGA 50:50 degraded quicker than the PLGA 75:25 due to a higher 
glycolic acid content, as the glycolic acid probably degrades faster than the lactic 
one. 15
In this chapter, we study different ways of controlling PLGA particle- 
stabilised emulsions. The composition of the PLGA particles, in terms of variable 
surface chemistry or variable lactic to glycolic ratio, their concentration and their 
dispersion pH were observed to affect the short and long-term stability of the 
emulsions they stabilise.
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4.2 Particle characterisation
4.2.1 Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering is a widespread technique for characterising 
colloidal suspensions. It is a non-destructive method used both to determine the size 
and the zeta potential of particles. PLGA particles were observed to be roughly 
spherical and are known to degrade as a function of temperature and pH. 12 It is 
therefore expected that their size might change with the pH of the particle dispersion. 
Figure 4.1 displays the change of the average diameter with pH for 3 different PLGA 
particles: particles were made from natural PLGA 50:50, with either carboxylic 
(PLGA-COOH) or amidine (PLGA-NH2) groups attached on them. At their natural 
pH (-8), the three types of particles present equivalent diameters of 275 ± 25 nm. 
When the pH of the fresh dispersion is varied, none of the particles exhibit a clear 
alteration of size, even if PLGA-COOH particles seem to reach a maximum diameter 
of 280 nm at pH 4. However, PLGA particles go through a slight decrease in size 
when the dispersion pH is reduced to 2; the particle average diameter changes from 
265 to 205 nm. If the change in size is not reversible, it could result from a partial 
degradation of the particles occurring at low pH, but more experiments should be 
done to confirm this. A similar but smaller effect of pH on PLGA-NHa is observed, 
the particle size decreasing slightly at low pH.
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The zeta potential, which reflects the particle charge, was also measured 
using electrophoresis. PLGA, PLGA-COOH and PLGA-NH2 were expected to be 
charged differently, due to their distinct surface groups: PLGA-NH2 particles should 
be positively charged at low pH (PLGA-NH3+), PLGA-COOH negatively charged at 
high pH (PLGA-COO"), whereas the unmodified PLGA particles should present a 
charge value in between the other two. As can be observed in Figure 4.2, all particle 
types are highly negatively charged at their natural pH, and they follow the same 
charge variation with pH: the positive zeta potential at pH 4 decreases upon 
increasing the pH, passing through zero around pH 5 and becoming increasingly 
negative up to pH 8, where it seems to plateau. The charge reversal is due to the 
weakly acidic groups on the particle surface losing their proton at high pH. 16 The 
similar charges displayed by the modified and unmodified PLGA particles could be 
due to an insufficient group modification on the particle surface, rendering a change 
of charge unnoticeable. It is also believed that the large charge distribution at low pH 
could be due to an irregular chemical modification of the particles, as well as to 
particle degradation. 13
The degradation of the unmodified PLGA particles was studied by measuring 
the average particle diameter as a function of pH and temperature. Table 1 shows the 
increase of the average diameter with incubation time: although the rate of size 
change is higher at 37°C for the first day, after a week the particles have reached the 
same degradation state at the two different temperatures. Simultaneous to the change 
of average diameter, the polydispersity of the size distribution increases. The 
increase of average diameter and of polydispersity can both be explained by the 
degradation process of the particles: degradation of PLGA particles occurs through a 
size decrease, due to loss of monomer from the particle surface, but also a size 
increase, when several particles fuse together forming a larger one. 12
Table 1. Average diameter of PLGA particles at different incubation times at 25°C 
or 37°C. 0.002 wt.% particle dispersion was made at pH ~ 8.
temperature / °C
25
37
diameter / nm
initial
250 ± 60
250 ± 60
1 day
290 ± 50
290 ±150
1 week
305 ± 150
285 ± 160
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Figure 4.2. Variation of zeta potential of 0.002 wt.% (+) PLGA, (•) PLGA-COOH 
and (A) PLGA-NH2 particles dispersed in water as a function of pH. The error bars 
represent the width of the zeta potential distribution.
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4.2.2 Contact angles
The PLGA, PLGA-COOH and PLGA-NH2 particles previously characterised 
are composed of as much lactic acid as glycolic acid, i.e. 50:50 L:G ratio. PLGA 
particles with different ratio of lactic to glycolic acid (L:G) should present different 
wettability, as the glycolic acid is more hydrophilic than the lactic one. 15 ' 17 
Measuring the contact angle of different liquids enables the determination of the 
wettability of a solid. The PLGA 50:50 layer was made by spincoating a glass slide 
with a solution of the polymer in chloroform and letting the solvent to evaporate for 
2 hours.
The contact angle in air of a drop of water on a layer of PLGA 50:50 was 
found to be 77 ± 3°, which agrees with the values of Khorasani et al. and 
Paragkumar et a/. 18 ' 19 Under dodecane, this value increases to 82 ± 5°. PLGA 65:35, 
which contains more lactic groups, exhibits higher contact angles through water: 79 
± 3° in air and 89 ± 5° under dodecane. Both PLGA types are hydrophilic, however 
PLGA 65:35 exhibits water drop contact angle under dodecane (Figure 4.3) closer to 
90°, which would indicate a better adsorption of these particles at the dodecane-water 
interface than PLGA 50:50. With a contact angle of almost 90°, it is possible that 
particles made of PLGA 65:35 might stabilise water-in-oil emulsions as well as oil- 
in-water. Consequently, we expect that changing the polymer composition of the 
particles will change the behaviour of the particle at the oil-water interface.
Figure 4.3. Sessile water drop under dodecane (pH - 6.5) on (a) PLGA 50:50 and 
(b) PLGA 65:35 at 20 ± 1 °C.
(a) (b)
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4.3 Effect of particle type on emulsions
The effect of the surface chemistry of PLGA particles was investigated by 
producing emulsions of equal concentration of unmodified PLGA, PLGA-COOH or 
PLGA-NH2 particles. At their natural pH, all the particles gave dodecane-in-water 
emulsions with equivalent stabilities. However, as Figure 4.4 displays, a little oil and 
large quantities of water are resolved from all the emulsions after 5 minutes. The 
emulsions are highly susceptible to creaming. It can also be observed that some 
emulsion drops display large diameter: drops between 50 and 450 um were measured 
by optical microscopy. The emulsion drops stabilised by PLGA and PLGA-NH2 are 
very polydisperse, with similar average diameters of 300 ± 150 um, while the 
PLGA-COOH stabilised drops measure 120 ± 50 um.
The three particle types do not present major differences in the emulsion they 
stabilise at their natural pH. The average drop diameters differ slightly, but the 
emulsion stabilities are comparable (Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.4. (a-c) Photograph and (d-f) optical microscopy images of dodecane-in- 
water emulsions stabilised with 0.1 wt.% of (a, d) PLGA, (b, e) PLGA-COOH and 
(c, f) PLGA-NHa particles 5 minutes after emulsification (pH - 8). Emulsions were 
made by 1 minute Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 11000 rpm. Scale bars represent 
160 um.
O^Bt:» . •
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Figure 4.5. Stability of dodecane-in-water emulsions made with 0.1 wt.% (^) 
PLGA, (•) PLGA-COOH and (A) PLGA-NH2 particles in terms of/oi i (open points) 
(filled points) 1 day after emulsification.
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4.4 Effect of particle concentration on emulsions
4.4.1 Variable surface chemistry
To investigate the effect of particle concentration on the PLGA 50:50 
particles with different surface groups, the stability and drop size of the emulsion 
series with increasing particle concentration were measured. Emulsions were 
observed to be increasingly stable with particle concentration for the three types of 
particles. As Figure 4.6 displays, the emulsions are more stable at higher 
concentration: no coalescence is observed at 2 wt.% of particles, whereas only a few 
millimetre-size drops are stabilised at 0.01 wt.%. Figure 4.6 also illustrates the large 
amount of resolved water due to creaming of the emulsions, and that the creaming 
decreases with increasing particle concentration. The aqueous phase has an 
increasingly opaque and white appearance, probably resulting from a larger amount 
of free particles in the continuous phase. This can signify either that the 
concentration of particles non-adsorbed at the oil-water interface is increasing with 
the total particle concentration in the system, or that the aggregation state of the 
particles changes, affecting the turbidity of the subnatant. However, Figure 4.7 
indicates that the average drop diameter decreases along the concentration series for 
all systems, implying that more particles are adsorbed at the oil-water interface. The 
three types of particles stabilise drops of equivalent size at and above 1 wt.%, of 75 
to 50 |im in diameter. But at lower concentration (0.05 wt.%), the drop size increases 
and the different particles do not stabilise the same drop sizes anymore: drops are 
840 (am in diameter with PLGA particles, 470 urn with PLGA-COOH and 350 urn 
with PLGA-NH2 .
Figure 4.6. Photograph of 1-day old dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised with (a, 
e, 1) 0.01, (b, f, m) 0.05, (g, n) 0.1, (c, h, o) 0.2, (i, p) 0.5, (d, j, q) 1 and (k, r) 2 wt.% 
of (a-d) PLGA, (e-k) PLGA-NH2 and (1-r) PLGA-COOH particles (pH 8). Emulsions 
were made with 1 min. Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 11 000 rpm.
Figure 4.7. Average drop diameter measured by optical microscopy of dodecane-in- 
water emulsions made with («) PLGA, (•) PLGA-COOH and (A) PLGA-NH2 
particles as a function of particle concentration. The size distribution of the emulsion 
drops is represented as an error bar.
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PLGA, PLGA-COOH and PLGA-NH2 particle-stabilised emulsions are 
composed of different size drops, but all emulsions exhibit increasing stability with 
increasing particle concentration.
4.4.2 Variable lactic/gly colic acid ratio
The effect of particle concentration was also studied for PLGA particles made 
of different ratio of lactic and glycolic acid. The unmodified PLGA particles from § 
4.4.1 are composed of a 50:50 ratio of the two acids. Emulsions were made with the 
other types of PLGA particles: a 65:35 and a 75:25 L:G ratio. The three types of 
particle are around 250 nm in diameter. As the contact angles of water on the 
different PLGA ratio differ (cf. § 4.2.2), we expect the emulsion stability to vary as a 
function of particle composition.
As observed for particles of different surface chemistry, PLGA particles with 
different L:G ratio stabilise dodecane-in-water emulsions, which exhibit increased 
stability to creaming and coalescence with particle concentrations (Figure 4.8). The 
concentration of excess particles in the continuous phase also increases with the total 
particle concentration; the bottom phase becomes more opaque and white towards 
the end of the series.
Figure 4.8. Photographs of dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised with (a, f) 0.01, 
(b, g) 0.05, (c, h) 0.1, (d, i) 0.2 and (e, j) 0.5 wt.% of (a-e) PLGA 75:25 and (f-j) 
PLGA 65:35 particles at pH 7.5, 5 min. after emulsification. Emulsions were made 
by 1 min. Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 11000 rpm.
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Figure 4.9 displays microscopy images of the emulsion drops for both series: 
all drops are spherical, and as a result of the higher particle concentration, the drop 
size is witnessed to decrease (compare Figure 4.9 a and c, or d and f). A quantitative 
representation of the change of drop size is shown in Figure 4.10: as the sampling of 
the emulsion is unfavourable to the large emulsion drops, which coalesce on the 
glass slide, a maximum drop size was measured with a ruler on the emulsion drops in 
situ. The minimum and average drops size were extracted form the microscopic 
measurement. The average drop size decreases sharply between 0.01 and 0.1 wt.% of 
particles, and an extrapolation of the curve would suggest that it would eventually 
plateau above 0.5 wt.%. The emulsion drops stabilised by PLGA 65:35 are slightly 
more polydisperse than those stabilised by PLGA 75:25. However, no significant 
difference can be seen between the emulsions stabilised by PLGA 65:35 and PLGA 
75:25.
Figure 4.11 compares stabilities for PLGA 50:50, PLGA 65:35 and PLGA 
75:25 stabilised emulsions. Stability to coalescence is observed to increase strongly 
at the start of the series for the three types of particles. This effect is stronger for 
PLGA 75:25 until 0.1 wt.% particles, after which a plateau is observed. The 
creaming stability also increases for all particle types, where again the emulsions 
made with PLGA 75:25 show the greatest stability at high particle concentration. The 
lactic-glycolic ratio has a small effect on the stability of emulsions formed: 
increasing the L:G ratio of the particles leads to improved emulsion stability to 
creaming and coalescence.
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Figure 4.9. Optical microscopy images of dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised 
with (a, d) 0.05, (b, e) 0.2 and (c, f) 0.5 wt.% of (a-c) PLGA 65:35 and (d-f) PLGA 
75:25 particles. Emulsions were made by 1 min. Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 
11000 rpm. Scale bars represent 400 (am.
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Figure 4.10. Average (••), minimum (no) and maximum (DO) drop diameter 
measured by optical microscopy of dodecane-in-water emulsions made with (•) 
PLGA 65:35 and (•) PLGA 75:25 as a function of particle concentration. The error 
bars represent the size distribution of the drops.
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Figure 4.11. Stability of dodecane-in-water emulsions made with (*) PLGA 50:50, 
(•) PLGA 65:35 and (•) PLGA 75:25 particles as a function of particle 
concentration in terms of f0\\ (open points) and /aq (filled points) 1 day after 
emulsification. Emulsions were made by 1 min. Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 
HOOOrpm.
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4.5 Effect of pH on emulsions
4.5.1 Variable surface chemistry
It has been shown in section 4.2.1 that changing the pH of the particle 
dispersion modifies the charge of the PLGA particles. Figure 4.12 displays the 
photograph of the series of emulsions made with PLGA, PLGA-COOH and PLGA- 
NHi particles at different pH. No major differences are noticed between the three 
series of dodecane-in-water emulsions: coalescence is not significant, while large 
amounts of water are resolved. A similar observation to the one made in section 4.4 
can be made: Figure 4.12 shows evidence of free particles in the continuous phase. 
Their concentrations seem similar for the modified particles (comparable opacity of 
the bottom phase), however the PLGA series displays a whiter continuous phase at 
pH 4 and 6, indicating either that there is an increase of non-adsorbed particles or 
that particles are in an aggregated state (as they are close to their isoelectric point). 
The latter argument however does not work for the two other series, which exhibit a 
white phase at all pH values. Yet, there is no significant alteration of the emulsion 
stability compared to the emulsions at pH 2 or 8 for the PLGA series. Figure 4.13 
reveals the high stability to coalescence of the unmodified PLGA-stabilised 
emulsions is not affected by the pH variation. However, it can also be noted that the 
pH slightly affects the emulsions stabilised by PLGA-COOH and PLGA-NH2 
particles: better emulsion stability seems to coincide with higher surface charge of 
the particles, with PLGA-COO" and PLGA-NH3+ giving more stable emulsions than 
their non-charged counterpart, at respectively high and low pH.
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Figure 4.12. Photograph of 1-day old dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised with 
0.5 wt.% of (a-e) PLGA, (f-1) PLGA-COOH and (m-q) PLGA-NH2 particles in 
aqueous dispersion at pH (a, f, k) 2, (b, g, 1) 4, (c, h, m) 6, (d, i, n) 8 and (e, j, o) 10. 
Emulsions were made with 1 min. Ultra-Turrax homogenisation at 11 000 rpm.
The distinct concentration of free particles in emulsions stabilised by PLGA 
at pH 4 and 6 can be explained by examining the emulsion drop size. Figure 4.14 
shows a slight increase in the average drop size at these pH values, indicating that the 
increase in particle hydrophilicity is counterbalanced by the decrease of water-oil 
interface needed to be stabilised. However, the large drop size of the PLGA emulsion 
at pH 2 contradicts this latter explanation. When comparing the three types of 
particles, it is noted that the PLGA-NH2 particles stabilise the smallest drops (20 urn 
average diameter), while the PLGA and PLGA-COOH stabilise larger ones, of 
respectively 40 and 65 urn diameter. All emulsions exhibit high polydispersity in 
their drop size.
The different drop sizes resulting from the three types of particle is 
surprising, as it has been noted before (cf. § 4.2.1) that the three particles had similar 
charge as a function of pH. Also surprising is that when referring to the zeta potential 
measurements, the particles are highly charged at high pH, hence they should be less 
efficient at stabilising emulsions, which contradicts the findings for the PLGA- 
COOH series. 20 In these systems, the particles stabilise oil-in-water emulsions at all 
pH values, and are therefore hydrophilic. Hence, it is expected that an increase of the 
particle charge would further increase their hydrophilicity, causing a decrease in the 
emulsion stability. At low pH, PLGA-NH3+ particles display a low charge, so they 
should give more stable emulsions, however the opposite is observed.
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Figure 4.13. Stability of dodecane-in-water emulsions made with 0.5 wt.% (+) 
PLGA 50:50, (•) PLGA-COOH and (A) PLGA-NH2 particles in terms of/oi i (open 
points) and^q (filled points) as a function of pH of the particle dispersion 1 day after 
emulsification.
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Figure 4.14. Average drop diameter measured by optical microscopy of dodecane- 
in-water emulsions made with 0.5 wt.% (* ) PLGA, (•) PLGA-COOH and (A) 
PLGA-NH2 as a function of the pH of the particle dispersion. The error bars 
represent the size distribution of the drops.
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4.5.2 Variable lactic/gly colic acid ratio
PLGA particles with different L:G ratio are not expected to behave 
significantly differently with a change of pH, as the pKa of lactic and glycolic acids 
are similar (respectively 3.86 and 3.83).21 The dodecane-in-water emulsions formed 
at all pH values displayed in Figure 4.15 exhibit equivalent stabilities: little 
coalescence is monitored (f0\\ ~ 0.15), but large volumes of water containing excess 
particles are resolved (faq ~ 0.55). All the dodecane drops are spherical and present a 
high polydispersity, which can be observed from both Figures 4.15 and 4.16. The 
drop average diameter is dependent on the pH: for PLGA 75:25 particles, it 
decreases with pH due to the small drop population increasing compared to the big 
drop population, whereas it reaches a maximum at pH 8 for PLGA 65:35 particles. It 
can therefore be concluded that pH change affects emulsions stabilised with PLGA 
particles of higher L:G ratio more.
Figure 4.15. Photograph and optical microscopy of 1-day old dodecane-in-water 
emulsions stabilised with 0.5 wt.% of (a-e) PLGA 65:35 and (f-j) PLGA 75:25 
particles in aqueous dispersion at pH (a, f) 2, (b, g) 4, (c, h) 6, (d, i) 8 and (e, j) 10. 
Emulsions were made with a 1 min. Ultra-Turrax homogenisation at 11 000 rpm. 
Scale bars represent 400 urn.
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Figure 4.16. Average drop diameter measured by optical microscopy of dodecane- 
in-water emulsions made with 0.5 wt.% (*) PLGA 50:50, (•) PLGA 65:35 and (•) 
PLGA 75:25 particles as a function of the pH of the particle dispersion. The error 
bars represent the size distribution of the drops.
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4.6 Effect of time on emulsion degradation
The stability of emulsions stabilised with PLGA, PLGA-COOH or PLGA- 
NH2 particles was monitored for 24 months for both the concentration (at pH ~ 8) 
and pH series. As the particles are biodegradable, it was expected that the emulsions 
should separate when stored at room temperature for significant lengths of time (cf. 
Table 1).
The concentration series made with PLGA exhibits evidence of degradation, 
whereas those made with PLGA-COOH and PLGA-NH2 (not shown) do not show 
any change in appearance. Figure 4.17 enables comparison of the stable PLGA- 
COOH emulsions to the degrading PLGA-stabilised ones: initially the emulsions 
exhibited increasing stability with particle concentration, however after 6 months, the 
PLGA particles are unable to stabilise any emulsions even at the highest particle 
concentration, forming a bulk of amalgamated polymer particles attached to the oil- 
water interface (Figure 4.18). In addition, the resolved water phase exhibits a 
separation into clear water and sedimented particles at the bottom of the sample: for 
example compare Figures 4.17(c) and (d), where the clear water appears slightly 
blue, and the sedimented particle layer is white.
The change in stability to coalescence over time is represented in Figure 4.19 
for the PLGA-stabilised emulsions. The increase in emulsion stability as a function 
of particle concentration is less evident after 2 months, and the emulsions are almost 
totally separated after 24 months. However the modified PLGA particles are still 
efficiently stabilising the emulsions, up to at least 24 months after initial formation. 
An example is shown in Figure 4.20 for emulsions stabilised by PLGA-NH2. For 
almost all particle concentrations, destabilisation of the emulsions is limited to 24h 
after emulsification, indicating that it is caused by limited coalescence rather than 
degradation. At the highest particle concentration, 2 wt.%, this destabilisation occurs 
more gradually, agreeing with the idea that more particles slow down the coalescence 
process.
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Figure 4.17. Photograph of (a, c) 1-day and (b, d) 6-months old dodecane-in-water 
emulsions stabilised with increasing concentration of (a, b) PLGA and (c, d) PLGA- 
COOH particles. Emulsion series are the same as in Figure 4.6(a-d).
Figure 4.18. Optical microscopy images of a (a) 1-day and (b) 6-months old 
dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised with 0.1 wt.% of PLGA particles. Scale bars 
represent 400 |j.m.
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Figure 4.19. Stability to coalescence of dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised by 
PLGA particles ('") 10 min., (- - -) 1 day, (- - -) 2 and (—) 24 months after
emulsification. The stability is plotted in terms of/oi i as a function of PLGA particle 
concentration in wt.%. Emulsions were stored at room temperature (20 ± 5°C).
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Figure 4.20. Stability to coalescence of dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised by 
PLGA-NH2 particles ("') 10 min., (- - -) 1 day, (- - -) 2 and (—) 24 months after
emulsification. The stability is plotted in terms of fm \ as a function of PLGA-NH2 
particle concentration in wt.%. Emulsions were stored at room temperature (20 ± 
5°C).
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Figure 4.21 displays the appearance of the pH series of emulsions stabilised 
with either PLGA or PLGA-COOH particles. Whereas no obvious change in stability 
can be noted for emulsions stabilised with PLGA-COOH and PLGA-NH2 (not 
shown), the PLGA series exhibits destabilisation after 6 months. The unmodified 
particles exhibit extensive emulsion degradation at low pH, in terms of the volume of 
oil and water resolved, which can be justified by the acid catalysis of the polymer 
decomposition. 14 Similarly to the concentration series, a separated water phase can 
be observed in Figures 4.21(b) and (d), with a sedimented particle layer at the bottom 
of the sample. After 24 months, the PLGA systems are totally separated. The 
modified PLGA particles however seem to be resistant towards degradation, 
signifying that the particle surface modification has altered their degradability. 
Figure 4.22 displays the change in stability of the PLGA-NH2-stabilised emulsions, 
where the coalescence is not observed to vary much after 2 months.
Figure 4.21. Photograph of (a, c) 1-day and (b, d) 6-month old dodecane-in-water 
emulsions stabilised with 0.5 wt.% of (a, b) PLGA and (c, d) PLGA-COOH particles 
in aqueous dispersion at different pH. Emulsion series are the same as in Figure 
4.12(a-d).
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Figure 4.22. Stability to coalescence of dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised by 
0.5 wt.% of PLGA-NH2 particles (- - -) 1 day, (- - -) 2 and (—) 24 months after
emulsification. The stability is plotted in terms of /oi , as a function of particle 
dispersion pH. Emulsions were stored at room temperature (20 ± 5°C).
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4.7 Conclusions
The ability of PLGA-based biodegradable particles to stabilise emulsions has 
been investigated in this chapter by using 5 different types of particles.
Unmodified PLGA, PLGA-COOH and PLGA-NH2 particles, presenting 
different surface groups, were found to exhibit the same charge behaviour as a 
function of pH. This could be the result of insufficient surface modification, which is 
screened by the unmodified particle surface. The similar stability of the dodecane-in- 
water emulsions by the three particle types at neutral pH was expected. From the 
measured contact angle of water on PLGA substrates under dodecane, phase 
inversion from oil-in-water to water-in-oil emulsions with increasing L:G ratios 
could be expected. However these particles were observed to stabilise only 
dodecane-in-water emulsions at all concentrations and pH conditions.
Like other particle-stabilised systems (cf. § 3.4), the emulsion stability is 
affected by the particle concentration: increasing the particle quantity leads to 
reduced water and oil resolved, i.e. better stability, and smaller emulsion drops. The 
modified particles stabilise smaller drops and the higher L:G ratio PLGA particles 
also give more stable emulsions. In all cases it has been noted that the resolved water 
phase appears more turbid upon increasing total particle concentration, and this is 
believed to be due either to an increased free particle concentration or to a different 
aggregation state of the particles.
Changing the pH of the particle dispersions before emulsification slightly 
affects emulsions stabilised by the modified PLGA particles or those with high L:G 
ratio: the PLGA-stabilised emulsions seem unchanged over the pH range. PLGA- 
COOH and PLGA-NHi-stabilised emulsions are more stable at high and low pH 
respectively, whereas the average drop diameter of PLGA 65:35 and PLGA 75:25- 
stabilised emulsions varies with pH.
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When stored for 6 months, emulsions stabilised by unmodified PLGA 
particles exhibit significant destabilisation, which is more pronounced at low pH due 
to the acid-catalysed degradation of the particles. This emulsion destabilisation is 
similar to that of the wax-stabilised emulsions in Chapter 3: the degradation/melting 
of the particles causes them to become inefficient drop stabilisers, as they cannot 
hinder drop coalescence anymore. This is in stark contrast to those stabilised by 
either PLGA-COOH or PLGA-NH2 , which show little destabilisation up to at least 
24 months after emulsification. It can be concluded therefore that the surface 
modification hinders, if not prevents, their degradability.
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CHAPTER 5 HETEROAGGREGATION OF EMULSIONS STABILISED 
BY CHARGED COLLOIDAL SILICA PARTICLES
5.1 Introduction
Heteroaggregation corresponds to aggregation of unlike particles, which 
differ either by their size, charge, shape, charge density or composition. When 
oppositely charged particles meet, the electrical double layer attraction on the 
particles leads to bridging and charge neutralisation. Particle-stabilised emulsion 
drops can be considered like solid particles, as their surfaces are similar to the 
surfaces of the particles, which stabilise them. So it is expected that, like with 
particles, a size difference between drops will affect their aggregation and that 
hexagonal close packing will not occur due to charge repulsion. 1 "3 Rasa et al., who 
studied mixtures of positively and negatively charged Ludox particles in aqueous 
dispersions, observed heteroaggregation only for low content of positive particles, 
demonstrating that the ratio of the two type of particles affects their interaction.4 
Binks et al. showed that flocculated dispersions of Ludox HS-30 and Ludox CL 
particles were reported to be efficient for stabilising emulsions and the optimum 
negative rpositive particle ratio was found to be 2:1.5
Recently, Gu et al. described the formation of colloidosomes, microcapsules 
formed by colloidal particles, from large anionic droplets with small cationic droplets 
adsorbed on their surface. 6 The charged droplets were obtained by stabilising oil-in- 
water emulsions with positively charged proteins, which could then be coated with 
pectin to reverse the surface charge of the drops. Mixed at a specific ratio, small 
droplets were observed to coat the surface of large, negatively charged, pectin 
modified droplets, causing a zeta potential inversion of the large drops (Figure 5.1). 
Emulsion mixture aggregation, observed at intermediate and high concentrations of 
small droplets, was attributed to either bridging or depletion flocculation of the 
drops.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic representation of the charge reversal of a large, pectin-coated 
anionic drop upon addition of small, protein-stabilised cationic drops. Data taken 
from ref. 6.
C-potential = -30 mV ^-potential = +25 mV
The following study aims to create organised emulsion mixtures, with 
positive droplets aggregated around negative droplets or vice-versa. The work of Gu 
et al., which managed the production of colloidosomes from emulsion droplets 
stabilised by charged proteins, opened the prospect to obtain similar aggregates with 
Ludox HS-30 and Ludox CL particles of opposite charge. The effect of pH, oil type, 
particle concentration and mixing protocol were considered to optimise 
heteroaggregation.
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5.2 Zeta potential measurements of aqueous particle dispersions
Electrophoretic mobility measurements were carried out on Ludox HS-30 and 
Ludox CL aqueous particle dispersions. The two Ludox particles differ by their 
surfaces: the silanol groups on Ludox HS-30 makes it negatively charged at high pH, 
when the Si-OH group is deprotonated, whereas the alumina coating on Ludox CL 
provides a positive charge at low pH, Al dissociating into A13+ . 7 Figure 5.2 illustrates 
more accurately the influence of pH on the zeta potential of both particles.
Ludox HS-30 and CL particles are supplied at specific pH values, which 
render them respectively negative and positive: at pH 9.8, Ludox HS-30 particles 
display a high negative zeta potential of - 43 mV, while Ludox CL particles exhibit a 
positive zeta potential of + 43 mV at pH 3.5. The charge trends with pH for the two 
particles are different: the Ludox HS-30 charge decreases with increasing pH, while 
the Ludox CL exhibits a maximum around pH 5,5. Ludox HS-30 exhibits an 
isoelectric point around pH 2, being positively charged at pH 1, and increasingly 
negatively charged with increasing pH. The isoelectric point around pH 2 agrees 
with literature data for the isoelectric point of silica, and corresponds to the silanol 
group dissociation at high pH (Si-O") and protonation at low pH (Si-OH2+).8 ' 9
The aluminium coating on the silica surface shifts the isoelectric point of the 
Ludox CL particles towards high pH values. The surface chemistry of the particles 
follows that of the metal hydroxide precipitated on their surface, giving an isoelectric 
point at pH 8.5 close to that of aluminium hydroxide. 10 Decreasing the pH of the 
Ludox CL particle dispersion leads to an increase of the particle charge, until around 
pH 5.5, when the charge reaches it maximum value. Below pH 5, the zeta potential 
decreases gradually, indicating proton desorption from the aluminium ions. As 
observed in Figure 5.2, a second charge reversal occurs around pH 1, which has been 
previously observed by van der Meeren et al. at pH 2.5. 7
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Figure 5.2. Variation of zeta potential of 1 wt.% O) Ludox HS-30 and (A) Ludox 
CL particles dispersed in water under varying pH values from 1 to 9. The error bars 
represent the width of the zeta-potential distribution and the arrows the natural pH of 
dispersion of the particles.
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5.3 Emulsions with dodecane
5.3.1. Effect ofpH in Ludox HS-30 systems
The pH of the particle dispersion affects the charge on the Ludox HS-30 
particles: they are positively charged below pH 2 and negatively charged above (cf. § 
5.2). The particle wettability is expected to change accordingly, with highly charged 
particles adsorbing less to oil-water interfaces."" 13 The aggregation state of the 
particles should also vary with their charge, as less charged particles exhibit less 
repulsion, often resulting in aggregation.
Figure 5.3 shows that all 1 wt.% Ludox HS-30 particle dispersions in water 
have the same appearance on standing for 24 hours throughout the pH range studied: 
the suspensions are clear and transparent, without any noticeable viscosity change. 
However, the dodecane-in-water emulsion series with equal oil and water volumes 
shows an optimum in stability at pH 3: the emulsion are almost totally separated at 
most pH values, but their stability increases sharply between pH 3 and 4. 
Interestingly, the emulsion drop size is observed to increase with pH when measured 
shortly after emulsification: the big and small drops, at respectively low and high pH, 
are unstable and coalesce quickly with the bulk oil phase (Figure 5.4).
This behaviour is slightly different to that expected from the zeta potential 
results: Ludox HS-30 particles, close to zero charge around pH 2, should be less 
hydrophilic and adsorb more easily at the oil-water interface. The low charge on the 
Ludox HS-30 surface should also enhance particle aggregation. It had been noted in 
several studies that stable emulsions are often generated by weak flocculation of 
particles, whereas extensive aggregation can cause emulsion destabilisation. 14" 16 The 
low stability of emulsions at pH 2 could be due to extensive aggregation of the 
Ludox HS-30 particles, unable to adsorb at the oil-water interface. The increase of 
pH might decrease the state of aggregation and enable stabilisation of the liquid 
interface at intermediate pH. However, the high charge density on the particle 
surface at high pH renders them too hydrophilic to stabilise an emulsion.
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Addition of NaCl to the particle dispersion at pH 4 was studied in order to 
increase the particle aggregation prior to emulsification, as aggregated particle 
dispersions are better emulsifiers. 14 However, it was observed that the presence of 
NaCl invariably decreased the emulsion stability (Figure 5.5). This might be due to 
formation of drop floes, commonly observed for addition of salt in emulsion systems, 
which could accelerate drop-drop coalescence. 17 ' 18
Figure 5.3. Photographs of 1-day old 1 wt.% Ludox HS-30 particle dispersions (a-g) 
and dodecane-in-water emulsions (h-n) stabilised by them at pH (a, h) 1, (b, i) 2, (c, 
j) 3, (d, k) 4, (e, 1) 5, (f, m) 6, and (g, n) 7. Emulsions were made with 1-day old 
particle dispersions by Ultra rurrax homogenisation during 1 minute at 11 000 rpm, 
4>w = 0.5.
air-water surface
oil-air surface
oil-water interface
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Figure 5.4. (*) Average, (o) minimum and (O) maximum drop diameter measured 
by optical microscopy of fresh dodecane-in-water emulsions made with 1 wt.% 
Ludox HS-30 particles as a function of pH. The error bars represent the standard 
deviation in the mean drop size.
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Figure 5.5. Stability of dodecane-in-water emulsion made with (*) 1 wt.% Ludox 
HS-30 particles at pH 4 as a function of NaCl concentration in the aqueous phase in 
terms of (O)f0\\ and (*)/aq 1 day after emulsification.
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5. 3.2. Effect ofpH in Ludox CL systems
Unlike Ludox HS-30 suspensions, the appearance of Ludox CL particle 
dispersions is affected by the pH modification: the slightly positively charged 
particles form a clear transparent dispersion at low pH, which turns white and cloudy 
with increasing pH. Figure 5.6 displays the appearance of the particle dispersions 
after standing for 24 hours, which increase in viscosity and become gel-like. The 
aggregation state depends on the particle charge (Figure 5.2): the attraction forces 
dominate when particles exhibit low surface charge, causing an increase of particle 
aggregation and sedimentation at high pH.
The dodecane-in-water emulsions formed exhibit a stability dependent on 
pH: no stable emulsions are formed below pH 6, and emulsions with increasing 
stability towards coalescence are formed above this value. Figure 5.7 shows that 
maximum stability to both creaming and coalescence is reached at pH 7, which is 
close to the isoelectric point (~8.5). The optimum stability at pH 7 might also be due 
to the gel-like network formed by the particles in the continuous phase, protecting 
the oil drops from coalescing. As with the Ludox HS-30 emulsion series, emulsions 
stabilised by Ludox CL particles at the isoelectric point are less stable than those 
prepared close to the isoelectric point of the emulsifier. The change in drop diameter 
was also measured shortly after emulsification. Figure 5.8 displays the two 
successive increases and decreases in drop diameter. But it is worth noting that all 
drops formed below pH 6 coalesced quickly with the bulk oil. At pH above 8, 
emulsions were observed to display limited coalescence and the drops reached 
millimetre diameter. The particles might be too flocculated to undertake a significant 
area of oil-water stabilisation, as observed by Binks et a/. 14
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Figure 5.6. Photographs of 1-day old 1 wt.% Ludox CL particle dispersions (a-i) and 
dodecane-in-water emulsions (j-r) stabilised with them at pH (a, j) 1, (b, k) 2, (c, 1) 3, 
(d, m) 4, (e, n) 5, (f, o) 6, (g, p) 7, (h, q) 8 and (i, r) 9. Emulsions were made with 1- 
day old particle dispersions by Ultra run-ax homogenisation during 1 minute at 11 
000 rpm.
air-water surface
oil-air surface
oil-water interface'
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Figure 5.7. Stability of 1-day old dodecane-in-water emulsions made with (A) 1 
wt.% Ludox CL particles as a function of pH in terms of/oi , (open points) and/aq 
(filled points).
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Figure 5.8. (A) Average, (A) minimum and (A) maximum drop diameter measured 
by optical microscopy of fresh dodecane-in-water emulsions made with 1 wt.% 
Ludox CL as a function of pH. The error bars represent the standard deviation in the 
drop size distribution.
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5.4 Emulsions with isopropyl myristate
In the previous emulsion series, the pH range at which emulsions were stable 
was limited due to the hydrophilicity of the charged colloidal particles. By replacing 
the non-polar dodecane oil with the slightly polar isopropyl myristate (IPM), it is 
thought that particle adsorption to the oil-water interface could be promoted through 
a reduction in the particle-oil tension. 19
5.4.1. Effect ofpH in Ludox HS-30 systems
The appearance of Ludox HS-30 dispersions prior to emulsification is 
unchanged and is as displayed in Figure 5.3. However, the IPM-in-water emulsion 
series in Figure 5.9 exhibits a different stability trend to that of dodecane. Emulsion 
stability decreases sequentially with increasing pH. It is also observed that the 
emulsions are now far more stable over a greater pH range. Figure 5.10 shows that 
both the resolved water and oil fractions increase upon increasing pH, with a 
maximum in stability at pH 1 and 2, and almost total separation at pH 8 and 9. 
Concurrently the increasing drop diameter with pH can be seen in Figure 5.11; the 
smallest IPM drops stabilise the largest oil volume, whereas large unstable drops 
coalesce quickly with the bulk oil phase. The optimum emulsion stability 
corresponds to the isoelectric point (pH -2), and as the pH is increased the particles 
become more charged and so too hydrophilic to adsorb strongly at the oil-water 
interface. An IPM-in-water emulsion made at pH 7.5 (not shown) exhibits 
coalescence stability (foii = 0.18) and drop size (-50 urn) close to the one made at pH 
7. This latter emulsion will be used in § 5.4.3 for the study of mixing oppositely 
charged emulsion drops.
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Figure 5.9. Photographs of 1-day old isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions 
stabilised with 1 wt.% Ludox HS-30 particles at pH (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5, (f) 
6, (g) 7, (h) 8 and (i) 9. Emulsions were made with 1-day old particle dispersions by 
Ultra turrax homogenisation during 1 minute at 11 000 rpm.
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Figure 5.10. Stability of 1-day old isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions made 
with (>) 1 wt.% Ludox HS-30 particles as a function of pH in terms of f0\\ (open 
points) and/aq (filled points).
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Figure 5.11. (*) Average, (o) minimum and (O) maximum drop diameter measured 
by optical microscopy of fresh isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions made with 1 
wt.% Ludox HS-30 as a function of pH. The error bars represent the standard 
deviation in the drops size distribution.
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5.4.2. Effect ofpH in Ludox CL systems
IPM-in-water emulsions were made from the dispersions equivalent to those 
displayed in Figure 5.6. The emulsion series exhibited similar stabilities to the 
dodecane series, with the exception of high stability at pH 1 as evidenced in Figures 
5.12 and 5.13. Below pH 6, emulsions are totally separated, but above it their 
stability increases with pH, reaching its maximum with minimum drop size at pH 8 
(Figure 5.14). Like in the dodecane series, the best stability is linked to the 
isoelectric point. At this pH, particle dispersions exhibit intermediate stability 
(moderately flocculated) giving more stable emulsions than at higher pH, where the 
aggregation may be too extensive for particles to efficiently adsorb at the oil-water 
interface. However, the unexpected stability of the emulsion at low pH has to be 
explained otherwise. Parks stated that the Ludox CL zeta potential decrease below 
pH 6 is due to aluminium desorption from the silica surface.9 After losing their 
aluminium coating, Ludox CL particles behave like Ludox HS-30 particles and so 
stable emulsions can be formed at low pH.
Excluding the stable emulsions at low pH where the particles are likely to be 
modified, the most stable emulsion occurs at pH 8. However, an emulsion of 
intermediate stability was made at pH 7.5 (foi\ = 0.15) to be used in § 5.4.3 for the 
study of mixing oppositely charged emulsion drops.
Figure 5.12. Photographs of 1-day old isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions 
stabilised with 1 wt.% Ludox CL particles at pH (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5, (f) 6, 
(g) 7, (h) 8 and (i) 9. Emulsions were made with 1-day old particle dispersions by 
Ultra turrax homogenisation during 1 minute at 11 000 rpm.
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Figure 5.13. Stability of 1-day old isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions made 
with (A) 1 wt.% Ludox CL particles as a function of pH in terms off0\\ (open points) 
andXq (filled points).
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Figure 5.14. (A) Average, (A) minimum and (A) maximum drop diameter 
measured by optical microscopy of fresh isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions 
made with 1 wt.% Ludox CL as a function of pH. The error bars represent the 
standard deviation in the drop size distribution.
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5.4.3. Effect of oil volume fraction
The initial oil volume fraction used to produce IPM-in-water emulsions was 
varied in order to change the emulsion drop size, which is of interest in controlling 
the mixed emulsion heteroaggregated structures. As Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show, the 
emulsion drop diameter decreases with increasing oil fraction. However the 
polydispersiry increases. A way to control the drop size has been shown in recent 
publications, using a limited coalescence process: 20' 21 by increasing the volume 
fraction of the disperse phase and using continuous emulsification, which consists of 
reemulsifying a system consecutively after sequential modification of its 
composition, it has been proven that the average drop size of the emulsion decreases 
simultaneously with the uniformity, a measure of the drop polydispersity.
For Ludox HS-30-stabilised emulsions, the drop size describes a bimodal 
distribution at the lowest oil fraction, which becomes monomodal at <X>0 = 0.4 and 0.5 
(Figure 5.15). The drops constantly have a wider size distribution for the Ludox CL- 
stabilised emulsions: Figure 5.16 displays drop diameters ranging from 1 to 1000 (im 
at the lowest oil fraction, with the size distribution becoming narrower at the highest. 
The microscopy of the emulsions made with different oil fraction evidence the 
decrease in polydispersity for both Ludox HS-30 and CL-stabilised emulsions with 
increasing <1>0 (Figures 5.17 and 5.18). Although the change in drop diameter is 
subtle for the Ludox HS-30 emulsions, the decrease in polydispersiry can be noticed. 
Figure 5.18 confirms both the decrase in polydispersity and increase in size of the 
drops stabilised by Ludox CL particles with increasing <J>0 .
Even though the best emulsion in terms of drop polydispersity is found for 
0.5 oil fraction, emulsions made with lower oil fraction exhibit smaller drops, which 
are more likely to show heteroaggregated structures when mixed with drops of 
opposite charge, due to their higher mobility and reduced buoyancy. Hence 
emulsions will be mixed at both high and low oil volume fraction.
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Figure 5.15. Drop size distributions measured with the Mastersizer 2000 of 1-day 
old isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions made with 0.5 wt.% Ludox HS-30 as a 
function of initial oil fraction (O0) at pH 7.5. Emulsions were made with <£0 = ('") 
0.2, (—) 0.3, (——) 0.4 and (—) 0.5 by 1 min. Ultra-Turrax homogenisation at 11000 
rpm.
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Figure 5.16. Drop size distributions measured with the Mastersizer 2000 of 1-day 
old isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions made with 0.5 wt.% Ludox CL as a 
function of initial oil fraction (4>0) at pH 7.5. Emulsions were made with <J>0 = ('") 
0.2, (--) 0.3, (——) 0.4 and (—) 0.5 by 1 min. Ultra-Turrax homogenisation at 11000 
rpm.
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Figure 5.17. Optical microscopy images of IPM-in-water emulsions made with 
initial oil fraction 4>0 = (a) 0.2, (b) 0.3, (c) 0.4 and (d) 0.5, and stabilised with 0.5 
wt.% of Ludox HS-30 at pH 7.5. Images were taken at 4 times magnifications 5 min 
after emulsification. Scale bars represent 400 (im.
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Figure 5.18. Optical microscopy images of IPM-in-water emulsions made with 
initial oil fraction <D0 = (a) 0.2, (b) 0.3, (c) 0.4 and (d) 0.5, and stabilised with 0.5 
wt.% of Ludox CL at pH 7.5. Images were taken at 4 times magnifications 5 min 
after emulsification. Scale bars represent 400 |im.
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5.5 Mixing of oppositely charged emulsion drops
Separate emulsions stabilised by particles of opposite charge were mixed 
together in an attempt to organise emulsion drops with respect to each other.6 The 
most promising emulsions from § 5.3 and 5.4 were selected to undertake these 
experiments and to investigate the effects of pH, particle concentration, negative to 
positive drop ratio and drop size on emulsion drop heteroaggregation.
5.5.1. Effect of mixing method
Gu et al. employed a magnetic stirrer for their drop heteroaggregation 
experiments, which is reported to be a reproducible method. 6 In our study, two 
different mixing methods were compared for mixing IPM-in-water emulsions 
stabilised with 1 wt.% Ludox HS-30 and 1 wt.% Ludox CL at identical pH: 
handshaking and magnetic stirring.
Although the magnetic stirring is a more reproducible method for mixing, it 
was found to greatly destabilise the emulsion mixture at its lowest speed (100 rpm). 
The handshaking method resulted in less coalescence from the mixed emulsion, 
typically f0n = 0.1 compared with 0.35 from stirring, and so it was chosen as the 
recurrent method for the mixing process.
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5.5.2. Dodecane-in-water emulsions
From the zeta potential measurements (cf. § 5.2), Ludox HS-30 particles are 
negatively charged at pH 3 and above, while Ludox CL particles are positively 
charged from pH 2 to 8. Hence, oil-in-water emulsion drops stabilised by an 
interfacial layer of these charged particles should also be charged within the same pH 
range, assuming the previously observed negative potential of bare oil-water 
interfaces has little influence, which is likely for close packed particle films. 2 
Therefore, when mixing Ludox HS-30-stabilised drops and Ludox-CL-stabilised 
drops at the correct pH, the two drop types should experience mutual attraction, 
forming heteroaggregated emulsion structures.
The dodecane-in-water emulsions were found to be stable at pH 3 when using 
Ludox HS-30 and 7 when using Ludox CL (cf. § 5.3). However neither was stable 
when prepared at the same pH. Consequently an emulsion of Ludox HS-30-stabilised 
dodecane drops at pH 3 was mixed with that stabilised by Ludox CL at pH 7. Equal 
volumes of the emulsions were taken within 15 minutes of their preparation and were 
mixed by gentle handshaking. The emulsion mixture was observed to quickly 
destabilise, displaying a^oii = 0.15 and afaq = 0.50 within 5 minutes of mixing. As the 
resolved oil from the parent emulsions was not sampled into the emulsion mixture, 
the excess oil observed on top of the emulsion mixture can only result from 
coalescence during and after mixing. This instability may result from the pH change 
when mixing. At this pH, Ludox CL was not able to stabilise emulsions with 
dodecane and so it is likely that this emulsion would destabilise.
As displayed in Figure 5.19, the stability to creaming of the mixtures is 
similar to that of the parent-emulsions. Drop aggregation, either limited or extensive, 
should result in a change in the emulsion stability to creaming: if drops organise in 
close packed aggregates, the creaming should be more significant, whereas there 
would be less creaming if the drops form a 3-D network in the emulsion. 23 "25
Comparison of the micrograph images of the parent emulsions and the 
emulsion mixture, displayed in Figure 5.20, does not clearly show drop aggregation: 
the parent emulsions exhibit slight flocculation, which is also present in the emulsion 
mixture in the form of chains of drops. The large drops of the Ludox CL-stabilised 
emulsion are noticeably absent from the microscopy of the mixed emulsion 10
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minutes after preparation. This again indicates that these emulsion drops are unstable 
and are now contributing to the coalesced oil observed on top of the emulsion 
mixture. After 1 day, some of the emulsion drops in the mixture show significant 
growth, likely due to coalescence as a result of particle desorption during the pH 
change.
Figure 5.19(d) shows the appearance of the emulsion mixture after 1 month. 
The emulsion shows significant destabilisation reminiscent of that observed from the 
optical microscopy. Also observed is particle sediment. At pH 3-4, both particle 
dispersions were stable, however when equal volumes of the two dispersions are 
mixed at the same particle concentration, and at pH 3 and 7 respectively for Ludox 
HS-30 and CL, giving a pH of 3-4, the particles are observed to heteroaggregate and 
sediment (e). The sediment shown in Figure 5.19(d) therefore results from 
heteroaggregation of free particles, which may be present during or as a result of 
mixing and destabilisation. Similar aggregates have been shown previously to 
stabilise emulsions if they are formed before emulsification. 5
Figure 5.19. Photograph of dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised with (a) 1 wt.% 
Ludox HS-30 at pH 3, (b) 1 wt.% Ludox CL at pH 7, (c & d) a 1:1 emulsion mixture 
at (c) 10 minutes and (d) 1 month after mixing, (e) Mixture of the two Ludox 
dispersions after 1 month. Photographs (a) and (b) were taken after sampling of the 
emulsion, which caused some coalescence. The mixture was prepared by 
handshaking two emulsions within 15 minutes of their initial preparation.
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Figure 5.20. Optical microscopy images of dodecane-in-water emulsions stabilised 
with (a) 1 wt.% of Ludox HS-30 at pH 3 and (b) 1 wt.% of Ludox CL at pH 7, and 
(c, d) a 1:1 emulsion mixture as in Figure 5.18. Images are taken at 4 times 
magnifications (a,b) 5 min. after homogenisation, and (c) 10 min. and (d) 1 day after 
mixing. Scale bars represent 400
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5.5. 3. Isopropyl myristate-in-water emulsions
As shown is section 5.4, IPM-in-water emulsions with equal volumes of oil 
and water can be stabilised by Ludox HS-30 or Ludox CL in the same pH range. 
Zeta potential measurements done on the diluted emulsions at pH 7.5 confirmed that 
drops stabilised with 1 wt.% of the positive Ludox CL particles have a positive 
charge of + 38.6 ± 6.4 mV similar to that of the Ludox CL particles alone, and the 
ones stabilised with the negative Ludox HS-30 particles a negative charge of -27.4 ± 
6.4 mV while the particles have a charge close to -40 mV. Although the sign of the 
charge is considered reliable, it has to be taken into account that the large size of the 
drops (between 20 and 100 um in diameter) might cause saturation of the electrodes 
in the cell of the Zeta-sizer apparatus, reducing the accuracy of the charge 
magnitude.
The mixture of the IPM-in-water emulsions at identical pH (7.5) was 
observed to exhibit little destabilisation: around fol \ = 0.1 and^q = 0.15 5 minutes 
after mixing (Figure 5.21). Stability to creaming of the mixture is not enhanced 
compared to the two parent emulsions; in fact, it seems to be an average of the two. 
After a month, the emulsion mixture remained stable, exhibiting no further coalesced 
oil and slightly more resolved water. A thin layer of particle sediment was also 
observed at the bottom of the emulsion mixture. However this was much smaller 
than the amount of sediment seen when the two particle dispersions were mixed at 
the same concentration: compare Figures 5.21 (d) and (e).
Limited drop aggregation can be observed in the micrographs in Figure 5.22: 
chains of 4 to more than 10 drops are arranged in a network manner, which indicates 
it is possible that oppositely charged droplets are subjected to attractive forces, 
electrostatic in this case, resulting in them gathering together. However, it is not 
significantly different to that observed in the parent emulsions. Contrary to the 
dodecane mixture, no change of drop size is observed after 1 day, which signifies 
that the emulsion drops remain stable on mixing them and afterwards. The small 
amount of sedimented particles supports this argument, as it means that fewer 
particles are present in the continuous phase, so there are more particles remaining at 
the oil-water interfaces.
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Figure 5.21. Photograph of IPM-in-water emulsions stabilised with (a) 1 wt.% 
Ludox HS-30 and (b) 1 wt.% Ludox CL at pH 7.5, (c & d) a 1:1 emulsion mixture at 
(c) 10 min. and (d) 1 month after mixing, (e) Mixture of the two Ludox dispersions at 
1 month. Photographs a and b were taken immediately after sampling.
Figure 5.22. Optical microscopy images of fresh IPM-in-water emulsions stabilised 
with (a) 1 wt.% of Ludox HS-30 and (b) 1 wt.% of Ludox CL at pH 7.5, and (c, d) 
the emulsion mixture as in Figure 5.20 (c) 10 min. and (d) 1 day after mixing. 
Emulsions were made by 1 min. Scale bars represent 400 um.
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5.5.3.1 Effect of excess particles
Non-adsorbed particles in emulsion continuous phases have been evidenced 
by the formation of sedimented floes in § 5.5.2. and 5.5.3. The drop aggregation can 
be reduced by the presence of free particles in the mixture, which conflicts with the 
aims of mixing the emulsions. Indeed, the free charged particles can adsorb as a 
neutralising layer on them, preventing electrostatic attraction between drops (Figure 
5.23).
Figure 5.23 Schematic representation of the neutralisation of particle-stabilised oil 
drops in the presence of un-adsorbed particles of opposite charge. The free particles 
neutralise the emulsion drops through adsorption, reducing electrostatic drop 
attraction.
Prior to mixing, the emulsion continuous phases were replaced with water at 
pH 7.5 through removal of the resolved continuous phase after creaming and an 
addition of an equal volume of water several times. The resulting emulsions now 
showed completely clear subnatants (Figure 5.24). The stability to coalescence of the 
emulsion mixture was also enhanced. Compared with the non-washed mixture, the 
coalescence fraction is halved and no sedimented particles are observed up to 3 
months after mixing. This confirms that the sediment in the previous mixture was 
due to free particles in the system prior to mixing. Furthermore, the creaming of the 
mixture is increased, from faq = 0.15 without to 0.43 with washing, indicating a 
change in emulsion density. The excess particles may have been structuring the 
continuous phase by creating a gel-like network between the oil drops, increasing the
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viscosity and drop-drop separation. Removing the free particles also affected the 
drop packing in the emulsion, lowering the volume needed by the drops, hence 
increasing the amount of water resolved.
However, no significant increase in drop aggregation is witnessed using 
optical microscopy (Figure 5.25). On the right of Figure 5.25(d) however, some 
droplet clustering is apparent. In the dilute regime used for the microscopy, the 
buoyant drops are present at a concentration lower than that required to form a 
monolayer. The fact that some of the drops are present as clusters and are above or 
below each other, when their buoyancy should cause them to fill gaps in the creamed 
drop layer, signifies some attractive force between them, possibly as a result of 
heteroaggregation.
Figure 5.24. Photograph of IPM-in-water emulsions stabilised with (a) initially 1 
wt.% Ludox HS-30 and (b) initially 1 wt.% Ludox CL at pH 7.5, whose aqueous 
phases have been replaced with water at pH 7.5. Photograph was taken after 
sampling, (c) Emulsion mixture (1:1) 1 month after mixing.
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Figure 5.25. Optical microscopy images of IPM-in-water emulsions stabilised with 
(a) 1 wt.% of Ludox HS-30 and (b) 1 wt.% of Ludox CL after replacing with water at 
pH 7.5, and (c, d) a 1:1 emulsion mixture as in Figure 5.22 (c) 10 min. and (d) 1 day 
after mixing. Scale bars represent 400 urn.
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As free particles are likely to affect both the emulsion mixture stability and 
the drop aggregation, the effect of adding more free particles in the separate 
emulsions before mixing was investigated, achieved through replacing a set volume 
of the resolved continuous phase with an aqueous particle dispersion. The emulsion 
stability was observed to decrease with the addition of particles: both types of 
emulsion are destabilised with increasing particle concentration, but complete 
emulsion separation was not observed.
Figure 5.26 shows that the coalescence in the emulsion mixtures increases 
with free particle concentration. At 4 wt.% however the Ludox CL particle 
dispersion is gel-like and, mixed with the 4 wt.% Ludox HS-30 stabilised emulsion, 
the coalescence exhibits a minimum, due to the increased viscosity of the continuous 
phase. For the other mixtures, the water fraction and the height of sedimented 
particles increase with the particle concentration. It should be noted that the small oil 
volume in Figure 5.26(d) results from difficulties in sampling the parent emulsions 
for which the addition of 2 wt.% particles caused significant coalescence. The 
microscopy images of the mixtures, shown in Figure 5.27, demonstrates that the free 
particles in the continuous phase do not enhance the drop aggregation. However, the 
average drop size is observed to increase with particle concentration in the 
continuous phase. This is probably due to larger drops present in the parent 
emulsions, which result from their destabilisation with excess particle addition.
Figure 5.26. Photographs of 1-day old IPM-in-water emulsion mixtures at pH 7.5. 
Emulsion mixtures were made from emulsions stabilised with initially 1 wt.% Ludox 
HS-30 and 1 wt.% Ludox CL at pH 7.5, then washed with pH 7.5 water at (a) 0, (b) 
0.5, (c) 1, (d) 2 and (e) 4 wt.% of the same particle'type.
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Figure 5.27. Optical microscopy images of IPM-in-water emulsion mixtures as in 
Figure 5.24. Emulsion mixtures were made from emulsions stabilised with initially 1 
wt.% Ludox HS-30 and 1 wt.% Ludox CL at pH 7.5, then washed with pH 7.5 water 
at (a) 0, (b) 0.5, (c) 1, (d) 2 and (e) 4 wt.% of the same particle types. Scale bars 
represent 400 urn.
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5.5.3.2 Effect of drop number ratio
As shown in Figure 5.22, the size of the positive drops stabilised with Ludox 
CL and of the negative ones stabilised with Ludox HS-30 are different: the latter are 
3 times smaller in diameter than the former. For heteroaggregation of different size 
particles, it has been proven that the organisation of the particles was dependent on 
the ratio of large to small particles (Figure 5.28).4' 5 When equal volume 
concentrations of solution are mixed, as studied previously (cf. § 5.5.2), the number 
of small to large drops (S:L) is high. The effect of the number ratio of Ludox HS-30 
to Ludox CL-stabilised drops mixed together is investigated here, in order to 
determine if the mixing ratio effects observed in particle heteroaggregation can also 
be applied to emulsion drop heteroaggregation.
Figure 5.28 Schematic representation of the effect of the number ratio of large to 
small particles determining the morphology of the aggregates formed with increasing 
the small particles concentration from (a) to (d).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
) I
In order to differentiate between the HS-30 and CL-stabilised emulsions, the 
larger Ludox CL-stabilised emulsions were dyed with Nile Red in the IPM phase, 
rendering them fluorescent under UV irradiation. When the emulsions were re-made, 
the drop size ratio was different, possibly due to inclusion of the Nile Red dye, and 
now the negative drops were closer to 8 times smaller than the larger positive ones. 
Observation of the emulsion mixtures had to be done within 30 min after mixing to 
be able to differentiate the two types of drops, because the Nyle Red diffusion into 
the other oil drops became significant above this length of time.
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Varying the drop S:L number ratio from about 1:1 to 50:1 causes a change in 
the apparent drop aggregation observed in Figure 5.29. When the S:L number ratio is 
increased, large drops are observed to be surrounded by some small drops. At the 
maximum ratio 50:1, the large positive drops appear more covered in small negative 
droplets. However, this increase in coverage of large drop by small is expected, even 
without heteroaggregation, as there are simply more small drops available to separate 
the larger ones. At an S:L ratio number of 15:1, the largely uncovered positive drops 
in fact co-exist with free negatively charged ones indicating that the 
heteroaggregation is weak. As the emulsions are prepared close to the isoelectric 
point of the Ludox CL particles, it is likely that these particles are present as 
aggregates on the emulsion surface. It is possible that some of the Ludox HS-30- 
stabilised drops are able to remove some of the Ludox CL particles from their 
aggregates at the emulsion surfaces, resulting in reduced heteroaggregation.
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Figure 5.29. Optical microscopy images of IPM-in-water emulsion mixtures made 
with (c, d) 1:1, (e, f) 15:1 and (g, h) 50:1 S:L ratio of 1 wt.% (a) Ludox HS-30 to (b) 
Ludox CL (with Nile red)-stabilised emulsions drops. Images were taken with (a, c, 
e, g) transmitted and (b, d, f, h) UV light after 1 min. Scale bars represent 400 urn.
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5.5.3.3 Effect of drop size
The initial oil fraction was shown to affect the emulsion drop size in § 5.4.3. 
However, changing the size of the emulsion drops before mixing them was observed 
to have little effect. Figure 5.30 reveals that the aggregation is higher at higher initial 
oil fraction, i.e. for larger oil drops. At 0.2 fraction of oil, only a few drop aggregates 
are witnessed and negative drops seemed aggregated together, whereas at 0.3 and 0.4 
oil fraction, the aggregates comprise both positive and negative drops. It can be seen 
in Figures 5.30 (c) and (d) that the negative drops (in red) separated by positive ones 
form heteroaggregates. Some heteroaggregation is observed at 0.4 oil volume 
fraction, but only a few areas of the emulsion mixture exhibit this behaviour.
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Figure 5.30. Optical microscopy images of IPM-in-water emulsion mixtures made 
with 1 wt.% Ludox HS-30 and Ludox CL-stabilised emulsions at (a, b) 0.2, (c, d) 0.3 
and (e, f) 0.4 initial oil fraction. Images were taken with (a, c, e) transmitted and (b, 
d, f) UV light 1 min after mixing. Scale bars represent 400 (am.
^&^l%?w s^ce<>c^r#P>.
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5.6 Conclusions
The heteroaggregation of Ludox HS-30 and Ludox CL-stabilised emulsions 
has been attempted. Ludox HS-30 and Ludox CL particles were found to possess 
opposite charge at pH between 2 and 9. The dispersion pH was however observed to 
significantly affect dodecane-in-water emulsions. Ludox HS-30-stabilised dodecane 
drops in water were only stable at pH 3, whereas Ludox CL-stabilised ones were 
stable at pH 7. This leads to mixing of the emulsions at different pH values. The pH 
change experienced by the Ludox CL-stabilised emulsion led to destabilisation in 
terms of coalescence, and little drop aggregation was observed. When the polar 
isopropyl myristate oil was used, emulsions were stable over a larger range of pH, 
enabling the two emulsions to be mixed at identical pH. The mixture obtained 
displayed little destabilisation, but no real improvement in the drop 
heteroaggregation was witnessed. Particle sediments, due to aggregation of 
oppositely charged free particles in the continuous phase, were observed in both the 
dodecane-in-water and the IPM-in-water mixtures. Excess particles were observed to 
affect the stability of the emulsions and of their mixtures: when removed from the 
water phase, emulsion mixtures were more stable to coalescence but less to 
creaming, indicating the structuring role of the excess particles. Increasing the free 
particle concentration was proven to cause both coalescence and creaming. No 
enhancement of drop heteroaggregation was demonstrated with increasing or 
decreasing particle concentration in the mixtures. The use of a fluorescent dye and 
the change of small to large drop number ratio in the emulsion mixtures led to the 
observation of some heteroggregation between drops of opposite charge. However, 
the use of large S:L size ratio made heteroaggregation difficult to distinguish from 
simple large drop separation with increasing amounts of smaller ones. The most 
promising result was found when both parent emulsions were prepared and mixed at 
a reduced volume fraction of oil giving smaller emulsion drops. Some significant 
heteroaggregation was observed, however this was restricted to only a few areas of 
the emulsion mixture.
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CHAPTER 6 NATURAL SPOROPOLLENIN PARTICLES:
TRANSITIONAL INVERSION OF EMULSIONS 
AND LIQUID MARBLES
6.1 Introduction
Spore particles are a reproductive organ composed of an internal sac, which 
contains the genetic material, and an external wall consisting of two layers: the inline 
or inner layer and the exine or outer layer. The latter is composed itself of 
sporopollenin coated by a layer of lipids, which contribute to ~ 27% of the total mass 
of the spore (Figure 6.1). 1 "4 Of these, it is the sporopollenin which has received the 
most attention by demonstrating its remarkable stability towards chemical and 
physical degradation, having been discovered intact in fossil samples. 5
Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of a spore particle cross-section.
Lipid layer (exine) 
Sporopollenin (exine) 
Carbohydrates (inline) 
Genetic material
Sporopollenins have been extensively studied in plant reproduction and 
geology. 5 " 7 In 1988, Shaw et al. also showed the possible application of the
o
sporopollenin as an ion exchange medium. However, in the most recent years, its 
use has spread to the pharmaceutical and food industries, being loaded with active 
ingredients for controlled release in drug delivery or used as a gustative masker in 
food products. 9 ' 10 By including them into shellac and ethyl cellulose rod-like 
microparticles, Campbell et al. observed that the lumpy food-grade microparticles 
have an enhanced efficiency as foam stabiliser compared to the equivalent smooth 
microparticles."
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The spore particles used in this study originate from the Lycopodium 
clavatum plant, which is widespread in Nepal, where the spores are used in flash 
powder. The sporopollenin from this species, first studied by Zetzsche, was found to 
completely resist the harsh treatments used to remove the lipid layer, the exine and 
the inline contents.3 ' 4> l2 Zetzsche and Vicari were first to determine that the 
chemical composition of the sporopollenin includes an arbitrary €90 subunit with 
methyl and hydroxyl groups on the surface. 3 More recently, Kettley discussed the 
presence of unsaturated carbon chains, a high density of hydroxyl groups, phenolic 
and carboxylic acid, as well as carotenoid and carotenoid ester in the sporopollenin 
structure. 12 Williams also stated that the use of phosphoric acid in the extraction 
process is likely to cause the formation of phosphoric-carboxylic anhydrides. 13 This 
acidic nature of the particle surface groups renders them pH sensitive; Figure 6.2 
illustrates the final base washing effect on the sporopollenin, which creates ionised 
species.
Figure 6.2. Schematic diagram of pH effect on surface groups of sporopollenin 
particles: the addition of NaOH renders the sporopollenin surface groups anionic.
Na+
Recently Binks et al. showed that the spore particles of Lycopodium clavatum 
can be used as sole emulsifiers in oil-water mixtures: 14 the 30 urn diameter spores 
(Figure 6.3) adsorbed spontaneously at oil-water interfaces when initially dispersed 
in the oil, and stabilised oil-in-water emulsions with droplets as large as several 
millimetres in diameter. At 2 wt.% spores in the emulsions, microscopic observations 
showed that no more than 20% of the total drop surface was covered by spore
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particles: large drops sparsely coated with particles remained stabilised as the 
interfacial particles moved to bridge between emulsion drops, preventing 
coalescence, similar to that witnessed by Vignati et al. 15 The latter observation can 
be linked to the study by Horozov and Binks, who noted that hydrophobic silica 
particles arrange at a film interface in either a stable dimple surrounded by a particle 
ring or a dense crystalline bridging monolayer at the film centre. 16
Figure 6.3. SEM image of dry Lycopodium clavatum spore particles from Binks et 
al. l4 Scale bar represents 25 um.
As sporopollenin has already raised the interest of the pharmaceutical and 
food industries, investigating their behaviour at fluid interfaces has become of 
importance. As the spores from Lycopodium clavatum are known to be able to 
stabilise emulsions, the ability of the hollow sporopollenin particles to also behave as 
good emulsifiers has been studied here: sporopollenin particles were first 
characterised in aqueous dispersion, before their emulsifying ability was investigated 
by studying the effect of their initial location, their concentration, the pH of their 
dispersion and the oil type used. Their surface activity at the air-water interface was 
also studied, through liquid marble production. Similarly, the effect of pH and salt 
concentration were considered, and the buckling of the liquid marble surface was 
examined.
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6.2 Sporopollenin particle characterisation
6.2.1. Powdered particles
Lycopodium clavatum Sporopollenin particles dispersed in water at their 
natural pH (-10) appear roughly spherical and seem relatively monodisperse (Figure 
6.4(a)). They measure between 25 and 35 um in diameter. When compared with 
SEM images of the Lycopodium clavatum spores (Figure 6.3) which they originate 
from, no major difference can be noted: as they are dispersed in water, the volume 
previously occupied by the removed intine is believed to be swollen by water, 
inducing a recovery of the spore-like spherical shape and causing the translucent 
appearance of the particles. However, dry Sporopollenin particles exhibit a slightly 
different appearance: the SEM images in Figures 6.4(b) and (c) show collapsed and 
fragmented particles, probably resulting from the high vacuum pressure in the SEM 
chamber. They still present a rough surface, with the 3-fold marking (Y-shape) 
originating from the spore cell division, like the initial spores.
Figure 6.4. (a) Optical microscopy images of Lycopodium clavatum Sporopollenin 
particles dispersed in water by 10 s hand shaking and (b, c) SEM images of the dry 
Sporopollenin particles. Scale bar represents 50 um.
(a)
6.2.2. Particle dispersions
The sporopollenin particles were always dispersed by 10 sec. handshaking, as 
the use of an Ultra Turrax was revealed to break the particles, and appeared as an 
orange-brown dispersion. When dispersed in water at their natural pH, the 
sporopollenin particles both sediment and cream simultaneously; optical microscopy 
of each layer reveals that the creaming particles stabilise several air bubbles of up to 
5 times their diameter (160 ± 45 um), whereas the sedimenting ones are discrete 
particles swollen with water (Figure 6.5). This may indicate a difference in 
wettability within the same particle sample: the creaming particles may either be 
more hydrophobic or less porous than the sedimenting ones, due to the extraction 
process. This causes a disparate swelling of the particles, resulting in a difference in 
density within the aqueous dispersion. When the particles are dispersed in oil, no 
such observation is made and all particles sediment. This observation indicates that 
the cause of the foam is more likely due to differences in particle wettability.
Figure 6.5. Micrographs of sporopollenin particles dispersed in water: they separate 
into a cream layer (a) and a sedimented layer (b). The inset displays the vessel of the 
foaming sporopollenin dispersion. Scale bars represent 400 um.
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Figure 6.6 reveals that the sporopollenin particles are charged when dispersed 
in water and have basic surface groups: the conductivity doubles (from 25 to 55 \iS 
cm ) when the particle concentration increases from 0.5 to 2 wt.%, while the 
solution pH rises slightly from 9.6 to 10.4. The basic groups may be due to 
deprotonation of the surface acid groups during the NaOH washing stage of the 
extraction, rendering the particle ionised at high pH.
The charge of the sporopollenin particles was determined more precisely by 
measuring the zeta potential with pH change: at natural pH (7.8 for 0.002 wt.%), 
sporopollenin particles exhibit a negative charge of- -50 mV, as Figure 6.7 displays. 
Sporopollenin particles exhibit monomodal charge distributions over the entire pH 
range, with the exception of pH 4, which causes the particles to express some 
positive charges (+75 mV) and some negative ones (-25 mV). The heterogeneous 
composition of the particles observed in the aqueous dispersion might be linked to 
this unusual behaviour. The large size of the sporopollenin particles might be 
responsible for saturating the zeta sizer electrode, which has a detection limit of 
approximately 10 urn. If an average of the particle charge at pH 4 is considered, the 
particle isoelectric point can be intrapolated to approximately pH 5.5: the majority of 
the particles are positively charged below this pH and negatively charged above it.
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Figure 6.6. Variation of pH and conductivity of sporopollenin particle dispersions in 
water as a function of their concentration (wt.%).
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Figure 6.7. Variation of zeta potential of 0.02 wt.% sporopollenin particles dispersed 
m water under varying pH values from 1 to 10. The error bars represent the 
distribution of zeta potential, except at pH 4 where a bimodal charge distribution was 
found.
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6.2.3. Particles at planar fluid interfaces
The Gel Trapping Technique (GTT) was used to image sporopollenin 
particles at fluid interfaces under SEM conditions. Both individual particles and 
aggregates of particles are observed when sporopollenin particles are spread at the 
water surface (at pH 6.5) and trapped in PDMS to be observed by SEM (Figure 6.8). 
The particles are immersed to different levels at the air-water interface and their 
orientations vary. The visible parts of the particles were initially in the water phase: 
diverse amounts of both the hemisphere side or the Y-fold opening side (or 
pyramidal side) can be observed, indicating that the particles orientate without 
preference toward water or air. The different extents of immersion might be due to 
the particle heterogeneous surface (affecting their wettability), their roughness or to a 
buoyancy effect resulting from different porosity. The latter effect may cause the 
sporopollenin to be filled with water to different extents, affecting their position at 
the interface.
When the particles are injected at the IPM-water interface, similar 
observations are made: the particles do not exhibit a preferred orientation. In Figure 
6.9, the visible parts of the particles, which were initially in the water phase are again 
either the spherical or the pyramidal side.
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Figure 6.8. SEM images at different magnifications of the dry sporopollenin 
particles spread at the air-water interface and trapped with the GTT. Scale bars 
represent 10
(a) m
Figure 6.9. SEM images at different magnifications of the sporopollenin particles 
spread at the IPM-water interface and trapped with the GTT. Scale bars represent 10
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6.3 Emulsification with sporopollenin particles
6.3.1. Effect of initial particle location
1 wt.% of sporopollenin particles was either dispersed in isopropyl myristate 
(IPM) or in Milli-Q water before an equal volume of water or the opposing phase 
was added for emulsification. In water, some sporopollenin particles stabilised air 
bubbles, the others sedimented quickly to the bottom of the vessel, as shown in 
Figure 6.10. When the particles were dispersed in oil, the dispersion was more 
homogeneous, and the sedimentation although present happened slower. The 
resulting emulsions with identical composition exhibited really different stability: the 
emulsion made from the aqueous dispersion was more stable than the one from the 
oil dispersion. Although equivalent volumes of water were resolved in both cases (faq 
= 0.82 for water dispersion and 0.88 for oil), the oil volume originating from 
coalescence of the emulsion drops is a lot lower for the aqueous dispersion compared 
with the oil dispersion, respectively fa\\ = 0.06 and 0.25. A larger concentration of 
particles sedimented in the water phase was also noted for the oil dispersion 
emulsion, indicating that the particles relocated from the oil to the water phase.
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Figure 6.10. Photographs of 1 wt.% spropollenin particle dispersions in (a, c) water 
and (b, d) isopropyl myristate and (e, f) IPM-in-water emulsions made with them 
respectively. Photographs were taken (a, b) 5 s and (c-f) 1 min. after handshaking. 
Emulsions were made by 30 s handshaking.
Similar observations have been made with silica-stabilised-emulsions, where 
the emulsion stability was observed to depend on the initial particle location. 17 Binks 
and Lumsdon noted that the emulsions were more stable when the particles 
originated from the emulsion continuous phase. This behaviour is believed to be 
linked to the contact angle hysteresis of the particles: particles originated in the water 
and in the oil phase display different contact angles when they adsorb to the 
interface. Dispersions of the sporopollenin particles in water gave the best emulsion 
stability, so only this method is employed in the following study.
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6.3.2. Effect of particle concentration
The effect of particle concentration was investigated by increasing the 
particle quantity in aqueous dispersions. As displayed in Figure 6.6, the natural pH of 
these particles in water varies with their concentration: from 9.6 at 0.5 wt.% to 10.3 
at 2 wt.%. At these pH values, the particles are strongly negatively charged (~ 
-75 mV in Figure 6.7), so they are expected to stabilise oil-in-water drops regardless 
of their concentration as they are hydrophilic. 18 All emulsions from the concentration 
series were IPM-in-water and their increasing stability with concentration can be 
observed even a month after their initial preparation in Figure 6.11. Figure 6.12 
displays the stability of the emulsions after 1 day: with increasing concentration of 
particles from 0.5 to 2 wt.%, the fraction of coalesced oil diminishes slightly (from 
foi\ = 0.11 to 0.09), and the water resolved decreases sharply from^q = 0.70 to 0.45.
Figure 6.11. Photographs of 1-month old IPM-in-water emulsions stabilised with (a) 
0.5, (b) 1, (c) 1.5, and (d) 2 wt.% sporopollenin particles at pH ~ 10. Emulsions were 
made by 30 s handshaking.
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Figure 6.12. Stability of 1-day old IPM-in-water emulsions at pH ~ 10 in terms of 
(+)faq or (O) /on as a function of particle concentration. Emulsions were made by 30 
s handshaking.
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Although the decrease of coalescence is not marked, the micrographs help 
explain the decrease in creaming seen in Figure 6.11. Figure 6.13 shows the decrease 
in emulsion drop diameter upon increasing particle concentration, which explains the 
subtle decrease in the volume of water resolved from the emulsions. The drops are 
also polydisperse and display strong aggregation, which appears to be due to particle 
bridging, as previously observed by Horozov and Binks. 16 It is also interesting to 
note that the IPM droplets appear sparsely coated with particles, with some drops 
almost free of particles and some smaller than the particle size. Similar partial drop 
coverage has been described by Binks et al. for the Lycopodium clavatum spores in 
their study, but the possibility of surfactant-like molecules originating from the 
spores being present should not be totally refuted. 14
Figure 6.13. Optical microscopy images of fresh IPM-in-water emulsions stabilised 
with 0.5 (a), 1.5 (b), and 2 wt.% (c) sporopollenin particles at pH ~ 10. Emulsions 
were made by 30 s handshaking. Scale bars represent 400 (am.
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6.3.3. Effect ofpH
The zeta potential measurements made previously (Figure 6.7) showed that 
the sporopollenin particle charge was close to zero at pH 5.5 and became 
increasingly negative above rendering the particles more hydrophilic. Figure 6.14 
displays that a transitional type inversion appears to occur within the emulsion series 
with increasing pH: emulsions are water-in-oil at low pH and oil-in-water at high pH, 
the inversion happening close to the isoelectric point (between pH 6.5 and 7). A 
concomitant change in conductivity is observed in Figure 6.15: a slight decrease 
from pH 3 to 6.5 with lowering ionic strength where conductivity reaches a 
minimum, is followed by a sharp rise indicating the change to an aqueous continuous 
phase. This change in conductivity confirms the point of emulsion inversion between 
pH 6.5 and 7.0.
The stability of the emulsions with varying pH is displayed in Figure 6.16: 
the abrupt decrease of the fraction of oil resolved associated with the increase of 
water fraction indicates emulsion inversion above pH 6.5. Contrary to common 
observations, the stability of this series of emulsions reduced slightly towards the 
point of inversion: 19"21 the more stable emulsions are observed at the extreme pH 
values. Although large drops are observed in the oil-in-water emulsions, they exhibit 
higher stabilities than the water-in-oil ones.
Figure 6.14. Photographs of 1-week old (a-e) water-in-IPM and (f-j) IPM-in-water 
emulsions stabilised with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles at pH (a) 3, (b) 4, (c) 5, 
(d) 6, (e) 6.5, (f) 7, (g) 8, (h) 9, (i) 11 and (j) 12. Emulsions were made by 30 s 
handshaking.
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Figure 6.15. Conductivity of water-in-IPM and IPM-in-water emulsions stabilised 
with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles as a function of pH. The red dotted line 
indicates phase inversion.
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Figure 6.16. Stability of 1-week old water-in-IPM and IPM-in-water emulsions in 
terms of (+)faq or (O)fol] as a function of pH. Emulsions were made with 0.5 wt.% 
sporopollenin particles by 30 s handshaking.
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Contrary to oil-in-water, the water-in-oil emulsions (pH < 6.5) were observed 
to undergo limited coalescence immediately after emulsification: the initially small 
droplets (0.5 mm diameter) coalesce in about 15 seconds to give large ones (4 mm 
diameter). The water drops covered by an orange particle layer are very stable in situ 
(within the glass vessel), but often break when sampled on microscope glass slides. 
Microscopy was only performed on the oil-in-water emulsions at high pH, as 
sampling was not possible for the large oil drops formed below pH 8 due to their 
instability. The micrograph images in Figure 6.17 show emulsions at pH 9 and 11 
with very polydisperse and aggregated drops barely coated by particles. From the 
photos in Figure 6.14, the average drop size is believed to decrease with pH: the 
large drops at pH 7 cannot be observed at pH 12. However, in Figure 6.17 the drops 
display an increased size between pH 9 and 11, which might be due to coalescence of 
the drops onto the microscopy cell cover slip.
Figure 6.17. Optical microscopy images of fresh IPM-in-water emulsions stabilised 
with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles at pH (a) 9 and (b) 11. Emulsions were made 
by 30 s handshaking. Scale bars represent 400 urn.
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The pH series was reproduced at a higher particle concentration to enable 
sampling and microscopy observations: at 2 wt.% the emulsions stabilised with 
sporopollenin particles still display transitional inversion from water-in-IPM to IPM- 
in-water with increasing pH (Figure 6.18). The emulsions also exhibited visibly large 
drops close to the inversion point, as they did at 0.5 wt.% particles. The inversion 
point occurs at a slightly lower pH value, between pH 5 and 6, indicating that 
particle concentration affects the emulsion type.
The micrographs of these emulsions, displayed in Figure 6.19, highlight the 
difference between the water-in-IPM and the IPM-in-water emulsions: water drops, 
which underwent limited coalescence are densely coated with particles and exhibit 
larger diameters (0.4 and 2 mm), whereas the smaller oil drops are sparsely covered 
with particles. The latter observation is similar to the one made on spore-stabilised 
emulsions, and can explain the smaller size of the oil drops: 14 as less particles are 
needed to stabilise the larger oil-water interface. The micrographs also show that the 
water drops are discrete, whereas the oil ones aggregate together, probably due to 
bridging of the droplets by the particles resulting in their stability at low particle 
coverage.
Figure 6.18. Photographs of 1-week old (a-c) water-in-IPM and (d-j) IPM-in-water 
emulsions stabilised with 2 wt.% sporopollenin particles at pH (a) 3, (b) 4, (c) 5, (d) 
6, (e) 7, (f) 8, (g) 9, (h) 10, (i) 11 and (j) 12. Emulsions were made by 30 s 
handshaking.
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Figure 6.19. Optical microscopy images of fresh (a-d) water-in-IPM and (e-f) IPM- 
in-water emulsions stabilised by 2 wt.% sporopollenin particles at pH (a-b) 3, (c) 4, 
(d) 6 and (e-f) 8. Emulsions were made by 30 s handshaking. Scale bars represent 
150 \im.
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Another major difference between the particles at water and at oil drop 
surfaces appears by observing the micrographs in Figure 6.19: in the water-in-oil 
emulsions, the particles adsorb preferentially with their hemispherical side toward 
the oil phase and their Y-opening toward the water, while their orientation is random 
in the IPM-in-water emulsions. The preferred orientation around the water can be 
caused either by heterogeneity in the sporopollenin surface property, with the 
hemispherical side being perhaps more hydrophobic than the pyramidal one, or by 
the efficiency of close packing the particle with this geometry, as represented in 
Figure 6.20. The particles stabilising the oil drops, however, cannot exhibit a 
preferred orientation as they bridge several drops with different parts of their surface 
and the particles are not close-packed.
No preferred orientation was noticed when particles were spread and then 
trapped at the IPM-water interface at pH 6.5 (cf. § 6.2.3): either the method did not 
reproduce the same mechanism of adsorption as in the emulsion or the pH above that 
of phase inversion meant that no definitive orientation was preferred.
Figure 6.20. Representation of (a) the limited coalescence process occurring in the 
water-in-IPM emulsions which may cause the (b) preferred orientation of the 
sporopollenin particles, and of (c) the drop bridging by the sporopollenin particles in 
IPM-in-water emulsions rendering the (d) particle orientation random.
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Increasing the concentration of particles in the IPM system causes a 
decrease in drop size, but also a decrease of the inversion pH. This latter decrease 
means that more hydrogen ions are needed to render particles hydrophobic, possibly 
due to a different aggregation state of the particles which alter their wettability.22 ' 23
6.3.4. Effect of oil type
The effect of oil type was studied by replacing the isopropyl myristate, an 
ester oil with an interfacial tension with water of 28.6 mJ m"2 , by the straight-chain 
alkane dodecane (YOW - 52.5 mJ m"2) or the triglyceride tricaprylin (yow = 13.3 mJ m" 
~). These series were produced with 0.5 wt.% of sporopollenin and can be compared 
with the IPM series in Figure 6.14.
6.3.4.1 Tricaprylin
Replacing IPM by tricaprylin was expected to lead to better emulsion 
stability and smaller drop diameter because of the lower interfacial tension with 
water which should assist drop break-up during handshaking. 17 Like the IPM series, 
the tricaprylin emulsions exhibit transitional inversion from water-in-oil to oil-in- 
water, but at a higher pH value (Figure 6. 21), exhibiting greater hydrophobicity at 
the tricaprylin-water interface. This can be rationalised through consideration of the 
particle-oil tension. It is likely that more polar tricaprylin wets the surface active 
particles more than the lower polarity oils, consequently increasing their contact 
angle and rendering them more able to stabilise water drops causing the shift in the 
pH at inversion.
The emulsion stability represented in Figure 6.22 shows a slightly different 
trend compared to IPM: both the oil and water resolved from the emulsion decrease 
with increasing pH from 3 to 9, but before inversion they both increase, causing a 
minimum in the water-in-oil emulsions stability. However, the oil-in-water stability 
is maximal just at inversion. This is classic behaviour observed in particle-stabilised 
emulsions as the energy of particle detachment is maximum at 90° contact angle and 
the emulsions tend to be more stable.
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Due to the low particle concentration used, it was difficult to compare the 
IPM and the tricaprylin series: the emulsion drops of the latter exhibit very low 
stability in terms of mechanical resistance to motion, big water drops coalescing 
easily during sampling. The fact that this behaviour is more evident in the tricaprylin 
series is likely due to the lower oil-water interfacial tension, which results in lower 
particle attachment energy particularly away from the phase inversion point.
Figure 6.21. Photographs of 1-week old (a-h) water-in-tricaprylin and (i-j) 
tricaprylin-in-water emulsions stabilised with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles at pH 
(a) 3, (b) 4, (c) 5, (d) 6, (e) 7, (f) 8, (g) 9, (h) 10, (i) 11 and (j) 12. Emulsions were 
made by 30 s handshaking.
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Figure 6.22. Stability of 1-week old water-in-tricaprylin and tricaprylin-in-water 
emulsions in terms of (*)_/aq or (O)f0\\ as a function of pH. Emulsions were made 
with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles by 30 s handshaking.
11
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The microscopy images are not representative of the drop size as the 
sampling process favours the small drop populations. However, Figure 6.23 enables 
comparison between water and oil drops: water-in-oil emulsion drops are more 
densely covered with particles than the oil drops, and as a result smaller oil drops can 
be stabilised. Like previously observed (cf. § 6.3.3), particles adsorbing around water 
drops orientate preferentially their hemispherical side toward the oil phase (Figure 
6.23b), while no preference is observed for the tricaprylin-in-water emulsions.
When Figures 6.14 and 6.21 are compared, the drop diameter of the visible 
water drops appears to be larger for the tricaprylin series. In Figure 6.24, 
measurements of the tricaprylin emulsion drops was realised by two different means: 
the large water drops, which were not stable to sampling, were measured with a 
ruler, while the stable small drop population was measured via microscopy. Along 
with the volumes of water and oil resolved, the large and small drop diameters both 
decrease with increasing pH up to pH 9, then a slight increase in size for the water- 
in-oil emulsion drops happens before inversion. The oil drops display smaller size 
than the corresponding water drops in oil, as can be expected from the high stability 
of the emulsions and the small number of particles needed to stabilise the sparsely 
covered drops.
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Figure 6.23. Optical microscopy images of fresh (a, b) water-in-tricaprylin and (c-f) 
tricaprylin-in-water emulsions stabilised with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles at pH 
(a, b) 3, (c, d) 11 and (e, f) 12. Emulsions were made by 30 s handshaking. Scale bars 
represent 200 |o.m.
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Figure 6.24. Small (A ) and large (A) drop diameters of water-in-tricaprylin and 
tricaprylin-in-water emulsions as a function of pH, 5 minutes after emulsification. 
The small drop diameters were taken from microscopy images, the large diameters 
were taken with a ruler in situ. Emulsions were made with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin 
particles by 30 s handshaking.
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6.3.4.2 Dodecane
Emulsions made with the high oil-water tension dodecane oil exhibit 
transitional inversion from water-in-dodecane to dodecane-in-water emulsions at 
lower pH values than the two other oils as confirmed by drop test analysis. The 
affinity of the particles for dodecane is lower than for IPM or tricaprylin. In this case, 
more hydrons are needed to render the particle hydrophobic enough to stabilise 
water-in-oil emulsions. It can also be noted in Figure 6.25 that the volume of water 
resolved in the water-in-oil emulsions is much larger than in the two other oils series, 
indicating that the higher interfacial tension of the dodecane with water renders the 
rupture of the oil-water interface more difficult with handshaking, so less water can 
be emulsified.
Figure 6.25. Photographs of 1-week old (a-c) water-in-dodecane and (d-j) dodecane- 
in-water emulsions stabilised with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles at pH (a) 3, (b) 4, 
(c) 5, (d) 6, (e) 7, (0 8, (g) 9, (h) 10, (i) 11 and (j) 12. Emulsions were made by 30 s 
handshaking. Scale bar represents 1 cm.
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Figure 6.26 displays the emulsion stability: both the water-in-oil and the oil- 
in-water emulsions exhibit constant stabilities to coalescence over most of the pH 
range, with the oil-in-water being slightly more stable to creaming than the water-in- 
oil. This constant stability fits what was expected, in a similar manner to the IPM 
series, as in high oil-water tension systems the detachment energy of the particle is 
high for all contact angles. At high pH however, the oil-in-water emulsions are very 
unstable, which could be due to the particles being too hydrophilic to adsorb strongly 
at the oil-water interface.
The large water drops, which are shown in the close-up photograph of 
Figure 6.25(a), were highly stable in situ but could not be sampled for microscopy. 
Figure 6.27 displays only the micrographs of dodecane-in-water emulsion drops. 
Similarly to the two previous series, the oil drops exhibit a sparse coverage by the 
sporopollenin particles and no preferred orientation of the particles is observed. 
However, the drops are highly polydisperse and form aggregates; polydispersity, 
aggregate size and drop size seem to concomitantly decrease with increasing pH.
This observation is confirmed by the drop diameter measurements in Figure 
6.28: the diameter of the emulsion drops decreases constantly along the pH series, 
with water drops displaying diameters up to 20 times larger than those of oil. 
Although smaller, the oil drops exhibit much higher polydispersity than the water-in- 
oil drops. This is expected as the water drops have undergone limited coalescence to 
a greater extent, which has been shown previously to provide quite monodisperse 
particle-stabilised droplets. 24
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Figure 6.26. Stability of 1-week old water-in-dodecane and dodecane-in-water 
emulsions in terms of (B)^q or (O) f0n as a function of pH. Emulsions were made 
with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles by 30 s handshaking.
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Figure 6.27. Optical microscopy images of fresh dodecane-in-water emulsions at pH 
(a) 6, (c) 9, (d) 10 and (d) 12. Emulsions were made with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin 
particles by 30 s handshaking. Scale bars represent 400 urn.
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Figure 6.28. (•) Average, (n) minimum and (D) maximum drop diameter of water- 
m-dodecane and dodecane-in-water emulsions as a function of pH, 5 minutes after 
emulsification. The error bars represent the standard deviation. Emulsions were made 
with 0.5 wt.% sporopollenin particles by 30 s handshaking. The water drops at pH 3 
to 5 were measured in situ, whereas the oil drops at pH above 6 were measured from 
optical micrographs.
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6.4 Liquid marbles with sporopollenin particles at the air-water surface
As they were observed to adsorb at the air-water surface when dispersed in 
water (cf. Figure 6.5), it was believed that sporopollenin particles might stabilise 
liquid drops coated with particles, also known as "liquid marbles". The effect of pH 
was investigated to enable comparison between the emulsions and the liquid marbles 
systems: the sporopollenin particles stabilise opposite types of emulsion at high and 
low pH, so they might be able to stabilise liquid marbles only upon a narrow pH 
range. As a buckling phenomenon linked to water evaporation was observed, the 
effect of salt concentration on this phenomenon was investigated.
6.4.1. Effect of pH
In the previous part, sporopollenin particles were used to stabilise emulsions 
at different pH and it was observed that transitional inversion of the emulsion 
occurred linked to their charge change (cf. § 6.2.2). It was believed that the pH of the 
liquid marbles should therefore affect their stability in that at high pH the particles 
maybe too hydrophilic to stabilise water-in-air systems. 25
Liquid marbles were produced over a large range of pH (1-10), and as Figure 
6.29 displays, they exhibited similar stabilities: all of them were easy to form, and 
they were able to roll on a clean glass slide, as well as bounce against a glass wall or 
against other liquid marbles without breaking. However, another aspect of the liquid 
marbles was noted after several minutes: as the encapsulated water evaporated, the 
marbles were seen to shrink with their surface buckling.
Figure 6.29. Photographs of liquid marbles on glass slide stabilised by sporopollenin 
particles 30 s after formation, at pH (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 3, (d) 4, (e) 5, (f) 6, (g) 7, (h) 8, 
(i) 9, and (j) 10. Scale bar represents 2 mm.
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6.4.2. Evaporation and buckling
Xu et al. have studied the shrinkage of water droplets covered with 
polystyrene particles in decane oil.26 They found that upon reducing the volume of 
the drops, which leads to a surface area decrease, the interfacial particles undergo a 
liquid film to solid film transition: collapse of the drop shell happened when 
deflating the drop, but was noted to be reversible. The onset of buckling occurred at 
the top of the emulsion drop for drops which were large relative to the capillary 
diameter, whereas dimpling occurs at random locations for small drops. The liquid 
marbles stabilised with the sporopollenin particles can be compared with the drops of 
this study: as displayed in Figure 6.30, liquid marbles collapse and the drop surface 
buckles as the water evaporates as the drop size is close to the capillary length (- 2 
mm). The interface containing the sporopollenin particles closes as the water within 
the marble evaporates and the particles become denser on the liquid surface. Finally 
the marble buckles because the particles have reached their maximum packing 
density. Dandan and Erbil noticed this same buckling phenomenon with graphite 
liquid marbles, and observed that the evaporation rate of the water was slowed down, 
nearly by half the time, thanks to the presence of the particles at the water drop 
surface. 27
Figure 6.30. Upper-photographs and lower-DSA images of the change with time of a 
liquid marble at pH 6.5 stabilised by sporopollenin particles let to dry (evaporate) at 
25°C and 66% relative humidity at (a) 30 s, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 25, and 
(g) 30 min. Scale bars represent 2 mm.
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Evaporation and shrinking of the liquid marbles was estimated by eye and the 
effect of the pH on them was investigated. Figure 6.31 shows the change of liquid 
marble shape during 30 min. at 5 different pH values: the quickest evaporation and 
shrinking was recorded for the liquid marble at pH 8 and the lowest at pH 6. The 
total buckling time, corresponding to the time after which the shape of the marble 
does not change, was found to be 90 minutes at pH 8 decreasing to 60 at pH 6 (Table 
6.1). However, although the temperature was kept constant at 19 ± 1 °C the relative 
humidity (ratio of the partial pressure of water vapour to the saturated vapour 
pressure of water) varied from 24 ± 5% at pH 8 to 55 ± 5% at pH 6, rendering it 
difficult to conclude if the effect of pH or that of relative humidity was prevailing. 
The little effect of pH might be because the water does not equilibrate with the entire 
particle surface during formation.
The shape change of the liquid marbles was observed to be affected by the 
rate of evaporation: the drops kept a uniform shape while shrinking at the lowest 
evaporation rate (comparing Figures 6.31 at pH 2 and 8), possibly by a 
rearrangement of the particles at the drop surface to occupy less space and not 
deform the water film.
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Figure 6.31. Photographs of time evolution of 10 ^L liquid marbles stabilised by 
sporopollenin particles, at pH given. Photographs were taken at (a) 30 s, (b) 5, (c) 10, 
(d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 25 and (g) 30 min. after formation. The room temperature was 19 
°C and variable humidity 24-55%.
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Table 6.1. Time of total buckling of the sporopollenin liquid marble at different 
internal pH values.
pH
Total buckling time / min.
2
75
4
80
6
90
8
60
10
65
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To understand the origin of the buckling, a short investigation of liquid 
marbles stabilised by hydrophobia silica particles was done. Their production was 
found to be more difficult than that made with the sporopollenin particles: they 
exhibit a weaker stability on glass substrates and break under the smallest shock. 
These observations could result from a lower surface activity of the silica particles 
compared to the sporopollenin ones at the air-water interface. The better stability of 
the sporopollenin-stabilised liquid marbles might be due to their large size resulting 
in both a stronger adsorption and a larger distance between the water surface and the 
glass substrate. The evaporation and shrinking of the silica-stabilised liquid marbles 
are slower and appear different to that observed with the sporopollenins: Figure 6.32 
shows that the liquid marbles keep a spherical shape during their evaporation and 
some desorbed particles can be observed under the marbles. It was also noted that 
their total shrinking took twice the time needed by the sporopollenin stabilised ones, 
in equivalent temperature and humidity conditions; this might be caused by a closer 
packing of the silica particles on the drop surface, hindering the water evaporation. 
However, their lower stability and persistent spherical shape might indicate a less 
strong adsorption of silica particles onto the drop surface: the particles do not cause 
buckling of the drop surface instead they desorb from the interface, enabling it to 
keep its spherical shape.
Figure 6.32. Photographs of a time evolution of liquid marbles stabilised by (a) 20 
and (P) 14% SiOH silica particles at pH 6. Photographs were taken at (a) 30 s, (b) 5, 
(c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 25 and (g) 30 min. after formation. The room temperature 
was 19 °C and the humidity 32 %.
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6.4.3. Effect of salt concentration
The presence of electrolyte in the water phase of the liquid marbles is 
expected to slow down the evaporation from the drop and so to change their buckling 
shape. Relative humidity and temperature were kept constant to avoid conflicts. As 
represented in Figure 6.33, the salt concentration did not affect the formation and the 
stability of the liquid marbles. When the change over time was monitored as in 
Figure 6.34, no significant difference in the evaporation rate was observed as a 
function of the NaCl concentration. Comparing the time of total buckling of the 
marbles enables deduction that the quickest evaporation occurs for 0.01 M of NaCl 
and the slowest for 1 M. However, these differences are really small.
Figure 6.33. Photographs of liquid marbles stabilised by sporopollenin particles 30 s 
after formation, at pH 6.5 and (a) 0, (b) 0.01, (c) 0.1 and (d) 1 M of NaCl.
Contrary to observations made at the oil-water interface, neither the pH nor 
the salt concentration seems to affect the adsorption of the sporopollenin particles at 
the air-water interface. This may be due to the contact angle hysteresis, in which the 
particle contact angle at an interface will depend on the phase from which it 
adsorbs: 28 when adsorbed at the oil-water interface from an aqueous dispersion, 
particles are more in contact with water so more of their surface will be available to 
modification by ions in the water. However when adsorbed from air, a smaller area 
of the particle is in contact with the water which will render this same modification 
more difficult.
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Figure 6.34. Photographs of time evolution of 10 uL liquid marbles stabilised by 
sporopollenin particles at pH 6.5 and NaCl concentrations given. Photographs were 
taken at (a) 30 s, (b) 5, (c) 10, (d) 15, (e) 20, (f) 25 and (g) 30 min. after formation. 
The room temperature was 19 °C and the humidity 39 %.
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6.5 Conclusions
Hollow Lycopodium clavatum sporopollenin particles were prepared from the 
spore particles by removal of all but the most resistant part of the particle exine. 
They were shown to resemble the unmodified spores of the same species when 
swollen with water in aqueous dispersion. Modification of the particle surface during 
the intine removal caused the particles to exhibit pH sensitive behaviour in aqueous 
dispersions, being increasingly charged at high pH. They are surface active at the air- 
water interface as they were observed to stabilise air bubbles, and at the oil-water 
interface stabilising emulsions. IPM-water emulsion inversion from water-in-oil at 
low pH to oil-in-water at high pH coincides with the isoelectric point of the particles. 
The pH of inversion was also affected by the type of oil: transitional phase inversion 
being occurring at low pH for the non-polar dodecane systems, while it happens at 
high pH for the polar tricaprylin oil systems. The lower particle-oil tension in the 
tricaprylin series is likely to provide a higher contact angle explaining this high pH 
of inversion. Interestingly in all systems, water-in-oil emulsions exhibited limited 
coalescence after emulsification leading to large water drops, and sporopollenin 
particles were observed to adsorb with a preferred orientation onto the drop surface. 
The oil-in-water drops however were consistently sparsely covered and showed no 
preferred particle orientation. Instead drops were stabilised through bridging 
particles.
The surface activity of sporopollenin particles at the air-water interface also 
rendered them able to stabilise liquid marbles: stable and shock resistant, the liquid 
marbles produced were neither affected by the pH or the salt concentration of the 
encapsulated water. The contact angle hysteresis might be responsible for this lack of 
effect, with the particle originating from the air here, rather than an aqueous 
dispersion as used in the emulsions. Sporopollenin-stabilised liquid marbles 
exhibited shrinking as the water evaporated, with the marble surface showing strong 
buckling. The temperature and relative humidity was found to determine the rate of 
evaporation of the liquid marbles, which affected the shrinking shape of the marbles.
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CHAPTER 7 NON-AQUEOUS FOAMS AND DRY LIQUIDS
STABILISED SOLELY BY TEFLON® PARTICLES
7.1 Introduction
Foam is characterised by its high area of interface, similarly to other 
dispersed systems (suspensions and emulsions). The foam film, which is the fluid 
region separating two air bubbles, is the main structural element of the foam and will 
determine the foam stability. Foams are widely applied in a large variety of 
industries, from the food to the material production industry or in wastewater 
treatment. Consequently, it becomes important to study the parameters and 
processes responsible for foam formation and stability in order to optimise or indeed 
hinder their production. Like emulsion drops, bubbles formed in pure liquid are very 
unstable, necessitating the addition of a surface-active substance to confer stability. 2
Surfactant-stabilised foams, like soap-foams, have been thoroughly studied as 
far back as a hundred years ago, but the possibility of stabilising foams with particles 
has only been observed more recently. 3 ' 4 However, several conditions are necessary 
for particles to act as foam stabilisers and not as de-stabilisers: in solid-liquid-air 
systems, particle adsorption is thermodynamically favourable if the sum of the solid- 
air tension (ysa ) and the solid-liquid tension (ysi) is less than the original liquid-air 
tension (yia). This balance of interfacial tensions results in adsorbed particles 
displaying a contact angle at the liquid-air interface: if the angle is close to 60°, the 
particles are observed to help stabilise surfactant-stabilised foams, whereas above it 
and close to 90° they often cause foam collapse. 5 "8 Industrial foams often contain 
mixtures of particles and surfactant, which makes the understanding of their 
interaction of importance: Subramaniam et al. observed that addition of surfactant to 
particles-stabilised air bubbles in water caused the gas to dissolve, and colloidosomes 
were formed, possibly due to the change in curvature of the air-water surface. 9 ' 10 
Particles like silicon carbide were also demonstrated to act as effective stabilisers of 
metal foams, used in the automotive industry." In the case of aqueous foams in the 
absence of surfactant, Binks and Murakami varied the particle contact angle Q by 
using silica particles coated to different extents with a hydrophobising agent: 12
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increasing 9 through 90° caused phase inversion from air-in-water foams to water-in- 
air powders, similar to that of particle-stabilised emulsion inversion. 13 Silica particle- 
stabilised foams have also been observed to exhibit better stability to 
disproportionation than protein-stabilised ones, but the nanoparticles had to be 
partially aggregated for this purpose. 14" 16 Other particles, like latex or food grade 
microrods, have also been shown to be good aqueous foam stabilisers. 17"21
Non-aqueous foams are much less common than aqueous foams, although 
they appear transiently in various applications in the oil industry. 22 Their stabilisation 
by surfactant has been reported to occur thanks to various types of aggregated phases 
formed around bubbles. 23 ' 24
In order to adsorb at oil-air surfaces, particles must be partially oleophobic. 
This idea can be understood by relating it to the stabilisation of "dry water" by 
hydrophobic silica particles. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), which possesses a very 
low surface energy due to fluorine content, can be used for this purpose. Other 
particles with similar surfaces have been incorporated into cotton textiles to provide 
oil repellency properties.25 Their high hydrophobicity also made them good foam 
destabilisers in surfactant-stabilised foam systems. 5 PTFE particles have been used to 
stabilise liquid marbles, and in the last year to produce hollow capsules or 
macroporous materials, via emulsion or foam templating.26"29 Fox and Zisman 
investigated the wetting of low energy surfaces in air and established that cos 9 
increased linearly with a decrease in yia for homologous liquids. 30 They defined the 
critical surface tension yc for PTFE to be of 18 mN m" 1 at 20°C: liquids with surface 
tensions under this value wetted the solid completely, whereas those with values 
above did not.31 On smooth PTFE, 9 was observed to increase as the interactions 
between solid molecules and liquid ones changed from exclusively dispersion forces 
to a mixture of dispersion and hydrogen bonding forces: 9 increased from 0° for 
pentane to 46° for hexadecane and 108° for water. Murakami and Bismark have 
demonstrated that stable non-aqueous foams can be stabilised by oligomeric 
tetrafluoroethylene (OTFE) particles, which exhibit a high surface roughness 
rendering them very hygrophobic. 32
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This study aims at investigating the wettability of 5 different fluorinated 
particles (varying size and shape) by a large range of liquids. Different bulk materials 
(dispersions, foams or dry powder) were formed by the mixing of a liquid, air and 
those particles, and the materials produced were observed to depend on the initial 
wettability of the particles. The production methods were also compared and the 
effect of the liquid type, particle type and particle concentration were investigated.
7.2 Tetrafluoroethylene particle characterisation
7.2.1 SEM imaging
Five types of particles were used for this study: four of poly- 
tetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and one of oligomeric tetrafluoroethylene (OTFE). The 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images, given in Figure 7.1, show that the 
particles range from 0.3 to 10 um (mean diameter) and present different shapes and 
surfaces. The PTFE particles can be organised into two categories: Zonyl MP1100 
and Ultraflon UF-8TA particles (Figures 7.1 (a) and (d)), measuring approximately 
0.3 urn in diameter, have smooth surfaces and rounded shape and are fairly 
monodisperse, whereas the Zonyl MP1400 and Ultraflon MP-8T (Figures 7.1(b) and 
c), of respectively 10 and 2.5 um in diameter, are rough-surfaced and irregular- 
shaped polydispersed particles. The OTFE particles, displayed in Figure 7.1(e), are 
similar to the Zonyl MP1100, with a larger diameter (- 1.3 um) and an almost 
spherical shape.
7.2.2 Light scattering
The size distributions of the particles dispersed in methanol are displayed in 
Figure 7.2: Zonyl MP1100 and Ultraflon UF-8TA powders contain the smallest 
particles (-0.15 um), while Zonyl MP1400 contain the largest PTFE particles (- 15 
um) with the highest polydispersity. The volume weighted mean diameters 
calculated from the size distribution mostly agree with the SEM data. However the 
Ultraflon UF-8TA particles are measured with light scattering to be 1.3 um in 
diameter. This is slightly larger than that shown by SEM and so they are likely to be 
partially aggregated. The OTFE particles are measured to be 1 um by SEM, however
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the dispersion in methanol reveals a much larger mean of 57.1 |j.m. The quality of the 
particle dispersion in methanol is therefore poor, and it is likely that the dispersion 
contains mostly large aggregates of particles which have not been broken by 
sonication.
Figure 7.1. SEM images of (a) Zonyl MP1100, (b) Zonyl MP1400, (c) Ultraflon 
MP-8T, (d) Ultraflon UF-8TA and (e) OTFE particles. Scale bars represent
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Figure 7.2. Size distribution of the (...) Zonyl MPI 100, (—) Zonyl MPI 400, (__) 
Ultraflon MP-8T and ( ) Ultraflon UF-8TA PTFE particles, and the (- - -) OTFE 
particles. Particles were dispersed at 0.05 wt.% in methanol by 2 min. sonication, and 
then sized in the Mastersizer 2000.
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7.2.3 Powder immersion tests
In order to estimate the pre-disposition of the different particles to stabilise 
foam, static and dynamic immersion tests were done: the behaviour of particles 
spread onto 34 oils of different structure, glycerol and water was observed where 
they either enter the liquid completely, are partially wet by it or remain completely 
non-wet. Figure 7.3 displays some of the samples, in which Zonyl MP1400 particles 
were totally wetted by the short alkanes and perfluorohexane (a and e), partially 
wetted by the long alkanes, toluene and some alcohols (b, d, g and i) or non-wetted at 
all by water, esters and triglyceride oil (f, h and j) 24 h after particle addition.
When the samples were handshaken for 10s to apply energy to the powdered 
particles (particle bulk density 0.42 g cm"3), the system formed either particle 
dispersions, foams or a dry material, as described in Table 7.1. For liquids with a 
liquid-air surface tension (yia) under 29 mN m" 1 , particles were wetted or partially 
wetted when at rest, whereas they dispersed in the liquid and eventually sedimented 
after handshaking. For liquids of 29 < yia < 45 mN m" 1 , particles exhibit both wetted 
and non-wetted behaviour, but interestingly they also stabilised bubbles within the 
liquid. For liquids with j\a > 45 mN m" 1 , like glycerol and water, non-wetting 
persisted even after handshaking.
Figure 7.3. Photographs of vessels containing 2.5 mg of Zonyl MP1400 particles 
spread onto 1 mL of (a) pentane, (b) tetradecane, (c) cyclohexane, (d) toluene, (e) 
water, (f) perfluorohexane, (g) linalool, (h) benzyl acetate, (i) cis-3-hexenol and (j) 
sunflower oil 24 h after particle addition.
•HHflMKMBl (e) (0]^•^^••^^•^^•r • VHP
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Table 7.1. Behaviour of PTFE or OTFE particles on various liquids, in terms of 
static and dynamic wettability. The surface tensions (yia) of the different liquids at 
20°C, either determined in our laboratory or from literature values, are also given.
Liquid (yia / mN m "')
Perfluorohexane (11 .9)3J 
Pentane(lS.O)34 
Hexane(18.4)35 
n-heptane(20.1)36 
0.65-500 cS PDMS (16-21.1) 
Dodecane (25. 4)37 
Tetradecane (26.3)38
Hexadecane (27. 6)37 
Cyclohexane (25.5)39 
Toluene (28.4) 
Cis-3-hexenol (28.7)
Benzene (28.9)4U 
Limonene (29.0) 
Linalool (29.2) 
Isopropyl myristate (29.4) 
Tricaprylin (29.5) 
Miglyol (30.3) 
Squalane(31.1)4i 
Geraniol(31.6)
Peanut oil (33.8) 
Sunflower oil (33. 9) 
Rapeseed oil (33.9) 
a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde (35.3) 
Benzyl acetate (38.0) 
Eugenol (36.4) 
Tricresyl phosphate (40.9) 
a-bromo naphtalene (44.6)
Ethylene glycol (47.7) 
Diiodomethane (50.8) 
Formamide (58.2) 
Glycerol (63.4) 
Water (72.5)
Particle
ZonylMPllOO
Zony IMP 1400
Ultraflon MP-8T
Ultraflon UF-8TA
OTFE
ZonylMPllOO
Zonyl MP 1400
Ultraflon MP-8T
Ultraflon UF-8TA
OTFE
ZonylMPllOO
ZonylMP1400
Ultraflon MP-8T
Ultraflon UF-8TA
OTFE
ZonylMPllOO
Zonyl MP1400
Ultraflon MP-8T
Ultraflon UF-8TA
OTFE
ZonylMPllOO
Zonyl MP 1400
Ultraflon MP-8T
Ultraflon UF-8TA
OTFE
Static 
wettability 
at 24h
Wetted
Partially 
wetted
Partially 
wetted
Partially 
wetted
Non-wetted
Non-wetted
Dynamic 
wettability
Dispersed
Dispersed
Few bubbles 
+ 
Dispersed
Bubbles
Dry material
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7.2.4 Contact angles
As the contact angle of a micro-particle at a liquid-air interface is difficult to 
measure, it was chosen to do measurements of the advancing and receding contact 
angles of the different liquids used onto solid pellets of compressed particles, 
displayed in Figure 7.4 for Zonyl MP1100. 5 Both angles are relevant, as the 
homogenisation process implies that the particles are moved in and out of the liquid, 
experiencing both the advancing and the receding of the liquid on their surfaces. For 
PTFE particles we assumed that the contact angles measured should be the same as 
those of pellets made with the other PTFE particles, as they are of the same chemical 
nature.
The measurements of the contact angle of 19 different liquids on the PTFE 
pellets are shown in Table 7.2. Figure 7.5 illustrates the drop shape of three liquids 
exhibiting a low (a), intermediate (b) and high (c) contact angle onto the Zonyl 
MP1100 particle pellet. The contact angles support the immersion test results: the 
oils with the lowest surface tension, and in which particles entered readily, are the 
ones exhibiting the lowest contact angle (perfluorohexane, PDMS and dodecane), 
whereas the ones with the highest yia and which did not wet the particles display the 
highest contact angle (glycerol, diiodomethane and water). A large range of oils 
exhibits intermediate contact angles (between 40 and 90°) and the particles seemed 
to stabilise foam with them (cf. § 7.2.3). Figure 7.6 displays the correlation between 
the cosine of the liquid contact angle on Zonyl MP1100 particles and yia- As seen in 
previous studies, a linear correlation is observed:30 lines (for advancing and receding 
0) can be traced for the liquids of surface tension smaller than 50 mN m" 1 , however 
with liquids of higher surface tension, the lines curve indicating that non- 
homologous liquids do not obey the exact same trend.
Figure 7.4. Photographs of a (a) side and a (b) top view of a Zonyl MP1100 pellet 
made by compressing the particle powder with a hydraulic press under 10 Tons of 
pressure for 30 s.
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Figure 7.5. DSA images of advancing 0.05 mL drops of (a) rapeseed, (b) tricresyl 
phosphate and (c) glycerol in air and on Zonyl MP1100 particle pellets.
(a)
Table 7.2. Advancing and receding contact angles of 0.05 mL drops of liquid in air 
and on pellets made from Zonyl MP1100 particles. The grey boxes represent the 
contact angle range for which the particles may stabilise a foam, whereas those with 
bold lining represent liquids which did not wet the particle at all.
Liquid
Perfluorohexane
10 cS PDMS
Dodecane
Limonene
Peanut
Tricaprylin
Linalool
Sunflower
Rapeseed
Toluene
Squalane
Hexyl-cinnamaldehyde
Benzyl Acetate
Tricresyl Phosphate
Eugenol
a-bromonaphtalene
Glycerol
Water
Diiodomethane
Advancing contact 
angle / °
8.38 ±0.51
25.73 ±3.37
37.83 ± 1.10
39.50 ±2.13
44.05 ±1.38
45.90 ± 3.20
46.05 ± 4.42
47.28 ±2.68
47.08 ± 0.73
49.15 ± 1.38
50.30 ± 1.19
58.73 ± 1.08
62.30 ± 0.35
63.78 ± 0.43
67.95 ± 0.54
89.98 ± 0.26
91.20 ±0.43
97.50 ± 5.40
101. 73 ± 1.44
Receding contact 
angle / °
5.25 ±1.83
13.10±3.81
17.68 ±2.01
23.75 ± 1.49
41.68 ±2.60
35.40 ±0.32
29.53 ±1.85
40.10 ±0.84
36.88 ± 0.80
40.98 ±1.30
25.03 ± 2.45
49.68 ±1.57
44.15 ± 1.46
49.45 ± 0.60
48.45 ±1.21
75.83 ±1.47
64.65 ±3. 15
78.50 ± 2.62
88.83 ± 1.66
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Figure 7.6. Cosine of (*) advancing and (O) receding contact angles, 6, of liquids in 
Table 7.2 on compressed powder pellets of Zonyl MP1100 particles as a function of 
the liquid surface tension (both literature and measured yia values). The dashed lines 
represent the limit above and under which the liquids do not form any foam with the 
Teflon particles.
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7.3 Non-aqueous foams with TFE particles
7.3.1 Effect of mixing method on foams
Four different methods were investigated for producing foams stabilised by 
Zonyl MP1400 particles: homogenisation in a jug blender, with a rotor-stator, 
handshaking or aeration with a bubble diffuser. The foams produced were compared 
in order to choose the best method for subsequent study.
7.3.1.1 Blender homogenisation
The blender homogenisation either gave particle dispersions or particle- 
stabilised foams with the 9 different liquids used, these being sunflower oil, rapeseed 
oil, eugenol, a-hexylcinnamaldehyde, benzyl acetate, hexadecane, hexane, isopropyl 
myristate and 10 cS PDMS. Oils with surface tensions below 30 mN m" 1 , which wet 
the powder in immersion tests (cf. § 7.2.3) like hexadecane, hexane, PDMS and 
isopropyl myristate, formed dispersions of particles within 10 s of homogenisation. 
As can be seen in Figure 7.7, the particles eventually sediment to the bottom of the 
vessels.
For the higher surface tension liquids, which were not observed previously to 
generate foams, air-in-oil foams were produced with the Zonyl MP1400 particles 
using the blender. The appearance of the foams was different for the long triglyceride 
oils (Figures 7.7(a) and (b)) and for the perfume oils (Figures 7.7(c) and (d)): the 
foams creamed quicker in eugenol and a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde than in the vegetable 
oils, probably due the viscosity difference of these oils. Although the transfer from 
the glass jug of the blender to the glass jar resulted in a loss of foam, all foams were 
observed to stay stable for up to 2 months.
The microscopy images in Figure 7.8 enable a more detailed examination of 
the foam bubbles: spherical and non-spherical bubbles from 30 to 300 um in 
diameter are observed and their average size is smaller for the liquids exhibiting the 
highest contact angle with PTFE (Table 7.2). The air-in-eugenol bubbles appear non- 
spherical, similarly to observations made on emulsion drops, with a dense, rigid layer 
of jammed particles preventing relaxation to a spherical shape. 1
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Figure 7.7. Photographs of 5-minutes old (a) air-in-sunflower oil, (b) air-in-rapeseed 
oil, (c) air-in-eugenol and (d) air-in-a-hexylcinnamaldehyde stabilised with Zonyl 
MP1400 particles. Zonyl MP1400 particles form a dispersion in (e) hexadecane, (f) 
hexane, (g) isopropyl myristate and (h) 10 cS PDMS. (a-d) Foams and (e-h) particle 
dispersions were made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s blender homogenisation at 
25000 rpm.
Figure 7.8. Optical microscopy images of (a) air-in-sunflower oil and (b) air-in- 
eugenol bubbles stabilised with Zonyl MP1400 particles 5 min after homogenisation. 
Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s blender homogenisation at 25000 
rpm. Scale bars represent 160 um.
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7.3.1.2 Ultra Turrax homogenisation
Rotor-stator Ultra Turrax homogenisation was observed to give similar 
results to blender homogenisation with slightly lower foam volumes: Zonyl MP1400 
particles were observed to disperse in low surface tension oils, while the foam 
formed with the other oils seems to last up to two months after homogenisation.
In Figure 7.9 the foam bubbles appear dispersed throughout the liquid for the 
two triglyceride oils, resembling those produced by blender homogenisation; the 
perfume oil (eugenol, a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde and bezyl acetate) foams creamed a 
lot quicker, and the volume of foam generated again seems higher for lower surface 
tension oils. The particles are observed to sediment in the low surface tension oil 
dispersions, with the rate of sedimentation depending on the liquid viscosity.
The micrographs in Figure 7.10 again illustrate the difference in shape 
between the vegetable oils and the perfume oils: the bubbles observed in the long 
triglycerides oils are spherical, whereas the ones in the eugenol oil deform into long 
irregular tube shapes, in excess of 500 urn. Although the drops look different to 
those made with the blender homogenisation, the spherical versus non-spherical 
shape of the drops is consistently observed. This demonstrates that particle-stabilised 
bubbles can exhibit similar non-spherical shapes to those of particle-stabilised 
emulsion drops, proving strong particle adsorption to the air-liquid interface.42 ' 43 The 
change in bubble shape may also highlight stronger particle adsorption to the higher 
surface tension liquids resulting in more dense particle packing.
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Figure 7.9. Photographs of 5-minutes old (a) air-in-sunflower oil, (b) air-in-rapeseed 
oil, (c) air-in-eugenol, (d) air-in-a-hexylcinnamaldehyde and (e) air-in-benzyl 
acetate bubbles stabilised with Zonyl MP1400 particles. Zonyl MP1400 particles 
form a dispersion in (f) hexadecane, (g) hexane, (h) isopropyl myristate and (i) 10 cS 
PDMS. (a-d) Foams and (e-h) particle dispersions were made with 5 wt.% particles 
by 1 min. Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 13000 rpm.
Figure 7.10. Optical microscopy images of (a) air-in-sunflower oil and (b) air-in- 
eugenol bubbles stabilised with Zonyl MP1400 particles 5 min after homogenisation. 
Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles by 1 min. Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 
13000 rpm. Scale bars represent 160 um.
(a)
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7.3.1.3 Handshaking
Handshaking was found to give better foam volumes than systems studied in 
sections 7.3.1.1 and 7.3.1.2: compared with the high shear produced by the blender 
or the Ultra Turrax homogenisation, handshaking was believed to generate more 
foam by entraining more air.
Figure 7.11 displays a series of foams using the liquids previously noted to 
give foam (cf. § 7.2.3) and stabilised by Zonyl MP1400 particles: the foam bubbles 
were observed to cream slowly upwards and to remain stable to disproportionation 
and coalescence for many days despite their large volume fraction. Particle-stabilised 
aqueous foams have previously been revealed to behave similarly due to the close- 
packed particle layer hindering these processes. 15 ' 21 Similar to previous observations, 
the creaming happened slower for the vegetable oils.
The micrograph images of the foam bubbles show once again that eugenol 
foam contains a large number of non-spherical bubbles, however some irregular 
bubbles are also observed in sunflower oil (Figure 7.12). The bubble surfaces appear 
textured due to packing of irregular-shaped and polydisperse particles, and free 
particles can also be seen in the continuous oil phase. These bubbles are noticeably 
smaller than those typically observed in aqueous foams possibly due to lower surface 
tension of the liquids.44 Here they measure 20 to 160 urn in diameter for the 
sunflower oil and 20 to 100 um for the eugenol.
Handshaking clearly shows advantages in terms of the simplicity of the 
method, as well as the better quality of the foam produced (in terms of volume and 
stability) compared to the blender or Ultra Turrax homogenisation.
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Figure 7.11. Photographs of 5-minutes old (a) air-in-sunflower oil, (b) air-in- 
rapeseed oil, (c) air-in-eugenol, (d) air-in-a-hexylcinnamaldehyde and (e) air-in- 
benzyl acetate foams, stabilised with Zonyl MP1400 particles. Foams were made 
with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s strong handshaking.
Figure 7.12. Optical microscopy images of (a) air-in-sunflower oil and (b) air-in- 
eugenol bubbles stabilised with Zonyl MP1400 particles 5 min after homogenisation. 
Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s strong handshaking. Scale bars 
represent 160 urn.
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7.3.1.4 Diffuser aeration
Diffuser aeration was tested as a method to produce foam with the same 
systems studied in sections 7.3.1.1 to 7.3.1.3. As the air was injected into the liquid 
the Zonyl MP1400 particles had to be dispersed by sonication in it prior to aeration 
in order for them to adsorb (Figure 7.13(a)). The foam produced during aeration is 
significantly different from foams made in non-aqueous surfactant systems:45 Figure 
7.13(b) displays the dense appearance of the particle-stabilised foam, which contains 
small bubbles, while lubricating oils studied by Binks et al. exhibited large volumes 
of millimetre-sized bubbles. However, the diffuser aeration method is shown to 
produce poor foams for systems proven to give good foam volumes previously: 
comparing Figures 7.11 (a) and 7.13 illustrates the different appearance and volume 
of foam formed by handshaking and diffuser aeration method respectively when 
using sunflower oil. The particle dispersion preceding aeration is believed to have 
modified the particle wettability: sonication might have removed the air from the 
powdered particles, rendering them more oleophilic so easily dispersible in the oil, 
but less surface active, hence not able to stabilise an air-oil interface anymore. 
Furthermore, when originated from the oil phase, instead of air, the particles will 
display a receding contact angle and will therefore be less strongly adsorbed in the 
case of the sunflower-air interface (see Table 7.2).
This method was not used further in this study, as it was observed to be a 
poor means to produce non-aqueous foams with the Zonyl MP1400 particles, and 
was relatively laborious.
Figure 7.13. Photographs of 5 wt.% Zonyl MP1400 particles (a) dispersion in 
sunflower oil, (b) during aeration with the diffuser and (c) 30 s after stopping 
aeration and removing the diffuser.
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7.3.2 Effect of liquid type on foams
In order to investigate the effect of the oil type on the foam formed, the foam 
series made with Ultraflon MP-8T particles by handshaking was monitored in terms 
of stability over time. Ultraflon MP-8T particles were chosen for their intermediate 
size (compared to the other particles in Figure 7.2) and their low wettability, which 
enable them to stabilise bubbles with the oils used here (Table 7.1).
Figure 7.14 displays the foam series an hour after handshaking: the three 
perfumes oils (eugenol, a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde and benzyl acetate) seem to give a 
slightly larger volume of the white dense foam than the vegetable oils. A sediment of 
particles can be observed at the bottom of the samples and their volumes seem to 
depend on the oils: the peanut oil, which gives the lowest contact angle with PTFE 
particles (cf. Table 7.2), displays the highest volume of sedimented particles, 
whereas the tricresyl phosphate with its higher contact angle on PTFE exhibits no 
sedimented particles. However no linear trend linking the height of sediment and the 
contact angle of the oil is observed.
Figure 7.14. Photographs of 1-hour-old air-in- (a) sunflower, (b) rapeseed oil, (c) 
peanut, (d) eugenol, (e) a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde, (f) benzyl acetate and (g) tricresyl 
phosphate foams stabilised with Ultraflon MP-8T PTFE particles. Foams were made 
with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s strong handshaking.
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The foamability and foam stability as a function of time are represented in 
Figures 7.15 and 7.16. The foam volume, liquid volume and total volume of the 
system are displayed in Figure 7.15: the foam bubbles were observed to remain 
stable to disproportionation and coalescence after monitoring for several weeks 
despite their large volume fraction. The increase in foam volume over the first 10 
minutes results from depletion of the remaining air bubbles in the liquid fraction, 
which act to increase the volume of the air-bubble dense region, classified as the 
foam. For both oils represented, peanut and a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde, the total 
volume stayed fixed after handshaking, indicating that no air is lost from the system 
the bubbles do not coalesce. However, it can be noted that the peanut oil gives less 
foam than the a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde; this observation should be linked with the 
high amount of sedimented particles found for the peanut oil, implying that less 
particles are adsorbed at the oil-air interface, so less foam can be stabilised.
Figure 7.16 shows only the foam volume for the different oils: the 
foamability, which refers to the foam volume after 30 minutes, is observed to be 
equivalent for most oils. The vegetable oils, like the peanut previously discussed, 
gave a slightly smaller volume of foam and the creaming happened slower than for 
the other oils.
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Figure 7.15. Volume of foam stabilised with Ulrraflon MP-8T particles after 
homogenisation as a function of time. Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles in 
(O) peanut oil and (*) a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde by 30 s handshaking. The (—) 
foam, ("") liquid and (—) total volume of the system are represented on this graph.
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Figure 7.16. Volume of foam stabilised with Ultraflon MP-8T particles after 
homogenisation as a function of time. Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 
s handshaking. The foam volumes for the (D) sunflower, (A) rapeseed, (O) peanut, 
(•) eugenol, (^) a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde, (A) benzyl acetate and (•) rricresyl 
phosphate systems are represented on this graph.
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A similar series was reproduced with the small spherical Zonyl MP1100 
particles (cf. Figure 7.1 (a)), which is displayed in Figure 7.17: after one week, only 
the eugenol and the benzyl acetate display large amounts of foam. However, cryo- 
SEM imaging was carried out on the freshly formed foams, and evidences particles 
at the surface of air bubbles in rapeseed oil, eugenol and a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde. 
SEM images in Figures 7.18(a) and (d) show sections of non-spherical air bubbles 
for rapeseed oil and a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde: the surfaces of the particle-coated 
bubbles display a wavy appearance, which might be due to the high surface density 
of the strongly adsorbed particles, or to the freezing process. At higher resolution, in 
Figures 7.18(b), (c) and (f), close packed particle monolayers are observed along 
with small areas devoid of particles. The bubbles in a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde appear 
to be more densely covered with particles and it is also noted that the particles seem 
to protrude more in the air than those in peanut oil (Figures 7.18(b) and (f)); this 
latter observation is consistent with the contact angle of the peanut oil on PTFE 
being smaller than that of a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde (~ 44 and 59° respectively).
Figure 7.17. Photographs of 1-week old air-in-(a) sunflower, (b) rapeseed oil, (c) 
eugenol, (d) a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde and (e) benzyl acetate foams stabilised with 
Zonyl MP 1100 PTFE particles. Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s 
strong handshaking.
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Figure 7.18. Cryo-SEM images of frozen non-aqueous foams of (a-c) air-in-rapeseed 
oil and (d-f) air-in-a-hexyl cinnamaldehyde stabilised with Zonyl MP 1100 as in 
Figures 7.17(b) and (d) respectively. Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s 
strong handshaking. Scale bars represent 2 urn.
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7.3.3 Effect of particle type on foams
The foams made with the 5 different particle types were compared in the 
series shown in Figure 7.19. All particles were observed to give air-in-eugenol foam, 
and the creaming rate seemed to depend on the particle type: although the foam 
volume was not monitored constantly, it was observed that the bubbles stabilised by 
the large Zonyl MP1400 particles creamed slower than those stabilised by the small 
Zonyl MP1100. It also seems that the small OTFE and Ultraflon UF-8TA stabilised 
larger volumes of foams than the other particles, suggesting that at the air-eugenol 
interface the small particles are better stabilisers than the large ones, as observed 
commonly in particle-stabilised emulsions. 13 It can also be due to aggregates formed 
by those particles rendering them very oleophobic. 32 An OTFE particle-stabilised oil 
film is observed to form on the wall of the vessel, and can be compared to similar 
films seen previously in hydrophobic particle-water systems (cf. Chapter 3).46 The 
Zonyl MP1100 particles however do not stabilise a large volume of foam. It was 
noticed previously that the particles were partially wetted by eugenol, indicating a 
lower surface activity at the eugenol-air interface (cf. Table 7.1).
The cryo-SEM micrographs displayed in Figure 7.20 show that all particle 
types adsorb at the air-eugenol interface: all bubbles exhibit irregular surfaces, which 
may be either due to the particle size and shape (Figures 7.20(b) and (d)), to the 
dense particle packing at the oil surface (Figures 7.20(c) and (f)), to particle 
aggregation (Figure 7.20(h)), or simply to freezing of the oil. It is also interesting to 
note that the highly polydisperse Zonyl MP1400 and the small irregular-shaped 
Ultraflon MP-8T particles are organised at the eugenol-air interface into a close- 
packed layer, with very little interface free of particles (Figures 7.20(b) and (d)); 
similar behaviour is often observed in particle-stabilised emulsions and atributed to 
their high stability. The small spherical-shaped particles exhibit similar behaviour: 
Zonyl MP1100 and Ultraflon UF-8TA adsorb at the eugenol-air interface as a dense 
wavy monolayer (Figures 7.20(c) and (f)), whereas the OTFE are seen to form large 
particle aggregates producing a very irregular bubble surface (Figure 7.20(h)). The 
latter particles were also observed previously to form aggregates in methanol (cf. § 
7.2.2).
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Figure 7.19. Photographs of 5-minutes old air-in-eugenol foams stabilised by Zonyl 
(a) MP 1400, (b) MP 1100, Ultraflon (c) MP-8T, (d) UF-8TA PTFE particles and (e) 
OTFE particles. Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s strong handshaking.
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Figure 7.20. Cryo-SEM images of frozen air-in-eugenol foams stabilised with Zonyl 
(a, b) MP 1400, (c) MP 1100, Ultraflon (d) MP-8T, (e, f) UF-8TA PTFE particles 
and (g, h) OTFE particles as in Figure 7.19. Foams were made with 5 wt.% particles 
by 30 s strong handshaking. Scale bars represent 2 (j.m.
(a)
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7.3.4 Effect of particle concentration on foams
To study the influence of the particle concentration on foamability and foam 
stability, two series were made with increasing Ultraflon MP-8T particle 
concentration in either sunflower oil or eugenol. Figure 7.21 displays the foam series 
an hour after handshaking, and as expected, the foam volume is observed to increase 
with increasing particle concentration in both series. It was also noted that the height 
of sedimented particles, at the bottom of the sample, is more elevated at high particle 
concentration, with more sediment observed for the sunflower oil than for the 
eugenol (as in § 7.3.2).
Figure 7.22 enables comparison of the foamability and foam stability as a 
function of time, for the highest concentration of particles in both the sunflower oil 
and the eugenol systems. The total volume is observed to stay constant during the 30 
minutes of monitoring, while the volume of foam increases slowly for the sunflower 
oil and decreases for the eugenol: this latter difference in behaviour is probably due 
to the different viscosities of the two oil, the bubbles creamed slowly in the 
sunflower oil, gradually contributing to the foam layer, but they creamed quickly in 
the eugenol, leading to continuous compression of the foam layer formed. The 
evolution of the foam layer volume with particle concentration is illustrated in 
Figures 7.23 and 7.24 for sunflower oil and eugenol respectively: the increase in 
foam volume with increasing particle concentration is observed for both series, with 
the air-in-eugenol foam volume consistently larger than that of the sunflower oil, as 
observed previously (cf. § 7.3.2).
Figure 7.21. Photographs of 1-hour old (a-e) air-in-sunflower oil and (f-j) air-in- 
eugenol foams stabilised with Ultraflon MP-8T PTFE particles. Foams were made 
with (a, f) 0.5, (b, g) 1, (c, h) 2, (d, i) 5 and (e, j) 10 wt.% particles by 30 s strong 
handshaking.
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Figure 7.22. Volume of foam stabilised with Ultraflon MP-8T particles after 
homogenisation as a function of time. Foams were made with 10 wt.% particles in 
(D) sunflower oil and (•) eugenol by 30 s handshaking. The (—) foam, ("") liquid 
and (—) total volume of the system are represented on this graph.
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Figure 7.23. Volume of foam stabilised with Ultraflon MP-8T particles after 
homogenisation as a function of time. Foams were made in sunflower oil by 30 s 
handshaking. The foam volumes of the system are represented on this graph for (D) 
0.5, (O) 1, (A) 2, (O) 5 and (*) 10 wt.%.
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Figure 7.24. Volume of foam stabilised with Ultraflon MP-8T particles after 
homogenisation as a function of time. Foams were made in eugenol by 30 s 
handshaking. The foam volumes of the system are represented on this graph for (D) 
0.5, (O) 1, (A) 2, (O) 5 and (*) 10 wt.%.
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7.4 Dry powder with PTFE particles
It was observed that for liquids of much higher tension than the oils studied in 
section 7.3, like glycerol and water, the curvature of the liquid-air surface inverted 
and materials termed dry liquid or souffle were formed containing droplets of liquid 
coated by particles dispersed in air.
A material similar to powdered dry water was formed, which does not immerse 
in water and can be shaped in a pile: 12 Figure 7.25 displays this powder resulting 
from blending water with Zonyl MP1400 particles. Very little water seems to have 
been encapsulated within the powder (around 5% of the initial volume of water) and 
the dry liquid does not flow like dry water, as application of shear causes rupture of 
the droplets and the release of bulk water. However, water drops covered in particles 
(liquid marbles) were observed on the powder, and their formation was reproduced, 
as shown in Figure 7.26(a), by rolling a macroscopic water drop on a bed of Zonyl 
MP1400 particles.47 The adsorbed particle layer prevents the spreading of water on a 
hydrophilic glass slide, as seen previously (cf. Chapter 6). Although they do not form 
spontaneously when sunflower oil is handshaken with PTFE particles, liquid marbles 
of sunflower oil can still be stabilised with Zonyl MP1400 particles when rolled on a 
bed of particles (Figure 7.26(b)).
Figure 7.25. Photographs of 5-minutes old dry water stabilised with Zonyl MP1400 
(a) from the side and (b) top of the vessel. The obtained powder is (c) not wet by 
water and (d) can be shaped in a pile. Dry water was made with 5 wt.% particles by 
30 s blender homogenisation at 25000 rpm.
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Figure 7.26. Photograph of a (a) water and (b) sunflower oil liquid marble stabilised 
with Zonyl MP1400 particles in air and on a glass substrate. Scale bars represent 1 
mm.
(a)
Glycerol handshaken with any of the TFE particles gave a souffle, which could 
be described as an intermediate material between a foam and a dry liquid: the souffle 
contains liquid encapsulated by particles, but does not exhibit the flowing behaviour 
of the powder, as it seems to have a high viscosity and gel-like reaction to shaking. 
The glycerol souffle series with the different TFE particles is represented in Figure 
7.27: as observed for the dry water, the souffle does not seem to encapsulate a large 
volume of glycerol. Particles are also spread by the glycerol onto the glass wall of 
the vessel, however a difference was noted between the particles: some of the PTFE 
particles disperse a little in the glycerol stabilising some air bubbles before creaming, 
whereas the OTFE does not go in the glycerol at all, indicating a lower 
hydrophobicity than the PTFE particles.
Figure 7.27. Photographs of 1-week old glycerol souffle stabilised with (a) Zonyl 
MP1400, (b) Zonyl MP 1100, (c) Ultraflon MP-8T, (d) Ultraflon UF-8TA PTFE and 
(e) OTFE particles. Glycerol souffle was made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s 
handshaking.
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The microscopy images of the glycerol souffle, in Figure 7.28, show that the 
liquid drops are non-spherical and highly covered with particles. Some drops are 
believed to be aggregated via non-adsorbed particles, particle aggregates or glycerol 
films, as in Figure 7.28(b), explaining the higher viscosity displayed by this material 
compared to the dry powder. The liquid drop size was not observed to depend on the 
particle type. Drops stabilised by Ultraflon UF-8TA particles, which have the most 
regular surface, appear more transparent than drops stabilised by other particles, 
indicating a possibly thinner layer of particles stabilising them.
Figure 7.28. Optical microscopy of glycerol-in-air stabilised with (a) Zonyl 
MP1400, (b) Zonyl MP1100, (c) Ultraflon UF-8TA and (d) OTFE particles 5 min 
after homogenisation. Glycerol souffle was made with 5 wt.% particles by 30 s 
handshaking. Scale bars represent 160 um.
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7.5 Conclusions
The activity of PTFE and OTFE microparticles at the liquid-air surface has 
been investigated for a variety of liquids. The five type of particles investigated, four 
PTFE and one OTFE, presented different size and shape but behaved similarly at the 
liquid-air surface. When exposed to the liquid surface as a dry powder, it was 
observed that oils of surface tension under 30 mN m" 1 wet the particles, whereas 
relatively high tension oils (> 30 mN m" 1 ) did not, and they allowed preparation of 
particle-stabilised air-in-oil foams.
Several mixing methods were employed to produce the non-aqueous foams, 
with handshaking found to give the larger volumes of foam, probably due to better 
air entraining. This was also the simplest method to make foams. All foams were 
stable to coalescence and disproportionation, and formed a dense white layer. Optical 
and cryo-SEM microscopy revealed that the bubbles formed were non-spherical, 
with a wavy surface covered with close-packed layers of particles, whether the 
particle were spherical or not.
Foams produced with oils of intermediate surface tension were observed to 
be slightly affected by the type of oil used: the volume of foam formed was 
approximately equivalent, although the perfume oils seemed to produce a little more 
foam, and exhibited less sedimented particles than the vegetable oils. The non- 
spherical nature of the air bubbles in the perfume oils also indicated strong particle 
adsorbtion during shear. The type of particle was also observed to affect the foam: 
the bubbles stabilised were bigger for larger particles, and the small particles 
stabilised larger foam volumes. It was also noted that the OTFE particles were able 
to stabilise oil films on the glass wall of the sample vessel, indicating higher 
oleophobicity. Like in particle-stabilised emulsions, the volume of foam was shown 
to depend on the concentration of particles: the foam volume increased with 
increasing particle concentration.
With liquids of higher surface tension, different materials were formed: dry 
liquids were produced with water, and a souffle (foam-dry liquid intermediate 
material) was made with glycerol. The increased viscosity of the souffle is probably 
caused by aggregation of the liquid drops, either through particles or through liquid 
films.
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CHAPTER 8 POWDERED EMULSIONS STABILISED BY FUMED
SILICA PARTICLES
8.1 Introduction
Liquid drops in air encapsulated by particles can be produced on a 
macroscopic or on a microscopic scale: liquid marbles measure up to several 
millimetres while dry water drops are as little as 50 urn. 1 ' 2 Binks and Murakami 
showed that the mixing of air, water and silica powder gave different materials 
depending on the silica particle wettability: aqueous dispersions were made with 
hydrophilic silica particles (6 < 20°), stable air-in-water foams were made with silica 
of intermediate hydrophobicity (32° < 6 < 62°) and stable drops of water-in-air with 
very hydrophobic silica (6 > 66°). The water-in-air material is called "dry water" as 
it behaves like a free-flowing powder, containing non-spherical drops of water piled 
on top of each other. Such water encapsulation is believed to have cosmetic 
applications, and can be used as gas storage or reactor cells.3 ' 4 Liquid marbles, which 
have been produced with a wide variety of particles (from latex to PTFE), can be 
thought of as the macroscopic equivalent of "dry water", with potential applications 
in microfluidics as liquid or particle carriers. 1 ' 5 ' 6
Murakami and Bismark achieved encapsulation of squalane and hexadecane 
into OTFE oleophobic particle capsules by spraying oils onto a bed of particles. 7 
However, the content of oil was only up to 15 wt.% of the material, while dry water 
can contain up to 98 wt.% water. 2 It follows that the encapsulation of an oil-in-water 
emulsion may provide a means to improve this uptake.
This study aims at determining the processes which enable production of 
powdered emulsions or emulsions encapsulated in the form of a free-flowing 
powder. This material will be an oil-in-water-in-air material (Figure 8.1). Toward 
this objective, the emulsion to encapsulate was first optimised in terms of the 
particles used and their concentration, before optimising the process and particles 
used for the emulsion encapsulation. The maximum concentration of oil in 
encapsulated emulsions in a flowing powder form was then determined.
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Figure 8.1 Schematic representation of the oil-in-water-in-air material: the oil drops 
are stabilised in water with partially hydrophobic silica particles, while the water 
drop are stabilised in air with very hydrophobic silica particles.
very hydrophobic
partially hydrophobic
air
8.2 Oil-in-water emulsions
Production of a powdered emulsion to encapsulate oil requires a stable oil-in- 
water emulsion, which will remain stable to dilution in its continuous phase and a 
second short homogenisation. For this purpose, the following part investigates the 
particle wettability and concentration of the silica particles in order to obtain a stable 
emulsion. A range of silica particles was used with varying remaining surface silanol 
content (%SiOH) after partial hydrophobisation. Higher %SiOH denotes more 
hydrophilic less modified particles.
8.2.1 Effect of particle hydrophobicity on emulsions
Silica particles with a high content of silanol were chosen as they should not 
affect the second homogenisation by adsorbing at the air-water interface.2 
Tricaprylin-in-water emulsions were made with 1 wt.% of 71% and 80% SiOH silica 
particles with equal volumes of oil and water. The tricaprylin-in-water emulsion 
stabilised with 80% SiOH silica particles shows little coalescence 5 minutes after 
preparation, with foi \ = 0.01. However, the emulsion stabilised with 71% SiOH 
exhibits resolved oil (f0\\= 0.35) after 5 minutes and the drops reach millimetre sizes. 
Figure 8.2 displays the microscopic images of the two emulsions: the one stabilised 
by 71% SiOH presents large (d = 364 [im on average) non-spherical drops
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polydisperse in size, whereas the 80% SiOH stabilised one exhibits small spherical 
drops of 39 um average diameter with a low polydispersity. Although it shows 
evidence of a little coalescence, observations of both emulsion stability, drop 
appearance and size demonstrate that the 80% SiOH-stabilised emulsion displays 
more ideal characteristics for production of the powdered emulsion.
Figure 8.2. Optical microscopy images of 5-minute old tricaprylin-in-water 
emulsions stabilised with 1 wt.% silica particles at (a) 71% SiOH and (b) 80% SiOH. 
Emulsions were made by 2 min. Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 13000 rpm. Scale 
bars represent 400 urn.
8.2.2 Effect of particle concentration on emulsions
To optimise the stability of tricaprylin-in-water emulsions stabilised with 
80% SiOH silica particles, the effect of particle concentration is studied. It has 
already been shown that an increasing concentration of particles leads usually to an 
increase in the emulsion stability,8 however too high a particle concentration has to 
be avoided as the excess of hydrophilic particles could interact with the hydrophobic 
particles added later on for producing of the powdered emulsion. Mixtures of 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic particles are known to be antagonistic in terms of 
emulsion stability and so this is to be avoided here.9 The initial particle concentration 
at 1 wt.% was increased to 2 and 3 wt.%: the fraction of coalesced oil decreased from 
0.01 to less than 0.01 with 2 wt.% particles, and no coalescence was observed for the 
emulsion at 3 wt.% particles. The emulsion drops were also observed to diminish in 
size. Figure 8.3 shows that the drops for emulsions stabilised with 1 wt.% (d = 39
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are larger than the 2 wt.% ones (d = 28 um) and the 3 wt.% ones (d = 22 um) 
when observed by optical microscopy. However, all emulsion drops were spherical 
with little polydispersity.
The tricaprylin-in-water emulsion stabilised by 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica 
particles was chosen to be the potential disperse phase in powdered emulsions due to 
its stability to coalescence and creaming, as can be seen in Figure 8.3. The white 
emulsion exhibits a high viscosity, probably responsible for the low creaming 
observed. The monomodal size distribution of its oil drops is given in Figure 8.4: 
the drop size ranges from 5 to 100 um diameter, with an average of 25 um. The 
small size of these drops also meant that this emulsion in particular was required for 
powdered emulsion preparation, as dry water drops are often as little as 50 um in 
diameter themselves.2
Figure 8.3. (a, b and c) Optical microscopy images and (d) photographs of 5-minute 
old tricaprylin-in-water emulsions stabilised with (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c and d) 3 wt.% 
silica particles at 80% SiOH. Emulsions were made by 2 min. Ultra Turrax 
homogenisation at 13000 rpm. Scale bars represent 160 um.
• o
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Figure 8.4. Size distribution of 5-minutes old tricaprylin-in-water emulsion drops 
stabilised with 3 wt.% silica particles at 80% SiOH. The emulsion was made by 2 
min. Ultra Turrax homogenisation at 13000 rpm and was measured with a 
Mastersizer 2000.
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8.3 Oil-in-water-in-air powdered emulsions
Various parameters were investigated in order to make a powdered emulsion: 
the silanol content of the hydrophobic particles used to encapsulate the emulsion, the 
homogenisation time and the maximum fraction of oil, which can be encapsulated.
8.3.1 Effect of particle hydrophobicity on powdered emulsions
Binks and Murakami produced dry water using 20% SiOH silica particles by 
homogenising the three components in a blender.2 When their experiment is repeated 
with 14% SiOH silica particles, a material similar to their description is obtained: a 
flowing powder, which releases water when rubbed, displayed in Figure 8.5. The 
powder can be shaped into a mountain-like pile and remains stable to coalescence for 
more than 4 weeks. Optical microscopy in Figure 8.6 shows the non-spherical and 
polydisperse water capsules produced.
Figure 8.5. Photographs of dry water with 5 wt.% silica particles at 14% SiOH. Dry 
water was made by 30 seconds homogenisation in a blender jug at 25000 rpm. 
Photographs show the (a) side and (b) top of the vessel and (c) a pile of the resulting 
material.
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Figure 8.6. Optical microscopy images of a 5-minute old water-in-air powder 
stabilised with 5 wt.% silica particles at 14% SiOH. Dry water was made by 30 s. 
blender homogenisation at 25000 rpm. Scale bars represent 200 urn.
The tricaprylin-in-water emulsion shown in Figure 8.3 was diluted 10 times 
with Milli-Q water to a volume of 95 mL and then blended with either 5 wt.% of 
20% SiOH silica particles, like Binks and Murakami, or with 14% SiOH silica 
particles. The obtained materials are displayed in Figure 8.7: both products display a 
smaller volume than the dry water shown in Figure 8.5, also containing 95 mL of 
fluid phase, and exhibit different rheology to the dry water. The materials are 
compact and act like a foam when agitated (gel-like behaviour), but they also contain 
a small amount of dry material which delivers liquid when rubbed. It is close to the 
souffle material described by Binks and Murakami, which occurs close to the 
inversion point of the air-water systems.2 The material formed with the 20% SiOH 
silica particles has a wetter appearance, and some excess liquid was observed after 
mixing. The microscopy image in Figure 8.8b shows that it contains large round 
water drops most probably stabilised by a rough layer of particle aggregates. The 
sample seemed to contain both dry and wet material. However, the material 
stabilised with the 14% SiOH particles appeared more similar to a dry powder: the 
micrographs in Figure 8.8(a) displays the non-spherical capsules of liquid, larger but 
similar to those in Figure 8.6. Although the thick layer of particles restricts 
observation inside the capsule, it is believed that they contain the original emulsion 
drops.
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Figure 8.7. Photographs of 5-minute old tricaprylin-water-air souffles stabilised with 
5 wt.% silica particles at (a, d) 14% and (b, e) 20% SiOH. Tricaprylin-in-water 
emulsions were stabilised by 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica particles at <I>0 = 0.5 before 
dilution to <X>0 = 0.05. Souffles were made by 30 s homogenisation in a blender jug at 
25000 rpm. Photographs show the (a-b) side and (d-e) top of the vessel.
Figure 8.8. Optical microscopy images of 5-minute old tricaprylin-water-air souffles 
stabilised with 5 wt.% silica particles at (a) 14% and (b) 20% SiOH. Tricaprylin-in- 
water emulsions were stabilised by 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica particles at O0 = 0.5 
before dilution to O0 = 0.05. Souffles were made by 30 s homogenisation in a 
blender jug at 25000 rpm. Scale bars represent 160 um.
(a)
8.3.2 Effect of blending time on powdered emulsions
During blender homogenisation, the tricaprylin-water-air material was 
observed to change in appearance. Consequently blender homogenisation for 
different lengths of time was investigated. The products formed displayed different 
appearances (Figure 8.9): a 40 s blending gives a souffle with a foam-like aspect, at 
20 s the material resembles the souffle formed with the 30 s blending, whereas the 5 
s blending produces a dry material. The powdered material flows similarly to dry 
water, and can also be shaped into a mountain-like pile (Figure 8.9(g)). Under 
microscopy, in Figure 8.10, the souffle and dry material have similar appearances: 
liquid is encapsulated by particles in non-spherical and irregular oil-in-water-in-air 
globules. Although few differences can be noted, the dry material exhibits only a dry 
phase, and oil drops are visible in the liquid capsule (Figure 8.10(d)), hence the oil 
has effectively been encapsulated within a dry powder.
To render more obvious the presence of oil drops in the emulsion capsules, 
the production of the powdered emulsion was repeated with Nile red fluorescent dye 
contained within the tricaprylin oil. Figures 8.10(e) and (f) show the microscopy 
images with and without UV light: some oil drops can be observed, but they are 
larger than the initial emulsion drops. Although the large size could be indicating 
drop aggregates, the second homogenisation (blending) might have affected the 
emulsion drops by causing their limited coalescence under shear. Although the dye 
intensity is stronger for the oil drops, the water capsules also appear slightly red, 
possibly indicating free oil or particle-stabilised oil drops at the capsule surface. The 
partial destruction of the particle-stabilised oil drops during blender homogenisation 
may also explain the transition to more foam-like materials with homogenisation 
time. The destruction of the emulsion drops would reduce the average particle 
contact angle at the fluid surface, either through the release of hydrophilic particles 
or free oil from the emulsion drops.
Cryo-SEM micrographs of the frozen powdered emulsion are displayed in 
Figure 8.11: the dry capsules of emulsion are observed to measure an average of 50 
H.m, and closer examination enables detection of the round emulsion drops up to 10 
urn in diameter under the surface particle layer. The drops seem to be close to the 
silica capsule surface as expected from their buoyancy.
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Figure 8.9. Photographs of 5-minute old tricaprylin-water-air materials stabilised 
with 5 wt.% silica particles at 14% SiOH. Tricaprylin-in-water emulsions stabilised 
by 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica particles at O0 = 0.5 before dilution to 4>0 = 0.05. 
Souffles or powdered emulsions were made by (a, d) 40, (b, e) 30 or (c, f-g) 5 
seconds homogenisation in a blender jug at 25000 rpm. Photographs show the (a-c) 
side and (d-f) top of the vessel, and a pile formed of the dry emulsion in (c).
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Figure 8.10. Optical microscopy images of 5-minute old tricaprylin-water-air 
stabilised with 5 wt.% silica particles at 14% SiOH. Tricaprylin-in-water emulsions 
were stabilised by 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica particles at O0 = 0.5 before dilution to 
O0 = 0.05. Souffles or powdered emulsions were made by (a) 40, (b) 20 and (c-f) 5 
seconds homogenisation in a blender jug at 25000 rpm. Scale bars represent 160 \im.
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Figure 8.11. Cryo-SEM images of tricaprylin-in-water-in-air capsules stabilised with 
5 wt.% silica particles at 14% SiOH. Tricaprylin-in-water emulsions were stabilised 
by 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica particles at 3>0 = 0.5 before dilution to O0 = 0.05. 
Powdered emulsion was made by 5 seconds blending in a blender jug at 25000 rpm. 
Scale bars represent 50 um.
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8.3.3 Effect of initial oil fraction on powdered emulsions
The maximum concentration of oil able to be encapsulated in a powdered 
emulsion was investigated by reducing the initial emulsion dilution, before blending 
it with the hydrophobic silica particles. This was meant to increase the oil fraction in 
the powdered emulsions from 0.05 to 0.5. As Figure 8.12 shows, the resulting 
materials differred a lot in appearance. The emulsion at O0 = 0.1 gave a souffle-like 
material with a small volume of dry emulsion at the top and some resolved emulsion 
at the bottom, similar to the material obtained with 30 s blending in section 8.3.2 
(Figure 8.12(a)). Those at 3>0 = 0.5 (non-diluted) and at O0 = 0.25 produced 
emulsion-like materials, which seemed thickened by the silica particles, with a 
grainy like consistency for the non-diluted emulsion system (Figures 8. 12(b) and 
(c))-
Figure 8.12. Photographs of 5-minute old tricaprylin-water-air materials stabilised 
with 5 wt.% silica particles at 14% SiOH. Tricaprylin-in-water emulsions were 
initially stabilised by 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica particles and diluted either to O0 = 
0.1 (a and d) or <D0 = 0.25 (b and e) or (c and f) not diluted (O0 = 0.5) before being 
mixed for 5 s in a blender jug at 25000 rpm with the hydrophobic silica particles. 
Photographs show the (a-c) side or (e) top of the vessels, or (d and f) a pile or the 
resulting material.
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These latter two materials are more likely to be formed as a result of the silica 
aggregates being wet by the larger volume of tricaprylin in the emulsions, as shown 
in Figure 8.13. However, the material formed at O0 = 0.1 is similar to the 
souffle/powdered emulsion in Figure 8.10.
Figure 8.13. Optical microscopy images of 5-minute old tricaprylin-water-air 
materials stabilised with 5 wt.% silica particles at 14% SiOH. Tricaprylin-in-water 
emulsions were made with 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica particles and diluted either to 
<D0 = 0.1 (a) or (D0 = 0.25 (b) or (c) not diluted (<D0 = 0.5) before being mixed for 5 s 
in a blender jug at 25000 rpm with hydrophobic silica particles. Scale bars represent 
160 urn.
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Although the encapsulation of high oil content proved difficult through 
blender homogenisation, it was observed to be achievable with liquid marbles: 
Figure 8.14 displays a photograph and microscopy images of the liquid marble 
formed by rolling a drop of non-diluted emulsion (O0 = 0.5) onto hydrophobic silica 
particles (14% SiOH). The emulsion drops were observed through the silica particle 
layer, and they appear unchanged compared with the initial emulsion formed, shown 
in Figure 8.2(c). The formation of a stable liquid marble with the same systems 
which gave a thickened emulsion in Figure 8.12(c) is solely due to the method of 
production: liquid marble preparation does not involve high shear, which can break 
the particle-stabilised oil drops. Hence there is no free oil to wet the hydrophobic 
silica which stabilises the liquid marbles, and they remain at the fluid surface. It 
seems therefore that high oil content powdered emulsions may be possible through 
utilisation of a lower shear process which leaves the internal oil drops intact.
Figure 8.14. (a) Photograph and (b-d) optical microscopy images of a 5-minute old 
tricaprylin-in-water-in-air liquid marble stabilised with 14% SiOH silica particles 
viewed from the (a) side or (b-d) top. The tricaprylin-in-water emulsion was 
stabilised by 3 wt.% of 80% SiOH silica particles and remained undiluted (Oo = 0.5). 
Scale bars represent 400 um.
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8.4 Conclusions
The production of a powdered emulsion has been achieved by optimising the 
system composition and homogenisation processes. The oil-in-water emulsion to be 
encapsulated was optimised by varying the wettability of the stabilising particles 
used and their concentration: a tricaprylin-in-water emulsion stabilised with 3 wt.% 
silica particles at 80% SiOH proved ideal due to its complete stability over several 
days and small emulsion drops. The emulsion was then diluted with Milli-Q water 
and homogenised using a blender in the presence of 5 wt.% hydrophobic silica 
particles. The precise hydrophobicity of the silica particles and the time of blending 
were changed in order to obtain a powdered emulsion: silica particles with low 
silanol content (14%) and a short blending time (5 s) were found to be required to 
form stable dry emulsions. Longer homogenisations of around 30 s resulted in a 
souffle-like material (consisting of areas of powdered emulsion and excess emulsion) 
probably through release of internal oil from the emulsion affecting particle 
desorption at the air-emulsion interface.
Although liquid marbles stabilised with 14% SiOH silica particles can 
encapsulate an oil-in-water emulsion at $0 = 0.5, the equivalent powdered emulsion 
was not successfully produced by blending. The high shear of the blending, in 
combination with the increased oil content, probably results in emulsion breakdown 
and powdered emulsion destabilisation.
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CHAPTER 9 SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
9.1 Conclusion
This thesis has advanced the understanding of particle behaviour at fluid-fluid 
interfaces, by studying particle adsorption in systems such as emulsions, foams or 
other materials, which are stabilised solely by them. The potential toxicity of 
surfactant-stabilised materials has resulted in the need to investigate other 
emulsifiers, hence materials stabilised solely by particles have become of great 
interest. Particle-stabilised material stability depends mainly on the 
adsorption/desorption of a particle from the fluid interface. This mechanism is linked 
to the particle wettability, which can in rum be affected by the temperature, the pH, 
or the liquid type used. This thesis has investigated particle behaviour through six 
different sections ranging from particle-stabilised emulsions to particle-stabilised 
foams, including the production of novel materials such as powdered emulsions.
Stimuli-responsive particles, use to produce stimuli-responsive materials has 
been lately considered of interest particularly for bio-medical applications. The effect 
of temperature has been studied here and shown to have a strong effect on the 
stability of microwax particle-stabilised water-in-oil emulsions. Separation of wax- 
stabilised emulsions has been triggered by increasing the storing temperature of these 
emulsions: the particles adsorbed to the interface were unable to hinder coalescence 
when they melted. However, really stable emulsions were observed to form when 
homogenised at elevated temperature with the same wax particles, as surface-active 
molecules released from the particles adsorbed at the oil-water interface and 
stabilised it. Emulsions stabilised with PLGA biodegradable polymer particles were 
observed to undergo analogous separation, which happen more as an effect of time 
than as one of temperature. The "PLGA particle-stabilised" oil-in-water emulsions 
destabilised over time, likely due to degradation of the polymer, ultimately causing 
desorption of the particle from the interface. It was also observed that modification 
of the polymer particle surface, by grafting pH-sensitive COOH and NH2 groups 
hindered emulsion separation. While the non-modified PLGA particle-stabilised 
emulsion displayed phase separation, the ones stabilised with the group-modified
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particles were stable over a large range of pH for more than two years. The particle 
modification was believed to slow, or totally hinder, particle degradation. Another 
stimuli-responsive material investigated was that of emulsions stabilised by 
sporopollenin particles. The sporopollenin particles, originating from natural 
Lycopodium clavatum spores, were observed to display a change in charge and 
wettability with pH. This caused an emulsion transitional inversion from oil-in-water 
at their high natural pH (~ 9.5) to water-in-oil at low pH. The type of oil used was 
also seen to affect the pH of inversion: affecting the particle contact angle, the 
tricaprylin gave preferentially water-in-oil emulsion, while the dodecane and 
isopropyl myristate (IPM) preferred to form oil-in-water. Interestingly, the 
sporopollenin particles also exhibited preferred orientation around water droplets of 
sporopollenin-stabilised emulsion: the anisotropic sporopollenins orientate with their 
hemispherical side toward the oil either for a better packing geometry or due to a 
wettability difference.
New particle-stabilised material production has also been achieved during 
this study. An attempt to produce novel emulsion drop architectures was made using 
emulsion heteroaggregation. Although aggregation of oppositely-charged Ludox- 
stabilised emulsion drops has been found difficult to obtain, the importance of pH, 
method used for mixing and excess free particle concentration in the continuous 
phase has been demonstrated. The pH range over which the emulsions stabilised by 
Ludox particles were stable was witnessed to be larger for IPM than for dodecane as 
the oil phase, caused by the change in particle contact angle. The mechanical stirring 
used to mix these emulsions caused coalescence and so was replaced by a gentle 
handshaking. In systems containing mixtures of Ludox-stabilised emulsions, an 
increase in excess particle concentration was witnessed to decrease the stability of 
the mixture, by enhancing coalescence. Some evidence of drop aggregations was 
shown when the number ratio of small to large drops was varied. Another example of 
a new material generated in this study was that of tetrafluoroethylene (TFE) particle- 
stabilised non-aqueous foam. Oligomeric and polymeric TFE microparticles were 
observed to disperse in low surface tension oil which wet them, but to stabilise air 
bubbles when aerated with intermediate surface tension oil, and to form a powder 
like material with really high surface tension liquids. The produced foams were
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stable to coalescence and disproportionation, and large volumes of foam were 
produced at high particle concentration, in line with observations made of particle- 
stabilised emulsions. The size and shape of the TFE particles slightly affected the 
foam formed, as the larger particles stabilised larger bubbles and the smaller particles 
stabilised larger foam volumes. Freeze fracture electron microscopy was used in 
order to observe the close-packed arrangement of particles at the air-oil surface.
Finally, production of a powdered emulsion was attempted by following the 
protocol to make "dry water". For this purpose, oil-in-water emulsions were 
produced stabilised by very hydrophilic fumed silica particles. These emulsions were 
then blended with very hydrophobic particles, resulting in an encapsulation of 
emulsion drops into particles. However, the blending time was found to be of great 
importance: a short time of blending produced a dry powder material, while further 
blending caused the material to change through souffle-like to a foam-like material. 
It was observed that encapsulation of high volume fractions of oil within the 
powdered material was difficult: upon increasing the oil volume fraction the material 
formed changed from a powdered emulsion to a simple emulsion thickened with 
particles, the emulsion capsules breaking and releasing the emulsion droplets. 
However, it was shown that high oil volume fraction macroscopic capsules can be 
obtained with liquid marbles of the silica particle-stabilised emulsions.
9.2 Future work
As described in Chapter 3, wax-stabilised emulsions were observed to 
destabilise when the temperature was increased after emulsification. Destabilisation 
occurred because the melting particles could not hinder coalescence anymore at high 
temperature. However, increasing the temperature of the emulsion and cooling them 
down has not been tried, and it is believed that formation of wax capsules of water 
could be formed that way. 1 An easy production of such robust capsules could be 
applied in cosmetic products for the slow or targeted release of water soluble active 
ingredients. The effect of emulsification temperature on emulsions stabilised with 
triglyceride crystals was investigated, but not the effect of increasing the temperature 
of the emulsion formed at room temperature. It is believe that the emulsion would
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destabilise really quickly at the melting temperature of the crystals. The possibility to 
form triglycerides capsules from these emulsions could also be investigated.
The stability of emulsions stabilised by the PLGA, PLGA-COOH and PLGA- 
NH2 with time was monitored over 24 months, for consistency, the stability of the 
emulsions made with PLGA particles of high L:G ratio should be monitored over the 
same length of time, to find out if the L:G ratio affects the emulsion destabilisation. 
The effect of temperature on the emulsion degradation should also be investigated, as 
the PLGA particles can be used in pharmaceutical products for drug delivery, and the 
temperature of the skin (if the product is a topical medication) and that of the body 
(for the other medications) are different.
The heteroaggregation of oppositely charged emulsion drops was found 
difficult to achieve, it is believed that more stable emulsions, like the one made for 
production of the powdered emulsion with fumed silica particles, or smaller drops 
and higher charge, could enable better heteroaggregation. However, emulsions made 
with fumed silica particles would only be negatively charged; a charge reversal could 
be obtained by either Ludox CL particles or positive polyelectrolytes.2
Sporopollenin particles were observed to adsorb at the oil-water and air-water 
interface, but as they might be porous, it is possible that the sporopollenin particles 
contain water, oil or both inside, replacing the air. It would be interesting to study if 
air filled sporopollenins, adsorb differently to the fluid interface compared to water 
and oil filled particles. As the type of emulsion stabilised with sporopollenins 
depends on the pH of the dispersion, it might be possible to destabilise a 
sporopollenin-stabilised emulsion by changing its pH, enabling triggered release of 
the emulsion dispersed phase; this could also be an additional investigation. 3 ' 4 
Functionalising the sporopollenin particles, by adding a controlled quantity of 
charged groups on their surface, might enable control of the pH of inversion of the 
emulsion type. As the sporopollenin can be used as capsule, it might also be 
interesting to load them with reactant, and dissolve another reactant in the water 
phase of the emulsion, to use the emulsion drops as mini-reactors or dual 
compartment capsules. 5 ' 6
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Achieving control over non-aqueous foam stability would be interesting, 
studying the stability of particles stabilised oil foams as function of parameters like 
particle dispersion, temperature or addition of oil soluble surfactants might enable to 
find a way to do it. The powdered emulsion was found to only be stable for low 
content of oil. It is of importance to find the right parameters or method to 
encapsulate more oil into the powder, perhaps by using OTFE particles with a lower 
shear. 7
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